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PREFACE

Indian Musicology is a growing subject Its scope

has considerably widened in recent years Topics

which have been cursorily dealt with by earlier scholars

can now be studied in an intensive and elaborate manner
The subject of raga lakshana is an instance in point

The traijodasa lalcshanas or the 13 characteristics

mentioned for ragas in earlier works will just give a general

picture of a raga As against this we have now the chatush^

shashtt lakshanas or 64 particulars under which we can study

the lakshana of a raga A studv of a raga made from these 64

points of view will give us an analytical, detailed and

exhaustive picture of the melodic individuality of the raga In

addition, we have now added new topics to the subject of

Indian musicology The subjects of murohhanakaraka melas^

amurchhanakaraka melas and misra melas may be cited as

examples These subjects are of inteiest to students of

comparative musicology all the world over

Some of the topics dealt with in this volume belong to

the realm of pure musicology A few topics relating to the

History of Indian Music are also included Portions of some

of the Chapters in this book weie contributed oiiginally as

articles to the Journal of the Madras University^ Journal

of the Madras Music Academy^ The Indian Geographical

Journal The Educational Review and the Silpt The

subjects dealt with in Chapters "VII, VIII, X and XI were

contributed as Papers to the Sessions of the All-India Oiiental

Conferences All these Articles and Papers have been

amplified and re written in the light of the author's subs

quent researches and presented here

21st February 1951 P SAME 4MOOETELY





CHAPTER t

MUSIC AND MATHEMATICS

Theie is au older and ihythm in all things pertaining to

Natal 0 There is rhythm in the movements of the stellar

bodies Theie is rhythm in the pulse of the hand In MmSio,

rhythm plays a very important part

In the history of human race and culture^ music

happens to be the eailiest fine art to be developed The
primordial scale of Indian music though developed without

any knowledge of the frequency relationships of notes, was
on a later analysis found to take notes of correct and

well recognised musical intervals

Music IS an exact science. The student of Mathematics

will find heiein the practical application of many of the

concepts, senes, piogressions and foimulas of mathematics

The popular notion that art is something that will not stand

scientific analysis is incorrect The notes used in the musical

systems of all civilised countnes bear well-recogmsed ratios

to the fundamental note Notes not conforming to these values

will sound unmusical and unpleasant Once the tonic note is

sounded, the values of all the other notes of the scale get

automatically defined The whole science of music, eastern

or western, is based on the fundamental factor of samvaditva

or consonance

Tone System

The frequencies of two notes which are an octave apaitt

bear the ratio 1 2 Thus if the frequency of the middle

octave shad] a is equal to n vibrations per second, the

frequency of the higher octave shad]a will be equal to 3^
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vibiations pei second The fiequency of the next octave

shadja will be equal to 4n vibrations per second (i e
, twice

the frequency of its immediate loWei shadja) and so on

Thus the frequency lelationships of the octaves proceed in

geometiical progression I3 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, etc This

18 refeiied to m early woiks as the dviguna character of the

octave notes

This same piogiession downwards is seen in the concept

of shatkalas 01 six degiees of speed Herein the value of a

note gets piogiessively reduced fiom unit time in the fiist

degiee of speed to i, i, 1/8, I/I6, and l/32nd unit time in

the other five degrees of speed In other words, one note is

sung to unit time in the fiist degiee of speed, 2 notes to the

same duration in the second degiee of speed, 4 notes in the

third, 8 notes in the fouith, 16 notes in the fifth and 32 notes

in the sixth degree of speed and so on In the concept of

shanmaigas (Dakshina, Vaitika, Chitra, Ghitratara, Ohitra

tama and Ati chitra tama) in the spheie of tala dasapranas

(10 elements of musical time) also, we see this progression

The arithmetical progression 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, etc

IS seen in the frequency relationships of the svayambhu

svaras or the upper paitials These harmonics are heard

when a stietched string is sounded The perception of the

consonant note Panchama 01 the Perfect fifth (3/2) constitutes

the first landmark in the evolution of the tone system After

the fundamental, the fiist note in the gamut that was

recognised was the Panchama, the third harmonic The

cycles of Fifths and Fomths (or the under Fifths) were

logically woiked out and the tone system was evolved It is

possible that the study of the haimonic senes and the

frequencies of the notes belonging to different octaves led
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early mathematicians to become coqfniziaf- of the aiithmetica

and geometrical progiessions

The notes used within an octave beai ceitain simple ratios

to the fundamental The notes shadja and pinchama (0 and

G) beai the latio 2 3 ,
the notes shadja and suddhamadhyama

(C andF) the latio 3 4 ,
the notes shadja and antara gandbara

(0 and E) the latio 4 5 ,
the notes shadja and sadharana

gandhaia (Komal ga oi B flat) the istio 5 6 and so on

Next to the unison and the octave* the Panohama is the

moat consonant interval A pleasant effect is experienced

when a note and its Panchama are sounded together the
22 notes used in the Indian musical scale aie the earliest

notes to be deiived in the cycles of fifths and fouiths, eleven

notes exclusive of the fundamental in the former case and

eleven notes inclusive of the fundamental in the latter case

The significance of the inclusion of the note of frequency

40/27 in the ancient scale, madhyama giama, will be deal

when it IS realised that this note occuis as the eleventh note

in the cycle of fouiths oi sa—ma senes The later notes of

the cycle are not of interest from the point of view of

practical music In the Table on Page 4, the fiequencies of

the notes of the two cycles reduced to one octave are given in

the incieasing older of pitch fiom left to right Leaving

the two notes shadja and panchama (C and G), it will be found

that the remaining 20 notes aie distributed amongst the five

svaras at the rate of 4 for each Each note of the cycle of

fifths will be found to be a piamana siuti (comma or 81/80)

higher than the contiguous note of the cycle of fourths The

Indian tone system is therafoie not only evolved on a

consonantal basis but is also logical and mathematically

accurate,
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The veiy idea of piamana sruti or comma was perceived

when the eleventh note of the cycle of fifths was reached

This note, it may be pointed out, is a comma higher

than the perfect fourth The fifth of this note again revealed

a note which was a comma higher than the fundamental

Thus the use of ten twins of notes in addition to the

shadja and panohama, the two notes of each twin differing

by the inteival of a pramana siuti or 22 cyclic cents, is the

distinctive feature of the Indian tone system

With the panchama, the madhyama was automatically

perceived, since the madhyama was only an undei fifth In

other woids, if of two notes which aie related as shadja and

panchama, the highei of the two notes is taken as the

fundamental the other note will be found to be the suddha

madhyama of the lowei octave Thus the cycle of fourths is

implied in the cycle of fifths The values obtained by the

downward (anti clockwise) piogiession of the cycle of fifths

will be the same as the values obtained in the upward

(clockwise) piogiession of the cycle of fourths Conversely

the values obtained in the downward (anti-clockwiae)

piogiession of the cycle of fourths will be the same as the

values obtained in the upwaid (clockwise) piogression of the

cycle of fifths

It may be pointed out incidentally that in some ragas»

notes othei than the 22 are used, but such notes differ fiom

the neighbouring notes of the scale of 22 srutis by such a

microscopic interval that they aie justifiably enough regarded

as reflections oi lustious vaiieties of the contiguous notes

The idea of 22 notes being distributed among the sapta

svaras is in keeping with the latio 22/7 or 'ir ™ the relation

ship between the ciioumfeience and the diameter of a circle,
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After the pancbama and madhyama, the next note of the

gamut to come to the notice of man was the fifth harmonic*

antara gandhara 5/4 This note also foimed the basis of a

new cycle— the cycle of thuds Thus the major third of

major thud is equal to 6/4x5/4 = 25/16 The panchama

lowei down of this note 25/16, is 25/24 oi the nyuna sruti

Intel val (small semitone ) The kampita rishabha of Saurashtra

raga is suggestive of this note Only a few notes of this cycle

are howevei of practical impoitance

Scales oe Equal Temperament and just Intonation

In the scale of equal temperament, the successive notes

of the gamut form a peifect geometrical progression They

are separated from then neighbours by the same common
interval Any two adjacent notes of the scales of 12

semitones will be found to beai the ratio 1 1 06946 In

Indian music it is the scale of just intonation that is used

The notes used in Indian music are the acoustically corieot

ones In the equi tempered scale which became a necessity

in Europe on account of the scheme of harmony, the frequen-

cies of the notes, except foi the fundamental and the

octave, are eithei slightly below or above then true latios

The difference in the fiequencies of the notes in the two

systems of tuning is, no doubt, very slight but nevertheless

it is a solid and a real diffeienoe and can be perceived by a

tiained ear

It may be of interest to note in this connection that the

notes that figured in the old scale, shadja grama, were

described in terms of siuti values thus —

s r g m p d n

4 3 2 4 4 3 2
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four standing for the major tone (9/8), 3 for the minor tone

(10/9) and 2 for the semitone (16/15) In the other old scale

ma grama, the intexval between the fouith and the fifth was a

minor tone The m murchhana of this ma grama corres-

ponds to the majoi diatonic scale of Buiopean music

Eveiy interval used in an octave has its complementaiy

interval and the sum of these two intervals is equal to the

fiequency of the octave, i e ,
2 The frequency of panchama

= 3/2 If the panchama is taken as the tonic note and the

shadja above this played, the lattei note will impiess one as

the suddha madhyama Thus the octave is made up of the two

Intel valsj peifect fifth and peifect fouith, i e , 3/2 X 4/3 = 2

The diffeience between the two inteivals panchama and

madhyama is a chatussiuti inteival oi ma]oi tone 3/2— 4/3

-=9/8

There aie three ways of expiessing the values of notes —

(1) In teims of vibrations pei second
,
Foi ex , the

frequency of the middle octave Sa =256 vibrations per second#

(2) In terms of ratios to the fundamental
,
Foi ex

,

the value of antaia gandhara= 5/4, Sa being equal to I

(3) In teims of cents
,
ex, panchama=702 cents

(In this calculation, the octave is divided into 1,200 cyclic

cents) The calculations heiein are worked out on

a logarithmic basis

A study of musical intervals leveals the following —

(l) If of two inteivals making up an octave, one

happens to be a consonant (samvadi) inteival, its comple-

mentaiy Intelval also is a consonant inteival, thus the,
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panchama and suddha madbyama — the peifect fifth and

the perfect fourth (3/2 X 4/8= 2) aie both consonant intervals

(2) If of two Intelvals making up an octave one is a

dissonant (vivadi) inteivah its complementary inteival also

will be a dissonant inteival, thus suddha rishabha ( D flat )

and the kakali nishada ( B ) IS V"*® 2 aie both dissonant

intervals

(3) If of two intei vals making up an octave, ®ne is an

anuvadi interval, i e ,
neithei consonant noi dissonant, its

complementary inteival will also be an anuvadi inteival, thus

antara gandhara (B) and suddha dhaivata (\ flat) 5/4X8/5=2

are both anuvadi intervals

The major chord of European music is a triad wherein

the frequencies of the three notes bear the relationships 4 5 6

1 e
, 1, 5/4 and 3/2 The minoi choid of Buiopean music is

a tiiad whose notes bear the fiequences 6/5 and 3/2

The panchama oi the peifect fifth itself is the arith-

1 + 2 3
metical mean of the fundamental and its octave —— =

2 2

The antara gandhara (B) is the aiithmetical mean of

the notes, shadja and panchama The chatussruti

rishahha IS the aiithmetical mean of the notes, shadja and

antara gandhara
A

Scales

The 12 semitones used in an octave aie univei sally

known With these 12 notes as the basis, 72 heptatonic scales

have been evolved, 36 of these scales take the suddha
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madhyama oi E Natuial and 36, the prati madhyama or ^
shaip The numbei 36 la the sgnaie of 6 Leaving asid^

the giaoed utteiances of notes in ragas, it may be pointed

out that the melodic individuality of a raga is established by

using in it notes of defined frequencies in lelation to the

fundamental If due to carelessness, a note of faulty pitch is

sung, that note will sound as an apasrara and give a rude

shock to the sensitive listener The melodic entity of the

raga will be also affected by such careless singing

All the 72 heptatonie scales mentioned above take the

perfect fifth By subsiituting B sharp foi the peifect

fifth in the first 36 melas, the numbei 72 can be increased to

*108 All these aie homogeneous scales in the sense that in

every scale the notes taken by the aiohana (ascent) occur m
the avaiohana (descent) as well In the scheme of 144 (the

square of 12) scales, the fiist 72 compiise the piesent melas

The next 36 consist of a suddha madhyama mela in the ascent

and Its parallel prati madhyama meJa in the descent In the

next 36, it is the other way about—a piati madhyama mela

in the ascent and its paiallel suddha madhyama mela in the

descent In the scheme of 5,181 (squaie of 72), suddha

—

misra melas, theie aie the 72 chakias oi sections, comprising

72 scales each In each section, the ascending scale i& a
constant factor and the descending scale progiessively varies

from the melas of serial numbeis 1 to 72 In the scheme of

*Tbese extra Z6 melas aie known as tfee Vihrita Panchama melas

In bl»ese melas, the pi3r\an5fa and uttarecga notes recur in the same
order as ib melas 1—^6 but there is n® Panahama The suddha

madhyama and prati raadhjama occur m both ascent and descent and

the prati madhyama IS intended to be sung with the letter pr? i.e this

ptatl madhyama becomes a Vikrita Panchama

Z
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suddhft misra melas oompming the 72 homogeneous melas

and the 5112 heterogeneous melas, the senal numbei of any

one of the present 72 melas is found by the formula,

72 (n - 1) + n

where n= the serial number of the melakarta in the

scheme of 72 The melodic minor scale of European music

li» a heterogeneous scale and its rank in the scheme of 5,184

Buddha-misra melas is, 1604

TBANSIIiIENT SOAIiBS

In addition to the above heptatonie scales, Indian music

employs a large number of transilient scales These scales

eschew a note or two in the ascent or descent or in both The
total number of transilient scales is 34,776 This number*

colossal as it is, does not include the svarantara ragas which
take only 4 notes eithei in the ascent or descant or both

Nor does this number include the bhashanga ragas and the

vakra ragas Thus the statement that the number of ragas

is- ‘infinite’ is practically true

The total number of svarantara ragas that is possible

la 95,160 Just as the possible shadava combinations are 6

a.nd audava combinations are 15, the possible svarantara

combinations aie 20 The number 20 is got by deleting the

following notes --

U) n d p

(2) to d m
(3) to d g

(4) to d r

(5) d p m

(6) d p g

(7) d p r

(8) p m g

(9) p m r

(10)

mgr
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(11) n p m
(12) n p g

(13) n p r

(14) d m g

(15) d m r

(16) pgr
(17) « m g

(18) m m r

(19) d g r

(20) n g r

Svarantara - sampurna ragas are 20

Sampurna - svarantara ft 20

Svaiantaia - shadava f' ft .. 120

Shadava - svarantara if *$ 120

Svarantara - audava * ff • . 300

Audava - svarantara
1 * f» 300

Svarantara - svarantara »> »f » 400

1,280

Since in each mela, all these combinations are possible*

the total numbei of svarantara types of ragas for the 72 melas

comes to 1,280x72 = 92,160 This added to the 84,848

heptatonic and transilient scales (exclusive of the bhagfeaoi^a

ragas and vakra ragae), will yield the numbei of regaa es

1,27,008 (iV” B —About a fifth of this number of ragas

will be found to lepeat in one or more melas) Two of the

well-known svarantaia ragas are Navarasakannada and

Vivardhani By using a formula Similar to that of the

Nashtoddhishta, given a number we can find out the form

of the arohana and avarohana and the ]anaka mela of the

raga represented by the number Likewise given a raga or

a raga's arohana and avarohana and janaka mela^ we can find

put its serial number.
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Graphs

The svaia giaphs of lagas present an interesting study

They not only define the oontoui of the ragas but also throw

light on the nature of their aiohana and avarohana, their

heptatonic or transihent character, then vakra oi kiama

charactei, the vakia svaias, vakiantya svaias and the extent

of vakiatva, 3ant'i svaias, dngha svaras and kampita svaias

if any, the amsa svaras, nyasa svaias (majoi nyasas and

minoi nyasas ineluaive) and the notes on which one can test

and develop an alcana The svaiasthina graphs and the

siutisthana graphs of lagas throw furthei light on the

frequencies of notes used in the raga The svaiasthana**

graphs also reveal if the lower and uppei tetrachords aie

symmetrical oi otherwise (Also see Ohaptei vi of the Authoi’s

book “Teaching of Musio^O

It will be of interest to note that melas witii pairs of

symmetrical tetiaehords aie six in number and they ccciu in

the purva group Their serial numbers happen to be in

the following series

1

1+ 7

1+7+ 7

l»J-7+7+7

l+7+7+7f

7

1+7+7+7+7+7

«=* Kanakangi

= 8 Hanumatodi
== 15 Mayamalavagaula
= 22 Kharaharapriya

= 29 Dhirasankaribharana

= 36 Ohalanata

In all the suddha madhyama melakartas, there is the

nteival of a major tone between the terminal note of the

lowei tetrachord and the initial note of the uppei tetrachord

In the piati madhyama melakartas there is the interval of a

semitone between the terminal note of the lower tetrachord

jand the initial note of the upper tetiachord.
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Ehtthm

In the sphere of rhythm, the numbers 4 and 3 play a

great part Then sum represents the number 7 which is the

total number of svaias and the total number of principal

talas The product of the numbers 4 and 3 is twelve which

IS the number of svaiasthanas or semitones in an octave

and whose multiples aie represented in the number of melas

(72), lalas (108) etc

The 7 principal talas admit of 35 vaiieties, on account

of the five varieties of laghu trisra (3), chaturasra

(4), khanda (5), misia (7) and sankirna (9) The laghu

also admits of another five varieties named divya laghu

simha laghu* vaina laghu, vadya laghu and karnataka laghu

Their time-values are 6, 8, 10, ' 12 and 16 counts

respectively This gives us another 35 talas Each of these

65 or 70 talas again admits of 5 varieties on account of the gati

bheda^ i e
,

division of each count into 3, 4, 5, 7, or 9 minor

units of time This gives us in all 176 oi 350 talas

In addition there are —

(1) The classical 108 talas making use of all the

shadangas The aforesaid 350 talas make use of only the three

angas anudrutam, drutam, and laghu

(2) Tiilas like Sarabhanandanam employing most of

the sbodasangas

(3) The desadi, madhyadi, druva rupaka and the

chapu talas

(4) Innumerable folk time-measures of mixed pattern,
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In the four varieties of the chapu tala, the existence

of the following senes may be noted —
1+2= 3, Trisra chapu

2+ 3= 5, Khanda chapu

3+ 4= 7, Misra ch§.pu

4+ 5=9, Sankirna chapu

Note ™In the misra chapu tala, the lecuiience 3+4 is

the normal thing; but Syama Sastri has composed many

pieces wherein the reversed scheme of 4 4-3 is noticed

Compositions like the Bapta taia gita are of special

interest The length of the compodition herein is such, that

seven different people counting seven diffeient talas and start-

ing to reckon simultaneously with iiie music, will be found to

finish with a whole numbei of avartas There is the celebrat-

ed sapta taJa gifca m Nata laga, beginning with the words

**Ghana mdya dkurandhara ' The length of the composition

= 80 avartas of Dhruva tala (chaturasra ^ati) or 420 akshara-

kalas When the gita is sung once, it will be found that,

(1) the person leckoning Matya tala (chaturasra jati)

has completed counting 42 avartas

(2) the person leckoning Eupaka tala Ichaturasra jati)

has completed counting 70 avartas

(3) the person leckoning Jhampa tala (misra jiti)

has completed counting 42 avartas

(4^ the person reckoning Triputa tala (trisra jati)

has completed counting 60 avartas

(5) the person reckoning Ata tala (khanda jati) has

completed counting 30 avartas

(6) the person reckoning Eka tala (chaturasra ]ati^

has completed counting 105 avartas.



Anuloma and Pratiloma expositions, when attempted for

pallavis whose avartas consist of an odd number of akshara-

kalas will prove very tough A pallavi in sama tala consist

intg of 13 akshaiakalas for an avarta has to be compressed

and sung to the duration of 6i and 3i akshaiakalas lespeotive

ly in the anuloma stage*

The playeis of tala vadyas should be clever specially in

calculation When confronted with intricate pallavis from

their principals, they should be able to start the;r crowning

conclusions (tirmanas) fiom the correct fractional point in the

avarta so that they will be able to finish coirectly and lead the

principal in singing the pallavi

A puiely melodic system of music like the one in vogue

in India affoids scope for the development of certain musical

concepts which aie either unknown to other systems of music

01 do not contain the requisite atmosphere for the development

of such concepts The concept of tala dasa pranas oi the ten

elements of musical time is an instance in point To take only

the last element of prastara, all the possible types of permuta-

tronsand combmations both of the finite and infinite varieties

have been attempted here There are the prastaias pertain-

ing to svara, raga, mela and tala Some of them though not

of Intelest from the point of view of piactical music are

nevertheless contributions to pure knowledge on the subject

The piastaias have in each case been classified, named and

worked out in full detail Khanda prastara signifies that

the possible number of peimutations and combinations is a

definite number, whereas Akhanda prastara signifies that

the number is practically limitless
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The prastaras are developed accoiding to a plan Angas

that recur should be of a progiessively dinunishing magnitude

This plan enables one to deteimine the nature and structure

of a phiaae, if its seiial number is given and to determine its

serial number if the phiase is given

The svara prastaras aie a finite number

The possible combinations with 2 notes aie only 2

6

•• 21

120

720

. 5,040

The 5,040 svaia phrases aie of the sampurna pattern and

the lest of the asampurna pattern

In the sphere of rhythm, there aie

(1) the chaturanga prastdra^ employing the 4 angas

laghu, guru, plutam and Kakapadam

(2) the shadasnga p7astd7a^ employing all the six

angas
,

i e the anudrutam and diutam in addr
tion to the above four

(3) the shodasdTiga prastdra^ employing all the 16

angas from the anudrutam to the Kakapadam
The total number of prastaras herein will run

to some millions

Graphical representation of these prastaras result in

interesting geometrical figures

3

4

5

6

7
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In nrittam or pure dance, the varied aspects of rhythm

involving calculations of a complicated nature find full

application

In music the numbeis 4 and 3 and their sum (7) and

product (12) and squaies 16 and 9 play a very large part

Musical Instruments

The shape and construction of resonators of musical

instruments offer a fascinating study from the point of view

of plane geometry and solid geometiy The hemi spherical

lesonatoi of the vina, the bucket-shaped lesonator of the

svarabat, the cylindiical lesonatoi of the pambai, the elliptical

mouth-hole of the Euiopean flute, the convex-shaped belly of

the tambuia, the octagonal-shaped resonator of some rare

tamburas, the conical diums^ the conical bore of the

nagasvaiam, the cylindrical boie of the Indian flute and the

trapezoid lesonatoi of the svaramandala offer interesting

study The horn plectium used for playing plucked instru-

ments is of the shape of an isosceles or equilateral

triangle

The paiallel stiings of the haip and the piano, the

paiallel fiets of the svarabat, the paiallel tubes of the organ

and the pan pipes, the straight fiets of the vina contrasted

with the cuived fiets of the sitar, the series of inter spaces

between the 24 frets of the vina presenting a series of

rectangles of progressively diminishing breadth from the

legion of the neck to the belly, all deserve notice In the

vina, the length of the dandi oi stem bears to the ciicum-

ference of the resonator a definite latio

a
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Again the cylindiical lesonatoi of the tuntma and the

gnitai, the cylindrical frame of the kanjiia, the barrel-

shaped resonatoi of the miidanga, the mortal-shaped reso-

nator of the timila, the concentiic lings of skin on

the light face of the miidanga, the various figures

into which particles of sand stiewn on dium-heads of the

panohamukha vadyam aiiange themselves foi paiticulai

strokes, the stiaight stick and the bent stick used in playing

diums, the disc of the dium suiyapuai, contiasted with the

disc with a choid poition cut off in the dium chandrapirai,

the kuzhi talam— (tinkling basin cymbals),

representing a section of a hollow spheie, the villadi vadyam

repiesenting the choid of a big cuole and the aiched bow of

the primitive ravanastram deseive attention The acute angle

between the stung and the stem of the tuntma, the acute angle

between the lesonatoi and the aim of the ancient ya^ih (cu/r

the obtuse angle foimed between the face of the performer

and the flute, while in the act of playing and the hoiizontal

and peipendioulai pegs of the tambura aie woithy of note

The ciiculai shape of the semakkalam (gong) and

giamophone records, the hollow oval shaped imgs of the pujaii

kai-silambu, the semi cucularconstinotion of the auditorium

of an opeia house and the lectangulai shape of conceit halls

are also woithy of notice

When asked to perform solo displsys for talas in

inconvenient tempos, the miidangam playeis will be found

cleverly to letard or accelerate the tempo till they leach the

point of easy negotiability The poor singei oi the piincipal

pel formei will be helpless on such occasions and he will be
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obliged to fall in line with the tempo of his ihythmic accom-

paniment

In the miidanga, chenda and othci two faced drums,

the pitch of the two heads will he eithei identical oi will bcai

the latio 1 2 01 2 3

In some biass wind instiuments, some of the notes are

produced by aitificially increasing and decreasing the length

of the air column, i e
, by moving up or down the slidiag

tube The speaking length of the an column is also regulat-

ed in some wind instiuments by manipulating keys In eithei

case, the length of the an column resulting after the increase

01 decrease will be found to conform to definite ratios

A sound that is geneiated proceeds in expanding spheri-

cal waves The kampita gamaka is an oscillation of pitch

between a maximum and a minimum limit The ekkalam

when blown presents an inteiestmg example of a tone pro-

gressing along two dimensions, pitch and intensity, simul

taneously

The graphical lepiesentation of gopuchcha yati,

srotovaha yati, damaru yati, mridanga yati, and vishama

yati will piesent interesting geometrical figures When on

the face of a mridanga, flour oi fine particles of sand are

strewn and different types of ihythmic stiokea played, the

particles will be found to rearrange themselves into interest-

ing patterns of figures Sohladnis figures furnish a parallel

to this /

Mnemonics

In coming the nomenclatures for melas, chakras, svaias,

srutis and talas, full use has been made of the katapayadi
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formula and the bhuta sninkhya The application of these

mnemonical devices is seen in many other Indian arts and

sciences The necessity for katapayadi piefixes to mela

names aiose only after the scheme of 72 melas was enunci

ated Names for un named melas confoiming to the katapa

yadi formula weie likewise coined aftei the scheme of

72 melas was worked out

GENEEAIj

The numbeis 5 and 9 also pla> a large part in the sphere

of music Group kiitis like Panchaiatnas and Navaiatna

malikaa consist of 5 and 9 compositions lespectively The

frequently used rhythmic phrase tn dhin 9% na tom consists of

5 rhythmic syllables The stimged instruments of Euiope of

the violin variety are tuned in fifths In India, the stringed

instruments are tuned in fifths and fourths

The comma of Didymus or the small inteival 81/80

(pramana sruti) was known even in the days of Bhaxata (4th

century B 0 ) This was the inteival that separated the

frequencies of the leduoed panchama stnng of the ??ia giama

Vina and the perfect panchama string of the sa giama vina

The Greek limma is the puma siuti inteival, 256/243 The

Pythagorean scale is repiesented by the notes used m the

avarohana of the Devagandhari raga

The major tone (9/8) is the inteival between the 8th and

the 9th harmonic and the minor tone, the mteival between
the 9th and the 10th haimomc Notes with frequencies of

septimal ratios 7/6, 7/5 and 7/4 aio possibly met with m
some ragas
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A melody has one dimension wheieas a harmonised

melody has two dimensions Melodic music is therefore

styled horizontal music and harmonic music vertical music

Such concepts in European music as parallel octaves and

parallel fifths, and the movements of parts in parallel, oblique

and contrary motions deserve attention The infinitessimal

concept of time is seen in the term Kshanam in the tala dasa

pianas

Problems involving a lot of mathematical thinking are

also possible in music Two such specimen problems are

given below —

1 Sing srgmpdns-^s n dp m g r s only once,

at the same time covering all the four degrees of speed in

succession Indicate the manner of singing in notation

2 Assuming that ten vidvans are drafted to count ten

different talas, suggest the name of a song which one can sing

and wherein one can find at the conclusion that all the

vidvans had finished counting a whole number of avartas

Name the ten talas that you would assign to them and point

out the total number of avarlas, that each would have reckoned

at the end Point out also the number of times that the initial

boats of the talas of all the ten vidvans would have synchronis-

ed (A pallavi may be suggested in the place of a song and

in this case the pallavi may be given in notation and the

total number of avartas covered by the sangatrs, niraval,

anuloma and pratiloma and kalpana svaras may be indicated

separately)



CHAPTER II

EARLY EXPERIMENTS IN MUSIC

Much of the knowledge that we owe at present regarding

the nature of scales and srutis (quaiter tones) is due to the

experiments in music earned out by scholars in ancient and

medieval times These expeiiments peifoimed with great

care and accuracy led them to perceive the beauties of the

scale of ]ust intonation and the frequencies of subtle srutis

The eaily perception of the highly concordant notes»

panchama (3/2 oi 702 cents) and madhyama (4/3 or 498 cents),

led them to woik out the cycles of fifths and fourths to their

logical conclusions Although the cycle of fouiths is implied

in the cycle of fifths, the fourth (Suddha Madhyama) being

an inverted fifth (Panchama) fiom sa, still it was found

useful to work out the series of fouiths as well The

knowledge of the 22 srutis was obtained by woiking out

these two cycles The scale of equal temperament, which

became a necessity in Europe on account of the exigencies of

harmony, was unknown in India

Cycle of fifthB or Spual of fifths means a series of

fifths or panchama svaias (The panchama svaia is the

third harmonic note and next to the octave is the most conso-

nant interval) Tn this process, the fifth of each note of

the cycle is taken as the tonic note and its panchama deter-

mined; the relation of the new panchama to the oiiginal

tonic note, shadja is deteimined For instance, with the

middle octave shadja as the starting note, we find its fifth is
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the panchama of the same octave, frequency 3/2 Taking

this panchama as sbadj a, its fifth is found to be 3/2 X 3/2

= oi the Ohatussruti rishabha of the tara sthayi The

fifth 01 panchama of this note is found to be 9/4 X 3/2= 27/8

or Ghatussiuti dhaivata of the tara sthayi The fifth or

panchama of this note is found to be 27/8X3/2= 81/16 oi the

Ohyuta madhyama gandhaia of the ati taia sthayi and so on

The process was continued till the 12th cycle in each case

when it was found that the 12th note of the cycle in one case

and the 11th and 12th notes of the cycle in the othei were

higher or lower than shadja or panchama by the small

interval of a comma or piamsna siuti These notes

were ignoied as not being of piactioal importance and the

remaining 22 notes weie retained and these aie the 22 srutis

of the ancient Indian scale The further notes obtained in

the two cycles weie only of academic inteiest, since all the

notes, important from the point of view of practical music*

were already obtained

In the accompanying table, all the notes marked on the

light of the thick cential line, belong to the cycle of fifths

and those maiked on the left, to the cycle of fourths The

roman numerals indicate the order in which the several notes

occur m the cycles of fifths or fourths All compound

Intervals arrived at in working out this piocess are reduced

to the middle octave for the purpose of easy comparison, the

precise octave of the note, however, being indicated in notation

against each note In the scale of equal tempeiament, the

octave 13 divided into 1200 equal parts or cyclic cents and

each semitone comprises 100 cents The illustration visually

shows the points of difference in the frequencies of the notes

belonging to the scales of ]U&t intonation and equal tempera-
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ment Since none of the notes of the scale of equal

temperament are used in Indian music, the unsuitability of

the harmonium and other fixed-toned instruments (tuned to

the scale of equal temperament), foi playing correct Indian

music IS obvious The limitations of the uncultivated

human ear being what they ate, it is too much to expect the

average person to perceive the refined distinctions in the

frequencies of the notes belonging to the two scales, but

nevertheless these distinctions are solid and aesthetic facts

Most of the conclusions arrived at by ancient scholais

can be proved by modem methods The beauty and

symmetry underlying the scale of 22 srutis is clear fiom the

illustration Theie aie the ten pairs of notes and these with

the sa and pa give the 22 siutis of the Indian musical scale

The two notes constituting each pan aie found to be uniform-

ly separated by the inter vel of a comma or pramana srutr

The interval of a comma though small, is still lecognisable

by the trained eai Of the ten sets of twin notes, the note of

the lower pitch belongs to the cycle of fourths and the note

of the highei pitch to the cycle of fifths and this is natuially

BO, since ma is a note less in pitch compared to pa At the

sixth stage of each cycle, a small but negligible collection of

2 cents is introduced to facilitate easy calculation In the

cycle of fifths, two cents are subtracted and in the cycle of

fourths, two cents are added All these delicate srutis aio

the pride and glory of Indian music and aie carefully tieasur-

ed up in the compositions of gieat composeis



CyCLE

OF

FOURTHS

—1200sa

Not used 160/81 1178 XII

N 15/8 Kakali ni 1088 VII

N 16/9 Bhairavi m 995 II

D 8/3 Tnsiuti dha 864 IX

D 128/81 Ekasrnti dha 792 IV—

Not used 40/27 680 XI

M 1024|729 or 45/32 Piati

ma 888 or 590 VI

M 4|3 Suddha ma498 1

O' 8/4 Antara ga 386 VIII

G 32|a7 Bhairavi ga 294 III-

R 10/9Trisruti n 182 X

V 1110 Gbyuta ghadja ni

—IlOO •843^1^

" r.oJ

X 1018 Kaisiki ni 9/5 N
—1000

Ill 906 Chafeussrutr dba

—900 ' 1^
A

Vm814Saddliadha8/6 15

-800

1 702 Pdnchama 3/2 P
—700 ^

4

VI 612 or 6X0 Chyuta pa
—600 7291512 or 64/45 M

a

XI 520 Begada"raa 27^ M
-500

IV 408 chyuta madhyama ga

—400 Sl/64 <S

IX 316 Sadharana ga 6f5 G-

1-300
r

——II 204 ChaXussruiii n 9/8 R
-200

VII 112 Suddha rl 16/45 R
—100

—XII 22 81/80 (Not used)

0 Sa

R 256/243 ^Gaula ri 90 V

CYOUE

OF

FIFTHS
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lIEwo other methods of deteimiwng the notes

oecErring m the cycles of fifths and fourths are given

below —

1 Cents method Take madhyashadja as equal to 0 Its

iPanohama will be equal to 702 cents The Panchama of this

Panchama is got by adding 702' to 702 The result is 1404 and

this IS a compound luteival oi a note in the tara sthayi By
sabtraoting from this 1200, the total number of cents for an

octave, we get 204 which is the value of the note in the madhya
sthayi. This IS the chatussruti iishabha By adding 702 to

it, we get 906 cents which is the frequencj of the chatussruti

dhaivata and so on

Por the cycle of fourths, add 498 in each case and

proceed as mentioned above

9 Arithmetical method The octave consists of

-412 srutis The panchama has 13 srutis and suddha

madhyama 9 (13-f9=22) Take madhya shadja as equal to O
Its panchama is the 13th sruti The panchama of this

panchama is got by adding 13 to it The result is 26 and
this IS a compound interval or a note in the higher octave

By subtracting 22 from it (the total number of srutis in an

octave) we get 4 which is the value of the note in the madhya
sthayi This is the chatussruti rishabha. By adding 13 to

It, wo get the value 17 which is the sruti value of the

chatussruti dhaivata and so on

Por the cycle of fourths add 9 srutis in each case and
proceed as mentioned above
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The Tables on pp 28-29 give the values of the notes

the cycles of fifths and fourths woiked out m the above ttro

methods Oorresponding to a i eduction of 2 ceiits in the

sixth cycle in the cycle of fifths* a reduction of one srutt is

made m the arithmetical method, likewise an addition”of one

sruti is made* corresponding to an addition of 2 cents in the

sixth cycle in the cycle of fouiths The reasons for this

subtiaction and addition have already been explained on p 24



CYCLE OF FIFTHS

No of

the cycle
Basic note Resulting note Value m cents Value m sr^ti number

1 sa pa

2 pa chatussiuti n
3 chatussruti ri chatussruti dha

4 ehatussruti dha ohyuta madhyama ga

5 chyutamadhyama ga ohyuta shadja ni

6 chyuta shad]a ni chyuta pa

7 ohyuta pa suddha n

8 suddha n suddha dha

9 suddha dha sadharana ga

10 sadharana ga Kaisiki ni

11 Kaisiki m Begada ma

12 Begada ma Pramana aruti

above sa and not

used

702 vT 13

702-^702=1404-1200= 204 13+13=26-22=4
204+702=906 4+13=17

906+ 702= J 608 - 1200= 17+13-=30-2=28
408

408+702=1110 8+13=21
1110+702=1812-1200= 21+13=34-22=12 or 11

612 or 610

610+ 702= 1312- 1200= 11+ 13 = 24 - 22=2
112

112+702=814 2+13=15
814 +702= 1516 - 1200= 15+ 13=28- 22=

6

316

316+702=1018 6+13= 19

1018+702= 1720 - 1200= 19+ 13 = 32 - 22=10

520

520+ 702= 1222 - 1200 = 22 10+ 13= 23 - 22=

1

CYCLE OF FOURTHS

No, of

the cycle
Basic note Resulting note Value m cents Value in sruti number

1 sa suddha ma 498 9

2 suddha ma Bhairavi m 498+498=996 9+9= 18

3 Bhairavi m Bhairavi ga 996 + 498=1494-1200= 294 18+9 = 27-22 = 5

4 Bhairavi ga Ekasruti dha 294 + 498=702 5 + 9 = 14

5 Ekasruti dha Ekasruti 7i or Gaula

n
Prati ma

792 + 498=1290-1200=90 14+9 = 23-22= 1

6 Gaula n 90+498=588 or 590 1+9= 10 01 11

7 Prati ma Kakali ni 690+498=1088 11+9=20
8 Kakali m Antara ga 1088+498=1686-1200

= 386

20+9=29-22=7

9 Antai?a ga Trisruti dha 386+498=884 7 f 9=16
10 Trisruti dha Trisrutin 884+498=1382-1200=182 16+9 = 26-22=3
11 Trisruti n Pramana sruti below

pa and not used

182+498=680 3 + 9=12

la Pramana sruti belo'w Pramana sruti below

pa sa and not used

680+498=1178 1U9=21



EXPERIMENTAL VINAS

The Vina was not only used as a concert instrument from

early times, but was also used for studying and verifying the

various musical laws and phenomena Both the harp type

and the lute type of vinas have been in existence fiom the

vedio times The emergence of the fietted vina with its

immense possibilities for playing subtle gamakas, natuially

forced the harp type of vina into oblivion

A study of the notes obtained in the cycles of fifths and

foultbs enabled'the ancient scholars topeioeive the different

musical intervals They were already familiar with the

chatussruti interval (9/8 or 504: cents), trisiuti interval (10/9

or 182 cents) and the dviaruti interval (16/15 or 112 cents)

in the sa grama The ma grama helped them to appreciate

the interval of a pramana sruti» 22 cents When the notes of

the cycles of fifths and fourths, worked up to the 12th cycle

fmeacli case, were reduced to one octave and studied, it was
found that there were 13 twins of notes, inclusive of the

octave shadja, the notes constituting each twin being separated

by the interval of a pramana sruti (comma 81/80 or 22 cents)

It was also noticed that in each twin, the lower note belonged

to the cycle of fourths and the higher note ^to the cycle of

fifths The same study helped them to realise that in addition

to the pramana sruti, there were two other types of ekasiuti

intervals 25/21 or 70 cents and 256/243 or 90 cents

In his Natya Sastra (4th cent-. B 0 ) Bharata has

suggested an interesting experiment to get a clear grasp of

these three types of ekasruti intervals These three types of

ekasruti intervals are in the increasing order of magnitude
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respectively termed the pramana^ nynna and $rut%

intervals or the srutis of minimtnn, medium and maximum
values

Two vinas which were exactly identieal in all respects,

including the timbie of their notes were chosen and tuned to

the scale of sa grama That is, the seven strings of each vina

were tuned to the notes of the following fr^uencies —
s r g m p d n

1 10/9 32/27 4/3 3/2 5/3 16/9

These two seven stringed vinas were of the harp type

and were played on open strings Fig 1 (p 34) shows visually

the identical pitch to which the seven strings of the two vinas

were tuned Of the two vinas, the pitch of one was kept

constant and this was called the Dhrtiva vina or the Achala

vtna This stationary vina(A)was used for reference The other

vina called the chala vtna (B) was subjected to progressive

reductions in pitch in four successive stages At each stage,

the reduction effected was by an interval of one siuti

Although the phrase ‘ reduction by an interval of one srutt ’

might lead to the inference that the reduction effected in each

case was equal, still the phrase added by Bharata at the end

of each stage, that such and such a note of the Ohala vina will

now be equal to such and such a note of the Dhiuva vina,

conclusively proves that the reduction in pitch, effected at

each stage, though within the limits of an ekasiuti interval

13 still not the same

Now to the expeliment desciibed by Bharata •

—

Stage 1 ‘ Let the pa string of the ohala vina be reduced

by one sruti The scale of the chala vina will now be that of

ma grama \



The frequency of this leduced pancliama is only 40/27 or

680 cents and not any other pitch, since between tins ^note

and the dhaivata above there was a chatussruti interval

The Panchama string was thus reduced, by an interval of a

comma or a pramana sruti

Now convert the scale of this chala vma into one of

sa grama, by lowering the pitches of the lemaining six

strings by the same inteival of a piamana siuti

The strings were reduced m pitch by slightly decreasing

the tension le, by loosening the strings to the required

extent Both the vinas became now sa g^ama vinas, but the

tonic note of the chala vina w^as a comma lower down,

compared to the pitch of the aohala vina Pig 2 clearly shows

how each string of the chala vma is a pramana sruti lower

than that of the ooiresponding stung of the dhruva vma

Stage 2 'Eeduce the panchama of the chala vma again

by one sruti and afterwards reduce the other sixstimgs also

by the same interval The gandhara and nishada of the chala

vma will now be found to coincide in pitch with the iishabha

and dhaivata of the achala vina’ (Pig 3) This means that the

extent of the reduction was such as to make this coincidence

of notes possible The sum total of the reduction made in the

two stages is thus equal to an interval of a diatonic semitone,

16/15 or 112 cents Since the first reduction was by an

interval of a comma, it is evident that the reduction in stage

2 was by an interval of a piirna sruti 256/243 or 90 cents It

is clearly seen that each string of the chala vina is a puma
dvisruti interval below the coiresponding string of the dhruva

yina.
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Stage S ‘Eeduce the panchama of the chala vina again

by one sruti and follow this up by reducing the pitch of the

other SIX strings similarly The dhaivata and rishabha of

the chala vma will now be found to coincide with the

panchama and shadja of the dhiuva vina ’ (Fig 4) This

means that the extent of the ieduction was such as to make
this coincidence possible The sum total of the ieduction

made in all the three stages was equal to an inteival of a

minor tone, 10/9 oi 182 cents Since the total i eduction

made at the end of the second stage was a diatonic semitone

it follows that the reduction made in the thud stage was by

an interval of a nyuna sruti, 25/24, or 70 cents It is thus

seen that the pitch of each stung of the chala vina is now
less than that of the coriespondmg stung of the dhiuva

vina by the intei\ral of a tiisruti

Stage 4 ‘ Reduce the panchama of the chala vma again

by one siuti and caiiy out this process foi the other six

strings as well It will now be found that the iia, ina and sa

of the chala vina coincide with the ma, qa and ni of the

achala vma ' (Fig 6) It is clear that the reduction effected

m this last case is by a pramana siuti, since the notes of the

pairs pa and wa, ma and qa
,
and sa and nt have between

them a chatussiuti inteival We thus find that the pitch of

each string of the chala vma is less than that of the dhiuva

vma by a ma3or tone, 9/8 oi 204 cents

Thus the effective reduction in pitch made in,

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

was a pramana siuti 81/80

„ puma sruti 256/243

,, nyuna sruti 25/24

„ piamana sruti 81/80
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In other words, the reduction has been respectively by

the intervals of a minimum sruti, maximnm sruti, medium
sruti and minimum sruti In terms of the shadja of the

dhruva vina, the frequencies of the panchama string of the

chala Vina at the four lespective stages weie 40/27, 45/32,

27/20 (the fiequency of Begada madhyama), and 4/3 It

should be remembered that the scale of the chala vina at the

conclusion of each change of pitch of the seven strings was

one of sa grama, the value of the adhara shadja progressively

decreasing in each case

One interesting point in Bharata’s experiment is, he asks

us to start the ieduction in each case with the panchama string*

As a practical musician, he knew and fully lealised the value

of initiating the change fiom the string which gave the strong

consonant note

The object of Bhaiata in devising this expeiiment was*—

•

1 To demonstrate the three types of ekasruti intervals

that occurred in the Indian musical scale

2 To familiarize musicians with the idea of inveision

of intervals Thus the Begada madhyama is an inverted

minor tone from the panchama

3 To impress the distinction between absolute pitch and

relative pitch

4 To illustrate the 22 srutis

It IS useful to remember that in ancient times all musical

instruments were tuned to absolute pitch as is the case with

European musical instiuments even now and the middle octave

shadja was a note of a precise frequency just like the inter-

national philhaimonic pitch
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With the emeigence of the concept of adhara shad] a in

the post-Bharata peiiod all ragas came to be sung to a common
tome note Again the emeigence of the concept of shad] a and

panchama as avikrta svaias made the piamana siuti inteivals

aiound these two notes fade into insignificance The note of

frequency 40/27 so piominent in the ma qrama fell into

desuetude along with the ma grama and gradually gave way
to the note 64:14:6 which came to be called by various names
as kaisiki panchama, midu panchama and vaiali madhyama.

Bhaiata in his expeiiment missed the note 64/45

because he was proceeding downwards from panchama If he

had piooeeded upwards from suddha ma, he would have hit

upon the note 64/45 He adopted the downward couise since

he wanted in the first instance to illustiate practically the

ma grama and hence the note 40/27 had to be touched The
other notes got in successne reductions were only 45/32,

27/20 and 4/3 This is cleai fiom the iider which he has

given at each stage i e that such and such note of the chala

Vina coincides with such and such a note of the dhruva vina

This experiment can even now be peifoimed with the

instrument G?dma MTircTihand Pradarsmi devised by the

author and Bharata’s conclusions veiified Those who perform

this experiment will incidentally get training in the reduction

of pitch by such delicate intervals as piamana, nyuna and
puma srutis



CHAPTER HI

SURVIVAL OF THE USEFUL AND THE
BEAUTIFUL IN THE REALM OF MUSIC

Just as in biology we have the theoiy of the ‘suivival

of the fittest’, we may enunciate the following theoiies for

music— the ^survival of the useful^ in the domain of theory

and the '‘survival of the heautifuV in the domain of practical

music As one leads thiough the history of Indian music

caiefully and analyses the contents of the various works

wiitten during the last two thousand yeais, and examines the

programmes given by musicians in the couits in the past,

one realises the truth of these two statements In the domain

of musicology, only those theories and concepts which were

logical and useful and appealed to the musical sense have

survived All the lest have become things of the past^ Such

obsolete concepts and theoiies are now of mere academic

Intel est Likewise in the spheie of lakshya or practical

music, posterity has caied to lemember only the beautiful

compositions We still remembei and sing with reveience

the Ashtapadis of Jayadeva because of then inherent beauty

There were a number of composers in the medieval peiiod

after Jayadeva, but their compositions have been forgotten

totally or at best only some of them are lemembeied and

sung The numerous types of Piabandhas mentioned in the

Brhaddest, Saiigita Ratnakara and later works have all sunk

into oblivion The brilliant padas and kiitis of the

composers of the modern period came like an avalanche and

swept overboard all those compositions whose claims to

musical peimanence weie of a doubtful chaiacter The com

positions of Tyagara3a and other classical composers are

destined to live till eternity because of the xnheient beauty

in them.
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The emeigence of the 3anaka-]anya system of raga

classification, a system which is both logical and scientific,

made all other earlier systems of laga classification pale into

msiernificance Theie is nothing in the eailiei systems of

classification which is not ooveied, absoibed oi implied in

the all embiacing 3 maha-]anya system The enunciation of

the scheme of 72 me! as seived to clarify, xegnlaiise and

crystallise some of the earliei nebulous ideas The grama-

muichhana-]ati system, the suddha - chh%alaga-samkuna

system, the laga-iagini-paiivaia system, the classification

into puiusha, stii and napumsaka ragas, duti lagas, dasa ragas

and dasi ragas and Parsvadeva’s classification into raganga

sampurna, laganga shadava, laganga audava etc
,
the classifi-

cation into pan
(
upot

)
and tiram and all other earlier

systems of raga classification are now of only academic

interest Eagas have been there although they attained their

full stature and foim later in the hands of geniuses like

Tyagaraja The janaka ]anya system also paved the way

for the 01 eation of new ragas

It IS also tiue that a moie logical and comprehensive

concept supersedes an earlier illogical or impeifect concept

The latei concept, that a mela should have a krama sampurna

arohana and avarohana, if it is to maintain its significance

as a geneiatoi of lagas, was found logical and came to be

readily accepted Thus the earlier asampurna melas gave

way to the later sampurna melas The absurdity of elevating

a janya raga to the status of a mela and making it the parent

(janaka) scale foi another janya laga of an equal status was

realised and the scheme of 72 sampurna sampurna scales was

readily accepted This scheme of 72 scales is not only of

logical Intel est but also of interest fiom the point of view of
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world music, since the 12 notes of the gamut aie known and
universally used in all the civilised systems of music

When the woid raga’ with its fuller melodic connotation

and significance came into use in the post-Bhaiata period,

the earlier word *]ati’ naturally lost all importance

The absurdity of calling the rishabha and dhaivata of

the Sankaiabhaiana laga as panchasruti ri and panchasruti

dha by some scholais of the 16th and 17th centuries became
patent With the emeigence of the correct and self-

explanatory names, chstussintx ri and chatussiuti dha^ the

above terms weie given a go-by It is a matter for pity that

some scholars, innocent of practical music, should go to the

length of literally interpreting the terms panchasruti r% and

panchasruti dha and conclude that Sankarabhaiana (one of

the old and most wellknown lagas) took the notes of fre<iuen-

cies, 32/27 and 16/9 (actually Bhaiiavi qa and nt), in the

place of the notes 9/8 and 27/X6

Useless concepts like the clas<^ification of ragas into

uttama, madhyama and adhama, enunciated by Eamamatya

and endorsed by Somanatha have naturally fallen into

desuetude

The utility of the katapayadi formula, the bhuta

sankhya, the reference to the tala angas, drutam, laghu,

guru and plutam by then initial consonants, da, la, ga and

pa, the representation of the varieties of a note by resorting

to the vowel change in its solfa name, have been recognised

Such mnemonics are good aids to memory How cleverly

these devices have been employed, will be cleai to any one

who peruses the nomenclatuies foi the 72 melas, 12 chakras,
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24 sxutis (as given in the Sangita Sd7 a Sangrahamu)^ 35

talas {pikn^vaU nomenclatuie) and the slokas for the 108

tiilas

The piesent meaniDg associated with the term bhashanga

laga is of recent origin Eagas which took foreign notes had

distinctive individualities of then own and musical recogni-

tion had to be given to them The term bhashanga raga

came in hand foi the purpose and was used to signify such

ragas The earlier meaning of the term bhashanga r%a

was somewhat different

A concept which was once useful, might in the light 0£

the subsequent development of the art become archaic or

useless The concepts of graha svara and kriyanga raga

are instances in point In ancient music i e , in the harp

age, the term graha svara meant the note on which the

muichhana or the jati commenced It should be remembered

that in ancient music, the idea of the fundamental or the

adhara shad] a was unknown The harp was tuned to

absolute pitch and to a fundamental scale, in three octaves

The other scales were performed by the shift of the tonic

note to the appropriate string With the emergence of the

concept of adhara shad]a, all the lagas and melodies in them

came to be performed to one tonic note Vainly did the

authors of the lakshana gitas of the post medieval period cling

to this teim They said that shadja was the graha svara for

many ragas In a few cases the mention of the name of the

graha svara gave the ^clue to the most apt note on which

melodies can commence in that raga Thus the mention of

nt by some and dha by otheis as the graha svara for Bhairavi

coincides with the fact that many compositions in Bhairavi

commence on and soma on dha But we cannot ignore
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also begin on n (Baksha bettare of Tyagaraja, Nt padamule
of Patnam Subrahmanya Iyer and Ika nannu brova of Pallavi

Seshayyar) All the othei items mentioned under the trayo

dasa lakshanas foi jatis have been incoiporated in the latei

details Ielating to the study of the laJkshana of ragas

The term kriyanga raga has now lost all significance.

The confused meanings given for this term by scholars

during the medieval peiiod only prove their anxiety to give

some iptelligible meaning to it Any way, the fact remains^

that the present study of the lakshana of a raga is very

comprehensive and includes within it every aspect of the

laga, expressly oi impliedly given expression to, by eailier

musicologists

In South Indian music at present, the term suddha svaia#

refers to the lowest-pitched variety of a note Thus of the

varieties of n, ga, ma^ dha and m (sa and pa being fixed

notes and not admitting of varieties), the lowest pitched

variety in each case is termed the suddha svara Thus

Kanakangi which takes all suddha svaias, is the suddha scale

of South Indian music This concept of a suddha svara which

IS entirely different from the ancient concept was found

logical and accepted by scholars of the post medieval period

Gandhara grama

Although the Grama-Murchhana Jati system is now
obsolete and is absorbed in the same oi slightly modified

form in the later comprehensive ]anaka-]anya system, still

let us not forget the fact that it is this antiquated system that

proves beyond doubt that India had an accurate tone system
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In the distant past It also proves that the eaily musicologists

of India knew

(1) the method of deriving scales by the process of

modal shift of tonic
,

(2) the cycle of fifths (which includes within it the

cycle of fourths as well—the fouith being an

under fifth)

,

(3) the consonant and dissonant inteivals
,

(4) the values of the different musical intervals
,
and

(6) the heptatonio and tiansihent scales

The experiments desoiibed with the Dhruva vina and the

Ohala vina piove conclusively that the ancients had a precise

knowledge of auch subtle intervals as 256/243 (puma sruti),

25/24 (nyuna sruti) and 81/80 (pramana siuti), not to speak of

the larger intervals like 16/15, 10/9 and 9/8

Gramas were heptatonic scales with notes of definite

frequencies They were the eailiest known scales and were

analogous to the present day melas The interpretation that a

grama meant a collection of all the notes used in a scale is a

later one and was given when, with the emergence of the

concept of raga and raga classification, the term ceased to be

of any significance

Of the shadja, madbyama and gandhaia gramas mentioned

in early liteiature, the gandhara grama seems to bo the earliest

It IS referred to in the Mahahharoia and in some Puranas It

became obsolete by the time of Bhaiata andDattila Bbarafa

refers only to the sa grama and ma grama Naradi siksha
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refers to the gandhara giama and this fact makes us conclude

that this small woikmust have been wiitten befoie the Natya

Sastra

It IS a pity that faulty inteipietation of the ancient texts

had led some scholais to opine that sa grama signified singing

with shadja as siuti or the tonic note, ma grar/ia with

madhyama as the tonic note (i e singing in madhyama sruti),

and ga grama with gandhara as the tonic note Equally

wrong 18 the interpretation that sa grama signified murohh*

anas in the mandia sthayi (lowei octave), ma grama signified

murcbhanas in the madhya sthayi (middle octave), and ga

gidma signified muichhanas in the taia sthayi (higher octave)*

Although theie is a unanimity of opinion with legard to the

values of the notes of the sa and ma gramas, there has been

a confusion with legard to the values of the notes of the ga

grama The thiee gramas had their respective deities:

Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesvara The basic murohhana in

each case was the one that staited fiom the svara ndma of

the grama Thus in sa giama it was uttaramandra which

started from sa
,
in ma grama it was sauvin which started

from ma and in ga grama it was nanda which started from

ga Amongst the latei works which mention the three

gramas, may be mentioned the Chaturdandi prakdsika

the Svardrnava, the work to which Tyagaraja had

access

It may incidentally be mentioned that the word grama

seems to be the oiiginal of the woid gamut in the English

language Gamut is gamma ut (ut is dob oi shad]a)==*gamma
sa or sa giama

All the three gramas were heptatonic scales and took the

notes which ocouned in the cycle of fifths
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The frequencies of the notes that figured m the thl*ee

gramas were as follows

Sa groma 1

Ma grama 1

Ga grama 1

> 0 m
10/9 32/27 4/3

(182) (294) (498)

10/9 32/27 4/3

(182) (294) (498)

16/15 6/5 4/3

(112) (316) (498)

P d n

3/2 5/3 16/9

(702) (884) (996)

40/27 5/3 16/9

(680) (884) (996)

40/27 8/5 9/5

(680) (814) (1018)

(The fiactiona give the ratios of the frequencies of the

notes to sa as equal to 1 ,
and the figures m brackets give ikm

values of the notes in cyclic cents)

In 5^ grwma^ the panchama stood on its final or ultimate

sruti and in ma giama on its penultimate sruti The valuel

given here for the ga grama are from the Sangita R(itndLfta¥<i

Sarngadeva himself quotes Nairada Muni foi the values given

by him Since in the Eatnakara^ the ga grama is referred to

after the sa and ma qramas^ it is evident that with the suddha

svaras of sa g? dma as the basic scale, the ga grama notes

were evaluated The relevant portions read as follows —
“ Gandhara takes one sruti from rt, which means that n

gets reduced from its trisruti value to the dvisruti value; i c

fiom 10/9 to 16/15 ^
ga also takes one sruti from ma^ which

means that the ga is laised by a sruti
,

i e its value is raised

to 6/5 fiom 32/27, In consequence, the oiiginal interval of 9/8

that existed between ga and ma now becomes a tiisruti inteival

of 10/9 The dha takes one siuti from pa^ which means that

the pa 3/2 gets i educed to the frequency 40/27 the ni takes one
Siuti fiom dha which means that the dha 5/3 gets reduced to
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the nt also talres one eruti from tara tfbftdja, whieh

means that the frequency of nt gets increasea flrom 16/9

m 9/b^

{Note When fi'om a lowei note, a higher note gains or

takes a sruti, it means the lower note gets flattened or reduced

by that sruti interval When from a higher note, a lower note

gams or takes a sruti, it means that the lower note itself is

sharpened or increased in pitch by that sruti interval).

Here also the term sruti is not a fixed my&emai^edl

quantity Where a note is Said to take one sruti from a

lower note or from a higher note, the reduction oi inciefaso^

in pitch must be by one of the recognised Values of efcasruti

intervals The ieduction ox increase should be by such a

value that the lesulting note should be a musical note

belonging to the cycle of fifths or fourths The arguments

that held good concerning the experiments relating to the

dhruva vina and chala vina held good here also Thus when

ga totd?: one sTuti from n the reduction suffered by rt was by

the interval 26/24 (16/15 X 25/94« 10/9) ,
similarly when

ga took one sruti from ma the increase in pitch gained by

ga was by an interval of a pramana sruti 81/80 (32/27

x61/8t)-6/5)

In the ga grama, the pairs of notes sa and me, t% and

dha and ga and nt were ssmvadis The interval between

ga and we, between ma and pa between ni and sa was the

same
,
i e 10/9 or a trisruti interval

To us who ate accustomed to regard ta and Jph as

avilkrta svaras, the very idea of smging the dirntni^ed

panchama with the letter pa may seem ludicrous, but in

an^leift instrumental musiQ/ the idea of performing to oue
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adhara shadja was not known In the haip age, the ga

giama as also the ma giama were quite workable That

was the age o£ latis, when the idea of a laga with all its

melodic implications and possibilities had not yet dawned

The ga giama beieft of the reduced panchama would be

the scale of Sudd ha Todi (.sr g mdn s) and could have been

played admiiably on the haip Excepting foi the fact that

the note 40/27 could not fiom its very nature be used along

with the perfect fifth, 3/2, it was a sound note

which could follow the suddha madhyama oi precede the

dhaivata, when the change of the fundamental from sa is

visualised After all, the giama like a mela, was only a

scale and intended to piovide bases foi possible ragas

The gandhaia grama was in course of time ignored

because its rishabha, gandhaia, dhaivata, and nishada

were re discovered in the murchhana uttarayata of sa grama

•

and its reduced panchama 40/27 in the madhyama giama

The svaras of the ga grama can even now be heaid m
the Vedio chants (not the Sama gana) of the Vaidikas of

South India

In all the thiee giamas, the initial notes of the

murchhanas weie in the downward older The first

murchhana (TJttaramandia) of sa grama began fiom sa
,
the

first murchhana (Sauviii) of ma grama began from ma and

the fust murchhana (Nanda) of ga giama began from ga

It IS possible that the three gramas were called Sa grama^

Ma grama and Ga giama lespectively, because in each case

the immediate higher and lowei notes of each of those three

notes sa, ma and ga were the coirect udatta and anudatta

svaras in the three gramas—the ri and of sa grama
5

the
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reduced pa and ga of ma grama and the ma and rt of ga

grama The fact that later scholars give the values of the

notes of the ga grama in terms of the notes of the sa grama,

need not create the impiession that the ga grama is later than

the above two giamas It is but natural that they should

have attempted an evaluation of the notes of the ga giama

in teims of the notes of the sa giama, which was then in

existence

That the frequency of the fifth note of the ma giama

was only 40/27 and not 64/45 is beyond question, since it is

clearly mentioned that there was a chatussruti interval

between this note and the dhaivata above If it is conceded

that the reduced panchama is 64/45, then we have to

subscribe to the absurd proposition that the chatussruti

interval had two values in one and the same scale The

acceptance of the inteival 64/45 would also mean that an

Intelval greater than a majoi tone (9/8) was used, which was

not the case in the early heptatonic scales Such intervals

occuired only in tiansilient scales Fuitber Bharata

mentions (si 21—Ghap 28 of the Natya Sastro) that this

reduced panchama in the ma grama bore a samvadi lelation-

ship to the rishabha (10/9) which proves that its

fiequency must have been 40/27 i e , 10/9 x 4/3 The note

40/27 occurs as the eleventh note in the cycle of

fourths or under fifths In the experiment relating

to the Dhruva vina and Ohala vina, it is clear that in

the fust stage; the flattening of the panchama (perfect

fifth) of the sa giama vina by a siuti, to convert it into ma
grama vina oi sharpening of the fifth note of the ma grama

vina by a sruti, to convert it into sa grama vina, was by a

pramana sruti interval 81/80 The ndei was given, that
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between the reduced panohama and the dhaivata abo's^,

there was a chatussruti interval- If the panohama waa

reduced t© 64/45 the reduction would not be by one sruti but

by about a semi-tone, 135/128 or a nyuna dvisruta interval

ffbe reduced panohama is significantly enough referred to

las the Saieihi Panohama, Trisruti Panohama and Mtidm

Panohama which terms are all self-explanatory and only

confirm the fact that this note was only slightly less than ftie

perfect fifth and did not differ from it by such a large interval

as 135/128 In the ma grama, the reduced panobanm alone

was vrkrta which means that all the other notes were of the

same fregueney as those of the sa grama.

Medieval and post-medieval scholars in their anxiety to

find a place for the kaisiki panohama in the later tone astern,

identified the reduced pa of ma grama, with the 'WaraJii

madhyama 64/45 But there is no doubt that the fregueney

of the svopantya (penultimate) sruti of the panohama of ma
gpama was none other than the note of frequency 40/27

The notes n, ga^ dha and m of the ga giama, were redisco-

vered in the rishabha murchhana of sa grama. Shadja and

suddha ma of ga grama also occurred in sa grama The*

onV uote left out was the reduced panohama. In order not

to lose sight of it and also to give a fresh lease of life to itt

it was iiaoorpoiated in the ma grama Whereas the m
xpurehhana of sa grama gave our Sankaiabharana, the ni

murchhana of ma grama gave the exact major diatonic soak

of European music, with its trisruti dha 5/3 If you imagine

a sa grama vxna and a ma grama vina wherein the frets are

so placed that the notes emanating from them give respec-

tively the notes of the two giamas, the first fret giving the

pole sa, the second n, the thud ga and so on, it will be
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taken as the tomo note or adhara shad]a and played^ the

sa gr&ma vina will be found to give the Sankarabharana scale

and the ma grama vina the major diatonic scale of the west.

It IS passible that the major diatonic scale evolved in this

manmer.

The merit of the sa grama lay m the fact that it took a

pair of symmetrical tetrachords, separated by the interval of

a majoi tone, a feature not noticeable in the other two

gramas In other words, the graphs of the two tetrachords

in the sa gr§<ma would be exactly alike In the madhyama
grama and gandhara grama the tetrachords were separated by

the Interval of a minor tone or trisruti interval 10/9.

Tyagaraja clarified the two ragas Bhairavi and

Kharaharapriya, by incorpoiating in the former, the gandhara

and nishada cf sa grama and in the latter, the gandhara and

nishada of ga grama The statement made by many
scholars in the past that the ga grama has gone to Indraloka

need not be taken literally.



CHAPTER IV

ORIGIN OF SCALES AND RAGAS

One of the topics that is of inteiest to the student of

domparative musicology is the study of the scales used by the

diffeient nations of the world In ancient music we find only

a few scales being used Most of the civilised nations Knew
thfe^iaieliiod’ of dlenving scales by the process of modal shift

0f tome In this process, it may be noted, there is a funds,

futotal scale or suddha mela to start with By taking

ribetgpfectiveJly each Uote of the scale as the tonic note or the

shadja alnd playing the self-same notes of the original

scales result New scales result, because of the

re-dfttribution' of intervals, consequent on the shifting of the

basic shadja This process is popularly known as graha

thedom, ifraha svara bhedam and s?utt bhedam It was by

Ithe application of this principle that murchhanas like Bajant

and Uttardgata were derived from shadja grama; and scales

like ^Padumalaip-pdlat and sevvahp-pdlat weie derived in

Sclent TWiI music The Irak mode, Mezmoum mode^

Edzetl mode, Djorkci mode etc
, of Arab music and the

ancient Qieek and Bcclesiastioal scales were all derived by

the same process Whereas other nations stopped with a

limited application of this principle, it was given to the

Indian genius to carry the application of this principle to its

logical oonoluBions, in the sphere of both heptstonio and
tiansilient scales As a consequence we find Indian

music today with an amazingly rich variety of scales This

plethoia of scales is astounding and demands an independent

study by itself by music scholars all ovei the world The
scales evolved are so all-embracing in then character that it

li impossible foi any genius to think of a new scale which

will not come within the ambit of the system It may be of
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interos^t to- note la this canneotion that tba

biou^ht to prommenae bv Debussy in Buiopa is tl^a

th^ japya raga Q-opritja i^r g m dns • sridmf^r $)

from the 62nd molakftrta, Eishabhapriya
,
and the

Prometheus of the Eussian composer Soi:iabipf> ®4I^)
melakarta raga Vdchaspafi

,
and the Pythagorean spy%ler ii(|

seen in the avarohana of Devaqdndhdrt

Qopriya furnishes the solitary example of a raga which

results in the same scale in the process of^giaJ^ what-

ever be the tome note chosen

In the scales that result by the application of the proc^ss^

of modal shift of tonic, a few notes may have to

increased or decreased in pitch by a pramfina sxuti in order^

to get at the correct musical intervals The pitch of thf

concerned strings in such oases was readjusted and the

resultant scale played from the new tonic note This problem

concerns only the performers on the harp or the yadi In the

fretted vina, the correct pitch of the note was producied by

deflection of the string""from the concerned svaiastbana or

from a lower fret

The scale of sdmagdna is the earliest s^ale of Indff.^ Tbfl|

ipo^ern Kharaharapiiya raga appioximately correspond^^tQ ij^

It IS in the fitness of things that the 22nd melfikarta is

Marapnya^ ( ^hora being there only to giye the pum^hey^ ^
by the application of the katapayadx formula), S||;?S

delights in sdma gdna The piocess of modal sjtuft of

applied to the sama gpina scale yielded the scales kpqwp tp

ipodern music as, Hanumatodi* Mechakalyani, Harrk^bhqii^

Netfthhairavi, Todi with the vikrta p%nchai||a and

Dhira Sankaribharana It should be not^ thi^| in
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times, the harp whioh was played on open itrings wss

tuned to the fundamental scale Whenever it wm desired

to play another scale, that particular siring was taken

as the tonic note, which gave the desired scale All

the scales mentiond above were heptatonio scales and a study

of them gave the knowledge of the (now universal) twelve

notes of the octave

Although the music scholars of India and other countiiM

knew of these twelve notes of the ootave for some oentaxies*

yet the idea of working out the possible number of heptatonie

sgales based on these twelve notes did not strike any body

until ther I7th century For one thing when European music

began to develop along the lines of polyphony and harmony,

it had no need for a multiplicity of scales

Musical instruments have played a great part in the

development of music of both the orient and the Occident.

The omning into existence of the modern vina with ftie 34

fixed frets (12 for each ootave) constitutes an important land*

mark in the history of Indian music It was this instrument

tiiat paved the way for the development of the now famous
scheme of Beventy*two melakartas We owe the perfection

of the vinS to the ruler Eaghunatha Naik (early 17th

century) of Tanjore and it is fox this reason that the

modem vina is referred to as Tanjore vine and some
times also as Baghunatha vina Prior to his time, the frets

on the vina were movable and their number also varied,

sun earlier, the vina had a plain finger-board with two
strings and this lis the instrument which we see often in

the early soulptures
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Th6 feheme of 72 melakartas which we owe to

xnakhi is one of the proud heritagfes of humanity %bllg^

scheme is not of mere academic or local interest Tt ts

interest to musicians and music scholars all over the world,

based as it is on the universally known 12 semitones of the

gamut This scheme is one of the gifts of India to world's

musicology

It 18 sometimes said that Vonkatamakhi might as »weir

have stopped with the 32 logioal and nomvivadi melas and

not troubled himself with the mole peifect and ambitiouw

scheme of 72 melakartas including within it the vivadi melas

well Here again it was the V^ocesa of modal shift ol

tonic that enabled him to get a glimpse at some of tiie viviidii

melas ^ He could not resist the temptation of evolving a

aeheme in which there will be a place even for these vivS-di

melas This led him to the formulation of a complete scheme

of 72 melakartas or hcpta-tonic scales with perfect fifths

The number of sampurna melas known before Venkata

makhrs time was very small The six melas referred to

above and Pantjuvarali, Mayamalavagaula and Varali defini-

tely existed before his time Pantuvarali is known as

Bimakriya in Sanskrit works This and the fact that the

South Indian Bhupala raga (with the antara gandhara and

not with the sadharana gandhara) is referred to in Sanskrit

works as Revagupti^ gives support to the theory that there

was a parallel nomenclature in the vernaculars for many of

the ragas mentioned] in Sanskrit works That Pantuvarali

and Bamakriya are identical ragas is boine out by the fact

1 Vtnadt melag are thoss which lake oae er other of the foliowins
aotes Shatsruti nshabhs, Suddhm gandhara, Shatsrutl dhaivata and
Sttddha aisheda.
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that ElmapiJbtya m his Smram^d<^k^la7udh% (1550) mej^ions

Dipaka as a ^anya of Eamatiiya Tyag^raja ba^

immortalised this Dipaha raga in his kriti, Kadala nerchsm

The idea of Pantuvaiah laga peihaps aioee liLe this The

musicians thought of a scale which, in additic^n to Shadja and

Panchama (the two highly concordant no^es), loo^

which were a semitone above and below these two notes

These with the Mth harmonic antaim gsandbara the

Pantuwrali Bantuvai all's suddha madhyama mela gave

IK^yiimalavagaula ’This Pantuvatah is the Fan Sddmt—

a

favourite laga of Siva It may be noted here that when Siva

came in the guise of a woodi cutter to save ih© reputation of

the mU3i>cili,n Bamahhlaidra, Be sang Sadari It may also be

of interest to note that when Tya^araja visited Kovur the

fiist song that he sang in praise of the Deity, Sundar^a was

Sambbo Mahadeva In BantuViaraU or Badari

Yenkatamakhi claims to have invented the raga Simha

ravam This is only the piati madhyama parallel of

Kharaharapriya The study of Sankarabhaiana and Kalyam,

two of the ancient six melas, suggested to him to work out

the P-natural or P-sharp varieties as the case may be

of the resulting melas got in the modal shift of tome

process at each stage The melas Hemavati, Bhavapriya

Vaohaspati, Shanmukhapriya and Ganamurti, (P-natural

mela of Yarali) were thus arrived at Hemavati (68th

mela) by the piocess of modal shift of tonic yielded

Vakulabhaianam with ri, Kosalam with ga, and Kiravani

with pa These three melas in then turn suggested

the Namanarayam (SOj, Sulim (35) and Simhendra
madhyama (57)



Bhavapiiya (44th mela) with ga YagfaShfeiratei

(34), and with dka yielded N%fnandmi (30) Theae ni^is

in their turn suggested NSsikabhfiaham (70) teild

Ohitrambari (66)

The 64th mela Yachaspati with rt yielded Oharukesi

(26), with pa gave (3aurimanoBari (23), ahd \^ith dha gave

Natakapiiya flO) These melas in their turn ^ggdsfed the

62nd Bishabapriya, the 59th Dh'aimavati and the 10th

Shadvidhamargini

The 56th mela Shanmukhapri>a with pa gave Dhenuka
The Pratimadhy^ma mela of this is the Subhapantuvarali (45)

The piocess of modal shift of tonic applied to these

resultant melas yielded many more melas Pantuvaralfs

nishada as shadja gave Kanakangi, the fust mela, while

Mayamalavagaula's iishabha as shadja gave Easikapnya, the

last and the seventy second mela The study of the lower

and upper tetiachords of these two extreme melas must have

suggested to Yenkatamakhi the particulai arrangement and

giouping of melas under 12 chakias He was alive to the

apparent vivadi character of 40 of the 72 melas, but since they

were the resultant murchhanas and were obtained as by-pro*

ducts fiom the noUrvivadi melas and since they also came with-

in the scope of the 12 notes of the octave, he had to include

theiih WiMbdut their inclusion, his scheme would have

lacked com'plettoess He himself has suggested methods foi

gfibttlng ovhr the vivaditva in the 40 melas The grdced

^ TtWeWnbe' of the coUcCrned notes immediately removed the

viVi^ditVa. Again, in these melas, which had in them both

the VBtrreties of the same note, the difficulty was dleared by

dddhting the ingenious device of calling one of these nd:et by
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the name of the next higher or lower note. It should be
remembered that the melas resulting by the lurocess of modal
shift of tonic had to be touched here and there, i e, flattened

or sharpened by a comma interval or pramana sruti m some
cases m order to get at the correct lanjakatva.

Even if Venkatamakbi bad not enunciated the scheme of

72 melas, another musical thinker, who thought along these

lines, would have formulated the scheme It opened the

gateways of a new heaven of possible (janya) ragas wbieh
were later worked out by genuises like Tyagaraja. Scholars

like Somanatha and the unknown author of the work still in

manuscript form, Meladhtkdra lakshatia, (Tanjore flarasvati

Mahal Library), devised various ingenious mela sohemes t^*(ssd
on srutis but they must all remain as mere mathematical possi-

bilities and outside the realm of practical music. It is a
well-known fact that in many ragas both the srutis included
in a svarasthana figure in the ascent and the descent This
being so, it is meaningless to devise a system of melas based
on srutis alone Systems of melas based on the 12 svarastha-
nas will however be workable and practicable It should not
be forgotten that the object of any system of melas u to
provide a scheme of generic or parent scales for janya rigas.

THE OEIGIN OP SOME RAGAS

In the realm of music, the urge for finding new scales
and ragas is primordial. Various experiments have been
carried out by scholars from early times to find new soalei.
The scale of Simagana paved the way for the developmeni
of the scale of sa grama The eycles of fifths and fourths
were worked out to the limits of their musical possibilities
and notes of musical worth discovered The early oooutrenof
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of the scale of *Mohana in the history of world music is io

be attributed to the fact that the notes constituting that scale

were those arrived at in the first foui stages of the cycle of

fifths

A raga is a musical oiganism. It has its biith and growth,

and in a few cases, its death as well Ragas like Sankara-

bharana^ Kambhoji and Bhairavi aie destined to live for all

times Some lagas live for a few centuries or for a few

decades and then die Ragas like Manjisa bhairavi, Kondamala-
hari and Mukhari pantu weie in vogue some centuries back

but are now clean forgotten Once a raga is created, it

gradually attains its full stature by being nourished by

musical geniuses The full melodic form of a raga is not

realised until after a long period of ratiocination and analyti-*

oal study The rakMnna prayogas aie weeded out and the

raktt-yuta piayogas are retained These are then codified

and presented in katakas or raga lexicons These katakas

give tn extenso all the well-sounding and admissible phrases

in a raga The process of weighing the melodic worth of

phrases in a raga is referred to as the sphutam of the raga

Many scholars and composers have had their share in

completing and perfecting the melodic pictuie of the known
ragas If we are now in a position to make alapanas of ma^or

ragas for some hours at a stretch, it is because of the fact that

^It IS possible tbat in the harp^age, the frequencies of qa and dha
of this scale were 81J64 and 27/16 respectively— the note 27/16 being the
correct fifth of the chatussiuta* nshabha 9/8, which itself is the
paechama of panchama, and the note 81/64, (I ythagorean major third)

being the correct fifth of the chatussruti dbaivata But m later times
when mU music came to be performed to one tonic note the stable note
ant^ra gandhara (the fifth harmoniC/ asserted itself and came to stay
m Mohaaa Its samvadi svarag/3 likewise came to stay. It is there
fore logical and natural to classify Mohaea under Hankambhoji rather
than under the Sankai'abbarana or the Kalyani melas
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fiucii a thing has been made possible for us by the efforts of

geniuses in the past To our auial sense, even insignificant

ragas like Karnataka byag, Dilipakam and Man^i are distinct

entities, and compositions in them appear as carefully

designed, delicately carved and attractively decorated statues

Manuscrapts containing elaborately developed tanaa for

ghana rags.s and rakti lagas exist and these Mre referred to

as authorities, whenevei questions relating to the validity

a particular prayoga in a laga is in dispute

It may he mentioned in passing that the idea of a raga

perhaps first originated with the instrumentalist who provi-

ded an accompaniment to the leciter of the vadie hymns
Puring the latter’s moments of rest, the accompanist volun-

tarily played some phrases relevant to the music of his

principal These phiases which did not figure in the musical
setting of the vedic hymns, helped him to realise the^t his

supplementary music, consideied along with the dhatu of his

principars music, emphasised the fact that, apait from the

simple phiases used in the vedic chants, the scale itself

admitted of a widei treatment The idea of the melodic
individuality of a jati (raga in ancient music) gradually
came into existence and the ten factors or lakshanas that

contributed to the melodic individuality of a jati wei:5e

gradually perceived The jatis of ancient music included
transilient scales as well, since Bhaiata m his ten lakshanas
for jatis mentions the two factors, shadava and audava

In the history of South Indian music, a few of the
interesting ragas ariived at by the application of the process
of modal shift of tonic to known ragas were
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(1) &a.lagabhaua\ 1 with the nt of Dhanyasi as the tonic

note

(2) Ni.gasv8iavali with the pa of Ilamsadhvani as the

tonic note

(3) Vala]i, with the ma of Abhogi aathe tonic note

(4) BudhAmanohari with the md of Kuntala varali as the

tome note

(5) Pushpalatika, with the m of Suddha to3i as the

tonic note

(6) Abheii with ihe n of Aiabhi as the tonic note

The second method adopted for finding new scales and

lagaa was by the re distribution or le-allocation of the srutis

(i e by flattening or shaipening the pitch) of one or two

notes of known scales or ragas The clue foi this method

was got from an analytical study of the six murchhanag of sa

giama

With the emergence of the concept of aiobana and

avaiohana as a factor in raga lakshana and with the enuncia-

tion of the scheme of 72 melas in the 17th century, fresh

possibilities aiose A known drohana-avarohana pattern

was taken up and its possibilities under different melas

studied The inspiration foi this idea was got from pairs of

ragfis with a common drohana avarohana pattern, like

Mbhana and Revagupti
,
and Saven and Tadukulakambhoji

TTseless ragas were discarded and the melodically lustrous

ones letalned and named Their sancharas were carefully

worked out Thus the Dhanyasi pattern (s g m p n s

—

sndpmgi s) levealed Mallikavasantam, under MayamS
lavagaula Pallavi Sesha^yar has composed a beautiful

kriti in Mallikayasantam The Kedaiagaula pattern
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(s r m p n 5— ^ n d p m g r s) suggested Gauri undex Maya-

malavagaula and Kanda]valana undex Kamavardhani The

Lalita pattern (sigmdns-sndmgrs) suggested the

Sriranjam undex Kharahaiapriya and Hamsanandx under

Gamanasrama The Siiddha desi pattexn (s r m p d n s—s a

d p m g r 8 ) suggested the Kapxnarayani under Haixkambho"

31 The Suddha simantini pattern (s r g m p d s—

s

d p m g
r s) suggested the Chandxajyoti under the 41st mela abd

Vijayan%ari under the 58th mela Tiruvottiyui Tyagayj ar

has composed a beautiful kriti in Vijayanagari raga
,

(see

his Sankirtana Eatnavah^ P 126) Bilahari suggested

Mechabauli under mela 15, Bauli suggested Srimanx under

the Ratnangx mela
,
Kalagada suggested the Malayamamtam

under Ohakravaka and Kandaipamsnoharx under Manavati

The fourth method adopted for finding new ragas was

by thinking out the prati madhyama parallels to known suddha

madhyama lagas and vice veisa Thus Kambhojx (s r g m p
ds—s n d p m g I s) paved the way for Bhushavali under

Vachaspati
,

and Mandari (argmpns — 9npingrs)
paved the way fox Krxshnaveni under M5.yamalavagauliu

The fifth method adopted fox finding new ragas was to

take a raga and exchange its arohana for the avarohana and

its avarohana for the aiohana This is possible only in

non-symmetrical ragas Thus Bilahaii (s r g p d s—s n d p
m g r s) paved the way for Garudadhvani (s r g m p d n s—
5 d p g r s), both being janyas of the same mela The aroha-

na and avarohana of Garudadhvani may be described as the

vilomcL-^krama version of the arohana and avarohana of

Bilahari Gauri and Ardhambarx are another pair pf similar

ragas.
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The sixth method adopted for finding new ragas was io

take the arohana of a known raga and the avarohana of

another known raga and oombine them Mohana kalyani

gpds — sndpmgrs), a ]anya of the 65th mela*

resulted in this way

Seventhly, the aesthetic beauty of certain vakra patterns

Of Irohana and avarohana were recognised and they were

suitably combined with non-vakra avarohanas or arohanas

and new vakra ragas thus formulated Thus sgrgmpdps
(Begada) and srgmpdpn s(Nilambari) are beautiful vakra-

arohana patterns ; and snpmrgmrs (Qaula) and

^^ndnpmgrs (Dipaka) are beautiful vakra-avarohana

patterns XJmabharanam and Janaian3ani were thus

evolved

There are instances of minor vakia ragas having

suggested other inteiesting vakra ragas The Kathana

kutuhalam (srmDngps — sndpmgrs — 29) was

suggested to Patnam Subiahmanya lyei by the Eriti

Kvardkutadyamai tochu of his Guru Manambuohavadi

Veutatasubbayyar The raga of this kriti is Kutuhalam

(srmndpn s—5 n d p m g r s) and is also a ]anya of the

29fh mela Likewise the raga Svaravedi immortalised in

the song Adugo koluvatyunnddu was suggested by the raga

SvarSvalt Both are janyas of the 28th mela and the arohana

of both is the same (smgmpndns) While the avarohana ^

of Svaravali is snpdmgrs, that of Svarevedi is

sndnpmgs
The fact that many of the resultant ragas mentioned

above are not mentioned in the medieval works on music is

proof of then later origin in the manner mentioned above.



CHAPTER V
MURCHHANAKARAKA MELAS

Of the 72 melas of South Indian if will be fcnmd

that melas yield new scales by the application of the

process of modal shift of tonic These 56 may bo styled.

Murchhanakai ako^ melas^ i e
,
melas which are able to

generate or produce murohhanas by (his process In tho case

of the remaining 16, it will be found that whichever note is

taken as the tonic note, no satisfactoiy mela results. Such

scales aie chaiacteiised by either (1) diminished fifthf, (2)

unmusical intervals, (3) foui successive semitones ; at (4) one

of the sapta svaras going unrepiesented These may be styled

Amurchhandkaraka melas ox steiile melas In the chart, on

pages 64 and 65 the bairen melas aie marked with a straight

lire against them In the case of the Murchhanakaraka melas,

the serial numbers of the lesultant scales aie given against

each mela

The process of modal shift of tonic applied to janya ragas

lesults in many interesting janya ragas, some of them known
and**named and some unknown and unnamed On the analogy

of the murchhanakaraka melas, ragas pioducing new ragas

by the shift of the tonic note in them might be styled

Murchhanakaraka ragas and the rest Amurchhanakaraka

ragas

It IS tha process of modal shift of tonic that suggested

the series of Vikrta panchama melas, i e , melas with a re-

duced or diminished Panchama The mshada murchhanaa

of Sankarabhaiana and Mayamalavagaula result in such

scales The same process applied to Bhairavi results in a

new senes of 5184 sankiina melas The melodic minor scale

of Buiopean music is a sankiina mela These miara mela

aie anticipated in the combinational jatis of tbe Sangtta

Bcitndkara,
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Graha Bheda Pradarsini Chart

Note The numheis mejationed in the evara columns

against the name of each mela show the serial numbais of

the melas that result when the particular note of the basic

scale IS taken as the tonic note The blanks against a

mela indicate that with such notes as tonic notesno perfect

mala is possible

Of the 56 Murchhanakaraka melas there aie —

20, which are capable of yielding only one scale each by

the process of modal shift of tonic
>

18 melas yielding 2 scales each

12 melas yielding 3 scales each

6 melas yielding 5 scales each

Thus of the 56, Ekatnuichhana melas number 20.

Dvimurchhana melas number 18

Trimurohhana melas numbei 12 and

Panchamurchhana melas number 6



<^EAHA BEUfiDA

SUDDHA MABHTAMA MELAS

Basic Scale oi Mela The scales that result witk the

new tome i;i,ote

1 Kanakangi
2 Ratnangi
S Ganamurti
4 Vanatpati
5 Manavati
6 Tanarupi
7 Sena\ati
• Hanumatodi
9 Dheniilca
10 Natakaprij i

11 Kokilapriya
12 Bupavati
13 Gayakapriya
14 Vakulabharanam
15 Mayamalavaganla
16 Chakrayakam
17 Snryakantam
18 Hatakambari
19 Jbankaradh'vam
20 Nathabhaii a’v i

21 Kiravani
22 Kharaharapriya
S3 G-anrimanohari
24 Varunapriya
25 Mararanjani
26 Charukesi
17 Sarasangi
18 Harikambhop
29 Sankarabharana
30 Naganandiai
31 Yagapiiya
31 E»aga\aidhani
33. G-angevabhushani
34 Vagadhife\ an
33 Snlini

31 » Chalinati

r g P a n

51 f

53 19
54 65

26
61 *

63 17 \

65 18 20 29 22
66 56 35

64 26 23
62

69
71 11 58
72 57

27 59
7 63

43
3 53

29 22 8 65 2S
51 14 71

3 65 28 20 29
10 64 26

32
4

23 10 64
59 16

20 « 29 22 S 65
22 8 66 28 20

44 34

24
60
30 44

9 66 56
45
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SVom the piecediDg Table it is seen that —
1 The total number of useful scales that can be derived

from the 72 melas by the process of modal shift of tonic

15 122

(N B The BIX svaras of each of the 72 melas taken as

the tonic note should yield (72 x 6) 432 murohhanas Since

16 of the 72 melas are sterile, 96 murehhanas become prtma-

facte impossible Of the remaining number, 214 murehhanas

are useless, since they are found to possess one or the othei

of the four defects pointed out in Para 1 on P 62 Thus the

workable and usable murehhanas aie only 122)

2 Of the 122 murehhanas.

the rishabha murehhanas number 17

the ganflhara 5* 20

the madhyama » 24

the panchama 24

the dhaivata n ft 20

the nishada tt 17

122

3

The numbei of panchama muicbhanas is equal to

the number ot madhyama murehhanas

This 13 so, because, if of two scales a and b, a’s

panchama muichhana results in 6, d’s madhyama muichhana

will result in a

4

The numbei of gandhara mniohhanas is equal to the

number of dbaivata muicbhanas

This IS so, because, if of two scales x and y, a’s

gandhara muichhana=i/, j/'s dhaivata murehhana will bo
SBX



6 The number of rishabha muichhanas is equal to the

number of mshada muichhanaq The reason for this isth^

game as above That is, of two ''scales m and «, if

rishabha murchhana= n, n’s mshada muiohhana will be^^'m

It will be noticed heie that the number of samvadi svara

{pa and iwa) mfuchhanas is the highest; next come the

anuvadi svaia {ga and dha) murchhanas Lastly the r* and

nt miuchhanas

What has been mentioned above regarding the relative

character of the pa ma murchhanas, ga-dha murchhanas and

rt^m murchhanas holds good in the case of janya ragas as

well Thus Mohana's Panchama murchhana results in

Suddha saveri raga and Suddha saveri’s madhyama
murchhana results in Mohana See the table on pp 68 69

relating to Murchhanakaraka 3anya ragas

6 If the basic scale consists of tones and semitones alone,

its resultant scale also will consist of tones and semitones*

If the basic scale consists of tones, semitones and intervals

higher than a tone, the resultant scale or scales will also

consist of similar intervals

It will be found that in the scales resulting by modal

shift of tonic, the total number of tones, semitones or

augmented intervals as the case may be, will be the same
between the basic scale and its i esultant muiohhanas

In the table on the next two pages, some of the well-

known janya ragas aie taken and the lagas that result by the

shift of the tonic note are presented Column 1 gives the

name of the basic raga. The svara that is taken as the tonic

note and the resulting raga therefrom aie indicated below

^be concerned pvara and along the line qf raga
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murchhanakAraka

Satfw of the

bagjo raga

T I

§eBya *tocli

Suddha todi

IdalKaus
IH ^ t i 1 i

»

iidaini^i /i i

Madhscamavati,
r* rj

QsyyipfiiiktiM

Salagabhairavi
Abbogi

*loh'ana
,

'

§h HU ' ur

liiMailii /
'

j

Nagasvaravali

Kedaragaula

iWlkfla-

Seiial

No
of its

mda

Its arohana and Eagias ^suiting

avarohana I

sgmpns snSpipigrs
^

' ggm]^dii^ - ^ndpmgrs
sififmdns - sndmgis

SgrboiB - sndibgg

f.l iUJ t’

^Ippfiis ^

un u j H ,

srmpns - snpmrs
H^buJr uf f »

€H»^pBa ^fW^gtSFH' 5
^ ^ « H.egt{dt!^a^ todi

srgmd^ - sdmgrs
.4xadf|ii£^airiuUillll 0

JELarnDfio]!

Hamsadhvani
fliaddbaisa^m

Arabhi
h

^fendhsMteanohaiu

^l»ani
Mo^ai^ai^ailyani

srgpdi . sdpgis

jggpdn^ - ^rbdpgs^

sgmpds sdpmg$
srmpns - sndpmgrs '

simpds - sndpmgip
|

sigmpds sndpmgis
SPapdM^ • i^ndprbB

sigpns - snpgrs

srmpds sdpmrs

simpds - sndpmgrs

srgragps - spingrs

sgnapns * sndpmgs
sigpds - sndpmgis

kladhya-
mavati

Udayaravi-
^handtika
Abbisn
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by tton ^ the ijioPM po,t0

J(/ii ,'t ’ > <

Hatnani
Suddha Udaya-
sav^i ipfiLVl^haildnka

Mohapa Madhyaniavati Malkau^

Suddha saveri Udaya
^

‘ ravichandrika

SalagabhawVfi

Pu^ht)alaiil^
}

Mohana Madbyamavati

^uddhapavp;!:!

Mohana

Mohilla- Kddi-tagfaula ^ Srabhi
kalyani ^ n

Malkaus Suddha saveri Udayaravi-
T. !. ^

, chandrika
Abhggi

Hamsadhvani _
Arabhi Abheri ^ ^ f t t fr

‘ fMIafta^r

iBudha-
^

! manohaii

Desya |;o^

iMohiiiia Madhyaruavata IfaSkaus

Mohana- Sedaragaula

kalyani
*

Kuntalavaiali

^imanta

Arabhx
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Indian music is a dynamic system of music Its tone

system is evolved on the basis of aesthetic laws It is

logically and mathematically accurate and conforms to the

truths of anubhava and lakshya In the case of those notes

which always ocoui as shakes, it will be noticed that the mean

point of the kampita will coincide with one of the 22 sruti

stfaanai^ In some ragas, srutis othe^ than the 2^ occur, but

suchi notes are regarded only as varieties of the contiguous

srutis

The sthayi consists of ten twins of sruti intervals m
adrdilion to sa and pa The notes constituting each twin are

themselves separated by the interval of a pramana sruti

The twins however are found to be alternately separated by

the intervals of 90 cents and 70 cents or purna sruti and

nyuna sruti respectively Thus from m to ekasruti r% is

equal to 90 cents or a purna sruti, but from ekasruti rt to

dvisiuti ri IS equal to 22 cents or a pramana sruti

Again from dtisruti r% to tisruti ri equals 70 cents or

nyuna sruti but fiom tisruti ri to chatussruti rz equals

22 cents or a pramana sruti

Likewise the interval from chatussruti n to the first

sruti gandhaia equals a purna sruti but from this gandhara

to the gandhara immediately above is a pramana sruti

and so on The illustration given on the next page explains

these things cleaily It will be noticed that the notes sa

and pa aie separated from the notes immediately above or

below them by the interval of a purna sruti

Thus this kind of progiession may be styled a mixed,

progression 01 altefpate progression
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The adjoining illustration shows that

the octave consists of 22 intervals*

7 of the puma type

6 of the nyuna type and

10 of the pramana type

(Thus 7 X 90 =: 630 , 5 X 70 350

,

10 X 22= 220
5
altogethei 1200 cents )

Reference

P = Puma sruti ~90 cents (Iff)

N = Nyuna siuti= 70 cents (If)

pr = Pramana sruti 22 cents (If)

pr

P
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The ftjlowing table of arithmetical means and harmonic

means will diso be <3l inteir@E^

i
^

The anjth]|a0tical mean between s an^ s = i 3

0i€m<i.p(

^ /

2%

«(ir spiiiiehama

or aii^:^<fc^ga

s and antara ga = 1 “4*
f:

* I or chatussrnti n
8 and tnsruti dha

or suddha ma

1+^
s and suddha ma= —

~

= ^ a note below the

komala sadharana ga

& and ni ^

— ff 6, noteaxipioxnxia-

Uhg-to 1)1 ati ma
s end tarti stliayi antara

1+ o-

ga, ^ ^ = I a note

below the komala

kaisiki nishaJa
NB—The noteb bearing fiequenoies of bcpluual lafcios

7/4 7/5 and 7/6 rewlt a? aiithmetioal means between
the pans mentioned above )
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The harmonic mean between s and s = oi suddha ma
,, s and p=«= t or sadharana ga

„ s and antara ga= ^ or tiisruti

nshabha,

5 ,
s and tiisiuti dha=^ oi

antara ga

,, s and tara panchama^l or pa

„ s and ati taia sa — -g- oi suddha

dha*

Arohana patterns of the Shadava,

Audava and Svarantara types

Ragas resulting b\ the process of modal shift of tonic

may be classified as follows —
1 Those wheiein the new lagas reveal themselves by

playing tho notes of the basic scale with the identical

frequencies
,
e g Harikambhoji and Sankaiabhaiana

,
Valaji

and Abhogi

2 Those wheiein the new ragas leveal themselves

only when the pitch of a note oi two of the basic scale is

either slightly diminished or augmented
,
eg Sank:aiabiia->

lana and Khaiaharapiiya

Although the tambuia is kept sounding all the time, still

the new ragas leveal themselves because of the ranjaka

prayogas chaiacteristic of the lesulting laga, though played

upon the identical svarasthanas of the basic laga It should be

noted that in the insulting scale, the nyasa svaias and amsa

svaras will also be ditfeient fiom those of the basic scale

For the purpose of giaha bheda lagas may be classified

into —
10
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1 Those •wheiein all its svaias give use to new ragas

,

eg Mohana Such lagas may be styled sarva svara

> murchhanakdrako rdgos

2 Those wheiein some of its svaias alone give rise to

new lagas', eg Kuavam Those lagas may be styled

kattpaya svaia mu7chl7andkdrak(i idgas The muichhana

karaka melas come only undei this categoiy

In the pioeess of modal shift of tonic, a sampurna

arohana will give use to a sampurna aiohana, a shadava

arohana, to a shadava aiohana, an audava aiohana to an

audava aiohana and a svaiantaia aiohana, to a avaiantara

arohana Barring the sampuina aiohana, wheiem the ques

tion of vaija svara does not aiise, in the other lesulting

patterns, the varia s\aia oi svaras will be found to differ

It may also be noticed that if the notes of the basic scale

admit of being giouped into samvadi pans i e shadja-pancha.

ma or shadja-madhyama, the notes^of the resulting scales also

will admit of this grouping In scales Itke Sankaiabhaiana

and Kharahaiapiiya, the sa pa pans occui consecutively

1 e sa pa, ri-dha, ga-ni and ma sa (tara shadja) In

scales bke Nagasvai i\ ’Ii, the sa pa and sa-ma pins will be

found to come alteuidtely, i e sa ga dhva, ma sa

(taia shadja) and pa - sa (taia shadja)

The table on P 76 gives the patterns of the arohanas

that would lesult by the application of the process of modal
shift of tonic to the possible types of shadava and some of

the audava and svaiantaia patterns Knov\n patterns of

shadava, audava and s\ara.ntaia t^pes are chosen as the

basic scales, to fa<ilitate undeistanding Thus foi a shadava
type, the Kambhoji pattern s r g m p d is chosen, foi an
audava type, the Mohana pattern s i g p d s is chosen and fox
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a svarantara type, the Naval isakaanada pattern s g m p 5 is

chosen A shadava pattern will use to five other shadava

patterns, an audavn pattern v ill give use to foui other audava

patterns, and a svarantai a pattern to thiee othei svaiantara

patterns The basic scale chosen in encli cise is printed in

thick types In the shad^vi table, the five lines following

the basic arohana, lepi^^sent lespectively the arohana patterns

that would lesult by taking the r?, rna^ jpa and dha as the

tonic note If the aiohana s i g m pns (2nd line) is taken

as the basic atohana, the five lines following this Ime, will

give the arohana patterns that would result by taking its ri,

go^ ma^ pa and ni as the tome note and so on The same

thing holds good in the case of the audava and svarantara

patterns

The above patterns when read fxom light to left vill give

the ooiiesponding results foi the avarohana patterns

The above lesults aie given on the basis of mere solfa

names But when applied to specific melas, it will be found

that in some cases, two consecutive notes of the basic aiohana

pattern, instead of giving rise to two consecutive notes in the

lesulting pattern may give use to two notes which happen to

be the komala and tviia vaiieties of the same note For

example the aiohana ^ q m p d n s (3anya of the 29th mela)

results in s / rn m d n s (suddha ma aud pi all ma) when its

nishada is taken as the tonic note Since the notes ga and

pa are not represented in this pattern, this aiohana virtually

becomes an audava type of aiohana Thus this presents a

remarkable instance of a shadava aiohana giving rise to an

audava pattern in the piocess of modal shift of tome

Likewise the dha murchhana of s r g m p d from the 26th

mela results in s q m d d n s and so on



Shadava Arohana

S 1 g m P d s r g m p d s r g m p d s

S 1 g m p n 9

s 1 gf m d n 9

s r g P 3 n 9

s imp d n s

s g m P d n s

s r g m p d s

8 1 g m p n 9

s r g m d n 9

s 1 g P d n 9

s 1 m P d n s

Audava Arohana

s r P d s r g p- s r g P d

s L m P n s

S g m d n s

s r m P d 9

s g m P n s

s 1 g p d 9

s r m p n 9

s g m d n s

s 1 m P d s

Svaiantara Arohana

S g m P s g m p s g m p
s 1 g d 9

s 1 p n 9

s m d n s

s g m p s

s 1 g d 9

s 1 p n 9

Examples of othei audava and svaiintaia patterns

may be woiked out similarly
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CHAPTER VI

Mela, Mela Paddhati and Mela nomenclature

The ancient murohlianas aie the original sources foi the

concept of a mela Muichhanas weie sampurna scales and

then notes boie a defined pitch in relationship to the funda-

mental note The ancient harp like vina was tuned to the scale

sa grama This vina was pla3^ed on open strings and the

diffeient murchhanas \^ere played by shifting the tonic note

from one string to anothei according to the scale intended to

be played The murchhanas of ma grama and qa grama
weie obtained by tuning the vina in each case to the

particular grama "Whereas the murchhanas weie sampuina,

]atis were either sampurna, shadava or audava Jatis were

described from the point of view of 13 lakshanas
,
but none

of these lakshanas contemplated gamakas as undei stood in

latei times

Foi many centuiies ragas weie described in terms of

murchhanas and jatis With the advancement of musical

knowledge and with the coming into existence of more and

more ragas, the necessity was felt for the classification of

lagas based on affinity to ceitain fundamental scales Various

classifications like the 2)an tiram system and roqa-ragim

parivara system were conceived But these systems of

classification were not based on any definite piinoiples A
classification which would facilitate the remembiance of the

svaras taken by the ragas was needed and the janaka-

'janija system of classification which came into existence

during the early medieval peiiod was adopted by alh
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Loohana Kavi^s Rdqa taranqmt is the first work to

mention ragas under the categoiies of primary ragas and

derivatives Aceoiding to the astionomical details furnished

by the authoi in the colophon to his work, be must have lived

in 1160 A D He mentions the following 12 thats, Bhairavi

(sa grama scale) Todi (8), Gauri (15), Karnata (28), Kedara

(29), Iman (65', Saianga, Megha> Dhanasarx (51, Purya

Dhaniisan), Puiva (66), Mukhari (20), and Dipaka ,
and

classifies his 75 janya lagis undei them The seiial numbers

given next to the names of the thats indicate the coriespon"

ding melas of South Indian Music

The Songita sdra of Vidyaranya (1320- 1380) is the

next woik to enumeiate the ragas under the categories of

melas and ]anyas He mentions the following 15 melas

Natta, Guijaii, Vaiatika, Sriraga, Bhanavi, Sankarabharana,

Ahiri, Vasantabhaiiavi, Samanta Kambodi, Mukhari,

Suddhaiamakiiya, Kedaragauda, Hi]U3 ]i, Desakshi
,
and

classified his 50 janya ragas under them

(Some scholars are of opinion that Lochanakavi lived in

the 14th century This view seems to be correct m view

of the fact that he mentions ceitain ragas which come to the

notice of musical history only in latei times In this case,

Vidyaianya will have to be deemed the oiiginatoi of th®

janaka-janya system)

Eamamatya, m his Svaramelakaldmdhi mentions the

following 20 melas Mukhan, Malavagaula, Sriraga^

Suddharamakriya, Kannadagaula, Nadaramakiiya,

Ritigaula, Kedaragaula, Hijiujp, Kambhoji, Hindol, Saianga-

nata, Desakshi, Suddhanata, Ahiri, Suddha vaiati, Vasantai
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bhairavi, Sama varati, Bevagupti, Samanta He classified

his 64: janya lagas undei these melas

Somanatha m his Rdga vibodha mentions the following

23 melas —Mukhan, Revagapti, Samavaiati, Todi, Nadara

makii Bhairava, Vasanta, Vasantabhairavi, Malavagaula^

Rltigaula, Abhira, Hammira, Suddha vaiati, Suddharamakri,

Sriiaga, Kalyam, Kambodhi, Malian, Samanta, Kainataganda/

Desakshi, Suddhanata, Saianga He classified his 76 janya

ragas undei them

In all these cases anything like a distinctive character

IS not noticeable foi a mela Many 3aaya lagas were given

the status of melas Ahobala in his Sanqita pdnjdta

classified his melas into puma (sampuina) melas, shadava

melas and audava melas Many vaija lagps figuie as melas

in the Ohaturdandz prakdsikd and the SanqiUi sdrdrnriia

This nebulous concept of a mela continued till even the

middle of the 18th century The idea that a mela ought to

be krama-sampuina in its ascent and descent and that it

should take the identical suddJaa-vikrta svaras in its arohana

and avaiohana emerges for the fiist time about the middle of

the 18th century The Kanakangi Ratnangx paddhati,

mentioned foi the fiist time in the Songraha chuddmanit

has incorporated this idea and this marks the final stage of

the evolution of the concept of mela

Mela Paddhati

The fiist lakshanakaia to think of a scheme of melas is

Somanatha In his Rdqa vibodh /, he formulated a scheme

of 960 melas, based on 7 suddha svaias and 15 vikita svaras

Ultimately he gave up the scheme as being too complicated

for piactieal purposes Venkatamakhi was indebted to
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Somanatha for the idea of a scheme of melas He profited

by the latter’s difficulties and e\olved a workable scheme of 72

melas based on svaras instead of siutis Ahobala in his

Sangvta panjata (1660) formulated a scheme of melas based

on 7 suddha svaras and 22 vikrta svaias His melas

numbered 11,34:0 Latei in the I8th centuiy, the author of

the Meladhtkara Lokshono. piopounded in his treatise an

ingenious scheme of 4624: melas taking the 24 siutis of

an octave as svaiasthanas Aftei all these struggles, the scheme

of 72 kiama-sampurna melas was ultimately adopted as sound

and this mela paddhati has come to stay

It may be mentioned in passing that in lecent times

attempts have been made to expand the scheme of 72 melas

into 108, by including the possible 36 vikita panohama melas

1 e melakaitas taking both the madhyamas, the piati

madhyama being sung with the solfa lettei pa Since these 36

melas lack the perfect fifth oi panchama, then utility will be

a matter of doubt This furthei militates against the concept

of pa as an avikrta svara If a janya laga is to be classed

undei any one of these 36 vikita panchama melas, it should

take both ma and pa (i e the two madhyamas), the notes

being represented in the aiohana oi avaiohana oi both taken

together Janya lagas not faking these two madhyamas wiU

come under the piesent 72 melas

The following scheme may be adopted for these 36

vikrta panchama melas

The 36 melas may be grouped under six chakias, each

chakia taking within it six melas Besides shadja, all the

36 melas take the two madhyamas, the shaiper variety of

ma being sung with the lettei pa though this is immaterial
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foir the purpose of insfiumental music The rishabha-gan

dhara varieties change fiom chakia to chakia, wheteas the

dhaivata nishada varieties change fiom mela to meia, as in

the scheme of 72 In ordei that the serial numbers of the

chakias may be readily known, we may requisition the use

of the katapayadi formula and name them thus

Geya XIII 73-78

Vdyu XIV 79-84

Mdyd XV 85-90

Toya XVI 91-96

OhhayaXVII 97-102

Jaya XVIII 103-108

The SIX melas within a chakra can be respectively

represented with the Syllables pa, srt, go, bhu, ma, sha

Thus OtBya-pa will be the 73rd me^a, Geya sri the 74thj

Geya go the 75th, Geya-bhu 76th, Geya^ma 77th and Geya

sha 78th and so on The fiist mela in this scheme or the

73id mela in the scheme of 108 will be the result of the

fusion of the Kanakangi and Salagam but without the

panchama svara
,
the second mela in this scheme or the 74th

mela in the scheme of 108, will be the result of the fusion

of the Eatnangi and Jalarnavam minus the panchama svara

and so on

The serial number of any vikrta panchama mela is

obtained by the formula,

(p + u) 2 — Bp

where p is the Serial number of the puiva mela and ti is

the serial number of the coriesponding uttara mela

11
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Thus (8+ 44) 2—24 = 80 which is appioximat^lj the mela

of gaudhara grama and (22+ 58) 2—66= 94 which is approxi-

mately th© Jnela of the madhyama grama and so op

The A^htoitara sata mela^ \;vill thus consist of three

parts*

—

(a) the notes, shad] a, suddha madhyama and panchama

being constant in the hrst part (chakras I - VI and melas

1-36),

(b) Shadja, prati madhyama and panchamx being constant

in the second pait (chakias YU - XII and melas 37—72)

,

(c) Shadja, suddha madhyama and prati madhyama i e

vikrta panchama being constant in the third part (chakras

XIII XVIII and melas 73—108)

Another schepie of 5184 (72 >C 72) mel^s hass

piopoupded and ,
this is described in the authqr'^ bank.

In the scheme of 5184 suddha misra melas, wheieas the

serial number of any one of the piesent 72 melas is found

by the foimula,
72 in~i) + n

already refeiied to on P 10, the serial number of any one

of the misra melas is found by the formula —

•

72 (ni—l) + Ha

wheiein m stands foi the seiial number of the arohi-na

mela and ng stands foi the serial numbei of the avarohana

mela

Thus the serial number of the KoKila - Gcpufi mela will

be 72 (11 — 1) +23 1 e 720 + 23 743
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Where a serial Dumbei IS guen and the form of 'the

rdela is desired to be known divide the given numbei by

and add one to the qaotient This resulting number gives the

serial number of the aiohana mela and the remainder, the

serial number of the avarohana mela

Thus if the given number is 1604, divide it by 72 The

qubtient is 22 and there is a lemainder 20 Thus the mela

tabes (22 + 1 = 23) Gauiimanohari in the arohana arid

Nathabhairavi in the a/arohana

Where ^ there is no remainder, do not add one to the

quotient In such a case the quotient number will itself stand

for the arohana mela and Easibapriya, the last in xhe scheme

of 72 will be the avaiohana mela

Thtis Ifet the^ given number be 720 When this is divided

by 72, ’We get’ 10 and there is no remainder The ‘folma

of this mela is Natnka-Rd'^tka i e taking Natakapriya

in the''a‘i:nhaha and Easibapriya in the avarohana

Mela Nomenclature

’^It nday be of ihtoiest to note that the names of some 6f

the modem melas figure in ancient literature The

Brhddd^rXT^rria ^Purdno, the latest of the upa Puranas,

mbJittand Chcilt¥di)^ki, as a dasi litga of Mallara and Rupa-

i)ate,^asa rS^ini 6f Gandhara The names Todi, Bhairavi,

Sa“nkA.rabha!:ana and Varati occur in the Sangita Ratndkafa

and a few* other edrly woiks The name Malavagaula Is

seen in the Sangtta Makar'inda of Narada This raga undSr

the slightly alteifed foim of Malavigaula figures in the son^a

of the Tallapakam composers (15th century) Of the names

figuring Un the ?tsainpurna mela paddhati, the nam^s
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Velavah, Saman^'a, Desakshi and Ramakriya occur m the

Sangifa Ratnaka?o, Sangtta Samaya Sara and 8ang%ta

Makaranda

The Chatui dandi Prakasika of Venkatamakhi

merely explains the scheme of 72 melas and does not

attempt a nomenclature for them It «is but natural that

the author should have done so, since he visualised only

the remote possibilities of a good number uif his melas He
mentioned the seiial numbeis in his scheme for the current

melas of his time
,
thus he mentions Gaula as the 15th and

Kambho]! as the 28th and so on The names of his 19 melas

do not bear the katapayadi prefi:?:es

The 72 melas continued without a complete nomencla-

ture even till the time of the Sangtta Soiramrita (1736 A D )

Taking the clue from the earlier scholars of naming a mela

from a well-known ]anya r%a emanating from it^ a scholar

sometime after 1736 A D enunciated the Kanakambari-Phena

dyuti nomenclature This is the eailier Kanakambari nomen

clatuie and many of the mela names therein did not have the

katapayadi prefixes The names of a few melas however

accidentally conformed to the katapayadi formula The

Kanakdnqi-Ratndngi nonenclatare ih^n came into existence

with the added merit of conforming to the kafapayadi require-

ments Since this system incorporated within it the krama
sampurna aiohana and avarohana and maintained the homo
geneous character of the svaras in the ascent and descent of

the mela, this scheme was accepted as sound by all scholars

and composers Seeing the advantage of the katapayadi prefixes

for the mela names, a later scholar impro\ed the earlier

Kanafeamhari nomenclatuie by introducing katapayadi pro-
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fixes wheie necessaiv The names of some melas were

howe\ei bodily changed in this latei K^nakiimbari nomencl^-

tuie Bhairavi mela was le christened as Nanritiganla mela

and Kambho]! meU was i e-ehiistened as Haiitedaraganla

Even this later Kanakambaii nomenclature underwent some

change in the hands of Sabbarama Dikshitar who in his 72

Eaganga Eagamalika chose to call Vativ isantabhairavi as

Vayuvasantabhairavi and Toyavegavahini as Tapovegavahmi

and Santakalyani as Matikalyani The Kanakangi-Ratnangi

nomenclatuie has continued sacrosanct ever since It is this*

nomenclatuie that is used in the 72 mela ragamalika of Maha

Vaidyanatha lyei

It IS evident that the Kanakangi Eatnangi nomenclature

IS the cieation of Govindacharya The language adopted by

him in this portion of his Scingraha chUdamani makes one

conclude that he had his views examined by some of his con-

temporaries and that they approved of the same Both

Tyagaiaja and Syama Sastri seem to have accepted his

paddhati Govindacharya was a samasthana vidwan in the

court of Tanjore and lived m Kaka vattaram (t«/r^ eiiL^L^/rjrLa)

He was a Mahiatta Biahmin of the Smartha Desastha sect

and had the title Akalanka

The leputed woik Svorarnavam^ said to have been

given to Tyagaiaja by the Divine sage, Naiada in the guise

of a sanyasin, is said to contiin the following nomC^nclature

for the 12 svarasthanas, beginning from shad^a The names

are themselves suggestive of their serial numbers 1 Soma,

2 Drik 3 Anala, 4 Veda, 5 Bana, 6 Easa, 7 Maiut,

8 Vasu, 9 Ankam, 10 Dik, 11 Eudia 12 Aditya

The svaias taken by the ragas aie said to be referred to

by these names in this work
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CHAPTER VII

Musical laws^ facts and phenomena known to the

Indian musicologists of ancient and
medieval times

The subject of gdfidha^ oa totiva oi musicology can be

divided into tbiee paits ^

'!) That pait which has a direct bearing on practical

music and' perfoimance like -

(a) the lakshana of ragas, talas and musical forms;

(b) technique of fingering in stringed, wind and

peioussion instruments

,

(c) technique of plucking and bowing in stringed

inStiuments

,

(d) technique of blowing and tongueing in wind

instruments

,

fej technique of striking as in jalatarangam (udaka

yadyam) and gettu vadyam

2) That pait which has an indiiect bearing on

practical music and performance like —

(a) musical prosody,

(b) physiological acoustics

,

(c) the acoustics of concert halls

,

(d) subjective and objective factors that contribute

to the creation of a musical atmosphere In a

concert hall,
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A knowledge of this branch of musiioology

will help one to give a bettei perfoimanao^ and

instil self-confidence

3) That part which has no bearing on musical perform-

ances as such

Topics like

(a) Music and Mathematics,

(b) Muichhaniikaiaka melas apd Amuichhanakaiafea

mela^,

(c) Comparative music,

(d) Musical iconogiaphy,

(e) Musical numismatics,

(f) Musical therapy,

(g) Geographical factors and their influence on the

character and growth of a country’s music,

(h) Music and Astionomy,

come under this head A knowledge of this bxanch of

musicology helps one to acquiie musical culture. It

genei^lly widens his outlook Topics included under 1 and

2 are grouped under the head Musicology Genexal and

the topics oompiised in 3 under the head Musicology -

In India all these thiee branches of musicology received

due attention at the hands of lakshanakaias

Indians weie the tust to recognise the sapta svaras

They are,also the first to evolve a solfa system sa 9 % gq ma pa

dkq The European solfa system doh tay^ me^foh^

Iq, St dates only fiom Guido d’ Aiezzo (993 1050 ad)
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The laws of COasonanca and dissonance weie known to

musicians in India fiom very early times The tone system

of India IS evolved on the basis of samvaditva (consonance)

The consonant and dissonant intervals and their srnti

relationships are described by Bhaiata m his Ndtjja Sdbtra

A note bearing the octave relationship to another note was

said to have the dvigunci charactei How appropiiate the teim

dviguna is, will be xealised when we remember that octaves

proceed by geotiaetucal progression The 22 srutis of ancient

Indian music aie sound from both the aesthetic and logical

points of view It might incidentally be pointed out that

rationalism and comprekenstv( ness are two of the character-

istic features of Indian music Though at first sight, Bharata's

method of expressing the values of intervals may seem to be

lacking in precision, yet on a caieful examination it will be

found that his conclusions and methods are perfectly logical

and aeciirate His experiment lelating to the Dhiuva vina

and chala vina and the significance of the ridei at the end of

each stage of expel imerit aie worthy of special study The

ancient^s appiecution of such intervals as the piamana,

n^una and puma siutis ai e irrefutable facts The appiopri-

ateness of the name anta^a foi the fifth haimonic note

deserves attention

The sthira vina was an inskument kept mounted at a

fixed place as opposed to the chain vina which was cairied

from place to place by the playei foi peiformances

The sthira vina was tuned as follows —

(a) When mounted and kept acioss the direction of the

# wind, some of the strings weie tuned to octaves, some to conso-

nantal botes and some to harmonics When the wind blew
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asgamst such an instrumenrallthe stiings weie set in vibration

simultaneously, and the combined effect was salubrious and

pleasing

(b) When mounted and kept along the direction of

the wind, the strings weie set in vibration successively In

this latter case, the strings were tuned to a known scale

We have a speciho reference to the harmonics under the

name of svayambhu svaias m the Svaramelakulanidhi of

Eamamatya (1530) and the Raga Vtbodha of Somanatha

(1609) The haimonies aie svaias which emanate of their

own accord on a stretched string when plucked The name

antaia, found in the Natya ^asira testifies to the fact

that the harmonics weie perceived even 2000 years ago

It may be mentioned here, that this note is called antaia

gandhara in South Indian music, although in the music of

North India, it is called tivra gandhara by some and suddha

gandhara by others

The emotional effects of ragas aie refeiied to in many
ancient works. That a laga with a piepondeiance of komala

svaras generally produced a sombre or sad effect and a raga

with a preponderance of tivia svaias generally made a joyous

impression was realised long ago Tfie piinoiples underlying

the ganakala of ragas have also an emotional significance

An analytical study of the different varieties of the flute

mentioned by Sarngadova in his Sangita Ratndkata shows

that the ‘inverse law' which plays a laige pait in wind

instruments and stringed instruments was perceived centuiies

ago
12
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The method of dexiving new scales by the application

of the piooess of modal shift of tonic is as old as the giama*

miiichhana system This phenomenon came to be known

to Arab and Gieek musicologists only at a later period The

chatmdasa mnichhanas were derived by the application of

this process to the notes of the sa giama and ma grama Sa

giama, it might be mentioned in passing is the primordial

scale of humanity It had two symmetrioal tetiaohords The

majoi diatonic scale of modem Euiopean music is the nishada

murchhana of ma grama The process of modal shift of

tonic was earned to its logical limits and this led to the

discovery of many janya lagas and sampurna lagas The

scheme of 72 melas is one of the happiest products of the

application of this piocess The fiist and the last melas m
the scheme of 72 melakartas weie obtained^ by taking the

nishada of Bamakriya (.Pantuvarali of South Indian music

and the tivia madhyama paiallel of Miyamalavagaula) an4

the rishabha of Mayamalavagaula as the tonic note lespecti-

vely This piocess applied to misia melas has led to the

enunciation of the scheme of 5134: suddha misia melas by

the authoi The melodic minor scale of Euiopean music is

the 1604:th scile m this scheme of 5184 suddha-misia melas-

»

It was realised that in the resulting scales, a note or two

had to be slightly augmented or diminished in pitch m a few

instances in older to get the coiieet pitch The point i«

emphasised in the Tamil epic Silajppadika^dfn (2nd century

AD) It is pointed out theiein that the playei of the yazh

(i e harp) should be pioficient enough to make these slight

adjustments, wherevei necessaiy It should be lomembered

that at that period, as fai as instrumental music (haip or

the flute) was concerned, the instruments weie tuned tp
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the suddha scale and other scales were pioduced by the

shift of the tome note At present howevei this is not the

case With the emergence of the fretted vina, ali lagas came

to be performed to one adhaia shadja and the diffeient notes

were produced by placing the fingers on the lelevant fiats

The small stick shown in the hands of the harp player

in ancient sculptures was used for three purposes •

—

1) to damp the low-pitched guts aftei they had been

sounded

This was neeessaiy as otherwise their continued

vibration would prevent the notes of the subsequent

music fiom being oleirly heard

(It IS quite possible that the idea of the damper in

the piano was suggested by this stick used by the

ancient haipist in India).

2) to perform the gamaka called meend^ 'jdyu oi glide by

sliding the stick ovei the concerned string after it

had been set in vibration

3) to place the stick at the propel point on the string

befoie plucking, to get at the required augmented

pitch a new nodal point being thus created

When a note of a slightly diminished pitch had to be

played, the stick was placed at the proper point on the

lowei string

Thus the necessity for retuningthe required strings

tQ a higher or lower pitch was obviated by this process.
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This stick was also used occasionally to run over (ina

strings at a stretch to produce the arohana or av&Tohana

gamaka. ]ast like the technique adopted by the performer on

the jalatarangam

In the haip age the phenomenon of new scales lesulting

by the application of t?he piocess of modal shift or tonic to a

known scale was fully known In lecent times this prooeses

was applied to all the 72 melas and the results worked out

We aie now in a position to classify the 72 melas under the

heads of murchhanakaraka melas and amurchhanakaraka

melas

In Mei times, new ragas were obtained by flattening or

sharpening one or more notes of a known scale by the inter"

val of a semitone Thus the Pantuvaiah raga was possibly

obtained from Harikambboji (Khamaj that of Hindustham

music and the suddha scale of ancient Tamil music) by

flattening the rishabha and dhaivata a semitone and sharpen-

ing the madhyama and nishada a semitone It ib also

possible that this laga was obtained by tsking the semitones

above and below, shad]a and panohama (the two consonant

notes) along with the antaia gandhaia

The murcbhanas, Eanjani (Sankaiabharana) and Asva-

kranta (KaJyam) of sa grama furnished the suddha madhyama
and prati madhyama parallels of one and the same scale

This ffkct was noticed and in later times suddha madhyama
parallels of known piati madhyama ragas and prati madhyama
parallels of known suddha madhyama lagas were worked
out Wellknown aiohana-avarohana patterns were taken

and studied undei different melas and thus a iioh variety of

janya lagas obtained Some interesting i%aa were aieo
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avarohana of another raga

The factors that contributed to the oieation of a musical

atmospheie in a concert hall were caiefully studied The

Kundali mam darpanan^ a Sanskiit manuscript relating to

dance, says that a sushka vadya leoital (solo recital) should

piecede a dance performance The solo play of chenda as a

prelude to the perfoimance of Kathakali in the open air, is

done not only foi publicity but also foi creating the musical

atmosphoie The appearance of the Konangi (clown) at

the commencement of a nritya nataka (dance drama) sent the

audience into roais of laughtei This incidentally helped

to diiect the attention of the audience to the coming play

Since the music foi the dance of the Konangi was in

Kambhoji raga and its tessituia centred round tara sthay^

shadja, the requisite musical atmospheie for the enjoyment

of the dance drama was also created

Instrumentation is a subject of absoibing insterest It

IS moie so with refeience to the study of Indian musical

instruments The eniiched tonal effect produced by the

jivali in the tambura and other stringed instruments is

woithy of attention The fact of the flageolet notes being

heard at certain aliquot lengths of stietehed strings was

taken advantage of in fixing the frets in the vma

The cycle of fifths referred to by Ahobala in his Sangita

Pdrijdta 0660) was known to Indian musicologists centuries

before him The cycle of fifths woiked out in the light of

modem knowledge helps us to realise more the perfect

eharactei of the Indian tone system
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CHAPTER VIII

The Evolution of Finger technique in Indian

Instrumental Music

Instrumental music has played a piomment part in the

evolution of the music of both the orient and the Occident

Man became eai^y conscious of the fundamental principles of

musical science, through musical instiuments The mono*

phonous \oioe was not of much help to him m piactically

woiking out and uodeistanding the various musical laws and

phenomena The ancient haip helped the scholars to

comprehend the nature of consonant and dissonant intervals,

the frequency raxios of notes, the haimonio series and the

method of deriving scales by the piocess of modal shift of

tonic

Except the key boaid type, all other types of instruments

are fully repiesented in India The Indian musician had no

use for the key board type of instrument, since it gave only

notes of fixed pitch and had no provision for the playing of

the delicate quarter tones and subtle giaces It would

indeed have been a surpiise to students of comparative

musicology, if the key-board type of instrument had develop-

ed in India

India IS perhaps the earliest country in the history of

woild-cultuie to realise the value of absolute music The
association of musical instruments with Divine Beings and

Divine minstrels can be cited in pioof of this statement

Instrumental music was hold in gieat esteem from early

times Instrumental music was an indispensable accompani-
ment in recitals of vocal music In the days when the

tatpbuia had not come into vogue and such instruments a|
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the chromatic pitch pipe and tunieg forks were unknown and

in ihe days when compositions were not sung to an adhara

shad]a as is done now, the value of instrumental accom-

paniment IS obvious The instruments not only gave the

key note but also furnished the musical accompaniment

Vocal music and instrumental music have had a healthy

leaotion on each othei fiom eaily times The peison with

a gifted \oice easily dominated the mstiumentalist m early

times The latter tiled to icpioduce on his instrument all

the nuances of the song and these conscious efforts at playing

an embellished and polished music laid the foundations for

the development of an elaborate fingei technique, plucking

technique, blowing technique and sinking technique The

coming into existence of the metallic stiings and frets

opened up fresh possibilities and the instrumentalist was not

slow in making full use of the new facilities With the

extended compctss and the vaiiety and iichness of tone colour,

at his disposal, the intiumentalist in his turn began to

occupy an enviable position The singers soon perceived

the beauties of vina music and began to imitate the same

Thus the Gayaka style and the Vainika style reacted on each

other and with veiy good lesults

The genius of India is fully leflected in the complex

fingei technique seen in hei instiumental music This

technique is one of gradual growth and represents the

accumulated wisdom of the instrumentalists of the past

Skill in finger technique is acquiied aftei many years of

practice The play of those who have not acquired a

command over fingei technique will not bo delightful

Their peifoxmances will be childlike in ch-uactei To

perfoim classical compositions accurately one needs a high
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degree of proficiency in fingei technique To perform

manodhaima sangita, one needs even a highei degree of

proficiency in this skill

The subject of fingei technique admits of a four-fold

treatment the technique relating to - (1) tata vadyaa (chordo-

pl:K>nes) (2) sushiia vadyas (aeiophones) (3) Avanaddha

vidyas (membranophones) and (4) Ghana vadyas (auto-

phones) The unequal lengths of the fingers seem to be

designed by nature for developing an intelligent

technique; which will help in playing in a graceful^

neat and polished style Einger technique is the technique

involved in applying the fingers to the stiings, the finger-

holes and the dium head There are special exercises to give

stiength to the fingers Finger technique has kept pace with

the developments in music centuiy aftei century Daring

experiments in fingering were attempted by enterprising

instiumentalists from time to time These experiments in-

volved years of practice and at some stages, some of these

pioneers gave up their new attempts as hopeless The jaru

style of Violin play now in vogue in South India is an insta-

nce in point "When new instiuments \^ele invented or when

impioved patterns of existing instruments came into vogue,

instrumentalists woiked hard at these new devices and

evolved the most satisfactory finger teachnique

With the exception of the miidanga, tabla and pakhawij^

the remaining percussion inshuments do not admit of an

elaborate finger technique These three instruments provide

a delightful oiosa rhythmical accompaniment and contribute

to the ollenoe of an Indian conceit The rhythmical

harmony provided by them is fascinating Some rhythmical

Bjllables are played by damping fractional areas of the
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witli the hand The late Mridangam Narayana-

s\^ami Appa was so alive to the lesponsive character of finger®,

that he would not even grasp the door liotel of a railwi^y

carnage He invariably asked one of his disciples to open

the door of the cairiage foi him The ghata an old instru-

ment IS even now used in South Indian concerts as an upa

tala viidya (secondary ihythmic accompaniment) The hand,

the wrist, the finger tips and fingei nails aie used in playing

this instrument

FfPm their very natuie, the ghana vadyas (cymbals)

do not admit of any finger technique The metallic

plates or discs are meiely stiuck and their rhythmical accom-
paniment is on the same footing as the accompaniment
provided by the peicussion instruments in European
orchestras But there have been instances of Jalia (cymbals)

players, who gave ihythmical solos on this instrument These
solos were as captivating as the mridangam so^os heard in

of cU^sioal music

An elaborate finger techMque and blowing technique hate

beten evolved far Wind instruments like the flute and the

nag^fir^aram The latler instiument is not more than 700 years

old In the nigasvaram, semitones and quarter tones

sire produced by adjustments in the strength of blowing

aud not by partially opening the fingei holes as in the flute

The fingering system of the flute of the ancient period

IS diffeient fiom that of the modem period Terms
like kamptta, vahta, mukta^ ardhamiikto. and nipidita are

significant in relation to the fingei technique of the flute

Single tonguing was in vogue from ancient times Double

tonguing, triple tonguing, quadruple tonguing, finger

Id
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strokes and cross-fingeiing are latei developments The tech

nique of flute play made rapid strides, when the flute attained

the status of a primary instrument In wind instruments^

the blowing technique id an important factor xn the produc-

tion of the nuances of music

The finger technique of the vina has a long history In

ancient literatuie, the woid vina was sometimes used to

denote both the lute type and the haip type of instruments

In the harp type, a series of strings was sti etched over

an open fiame They weio stretched between the sound-

fc)dicl and the arm, Thq stiings were set in vibiation

fey the fingers Each stung produced only one note The

stiings weie tuned to notes of *absolute pitch and to the funda-

mental scale We come across the sapta-tantn vina in the

story of Guttila the musician in one of the Buddhist Jataka

legends The vina with a finger boaid (without frets) and

with one oi t\vo stiings is seen in early sculptures and in

the Ajanta frescoes Whereas the harp type of vina was held

veitically and played, the lute type was held in an oblique

postuie and played Theie were limitations to both these

types of instruments The longer strings of the harp vina when

struck gave a continuing note and such modern devices as

the dampei of the piano weie unknown in those days This

continued vibration of the longei guts, as already leferred to

in the previous chaptei was a distuibing factor in the proper

enjoyment of music The Stlappodikdram

refers to the foui defects, senipakai^ drppu^ adtrvu^ kudam

In modern times the strings are tuned to relatue pitch

A note of any pitch is taken as the adhara shadja and the

remaining strings aie tuned accordingly The ancients had a

conception of absolute shadja
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whidb every yazb player sbouli overcome The same work

(m im/rearev qjS) also refers to ^rms like vdrtai /

vadittal irndal uraldal

uruttudal and teruttudal

significantly explanatoiy of the plucking and tuning

techniqu e

The strings of the svaiamandala, another ancient

instrument, were merely struck and played and so the

question of an elaboiate finger technique does not arise in

the case of this instrument The instrument was kept on

the flooi and played on open atiings The mventton of

frets constitutes an important landmark m the evolution of

the Vina The number of stiings was reduced and the

playing of such gamakas as kampita, lina, tiripa, vali,

tribhinna, kurula, ahata, ullasita, purva dhal and uttara dhal

became an easy task The plucking technique also developed

side by side with the left hand technique

Mitfu is the term that signifies the act

of plucking the strings in stringed instiuments There are

technical terms to denote the various kinds of mittu

Where horn plectra are used, as in the svarabat, the technique

IS very simple Vina playing is attended with an elaborate

finger technique

Types of mittu {lSl^(S) ^T^<s<3{r^ used in vina play are —

Tarjam mittu, plucking with the index finger

Madhyama mittu, plucking with the middle finger

Kanishtika mittu, striking the talt^

strings upwards with t^e little fingep



Lo nuttu (a^so called lBl-®

lSl^Q) stiiking the chantOTllflfi^r^g||(|^#warfsjprfl^

forefingei

Veil nuttu 01 Mel mlttii striking the ehanteielle stiiog

upwaids with the foiefinger

PatUi mlttu (ul^Q iIl-Q) or etouffe, plucking the string

with the foiefinger and then gently stoppjing the vibration,

with the middle finger, so as to produce a staccato sou^id

Fzdwjpw letting the strings to vibrate aftei the

pattu mittu

Pertya mlttu (QurRuj plucking with some force

so as to produce a loud tone

Satma mlttu plucking the strings softly

so as to produce a soft tone

Laya mlttu or Pakka mlttu striking the tala strings

upwards with the little fingei
,
same as kanishthika mittu

Gutu nnftu is a compound mittu and consists of a lo

mittu and laya mittu done simultaneously

Kodi mittUy the effect herein is produced by placing

the finger lightly on the saiani stung and then lifting it

Tunat mlttu lSl-Q^ the plucking of the chanterelle

string alternately by the index finger and the middle finger

Also called Kutta nuttu {(^pp

KUttu mlttu
(«
6^L-® plucking all the foui playing

strings from the anumandaiam to the saiani, with the index,

middle and ring fingers at one stretch, for the aake of
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diQ ^6ct In this type of mittiu, the fingers E^ra heJd Q^eely

together

Vtdz mlttu (a9zf the occasional plucking of the

mfbpdaramr panchamam and sarani stiings individually for

the sake of effect

plucking the four playing strings by the

forefinger at one stietch to give a haimonious effect

KatUri mlttv- plucking with index finger

and the middle finger sharply one after another so as to

produce a tremulous effect,

Sama mittu {mLoiSL-&j or Jodu mittu

IS the simultaneous plucking of the string upwsids or down

waids by the index finger and the middle fingei, held closely

together and producing the sound of the syllables, Kra, Tra

or Srt

Tadat rnitiu wbeie triplets or phrases after

the pattern of a siotovaha yati hke s r g, n s r g, d n s r g,

baive to be played, the eatliei notes are played by the mittu

of the index finger and the last note by the mittu of the

middle fingei

Idat Tnlttu (^620L- a lo mittu followed by the

stopping of the string with the middle finger and the silenced

note being immediately reproduced by the plucking of the

stung with the middle finger This will in effect be a ]aiite»

svara, the two notes being produced by a tar]am mittu and

madhyama mittu but separated by a period of visianti (silen-

ce or rest)
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Svara mlttu a case wherein a passage is played with a

separate mittu foi each note This coi responds to the svara

vil in violin play

Sahitya mUtu, a case wheiein a passage is played with

a separate mittu for each phrase This conesponds to the

sahitya vil
{^
60(rpi£l iBst) in violin pla^

In his Roga Vtbodhci (chap V), the autboi Somanatha

explains the 20 technical terms for the vaiied aspects of the

left hand technique of vina play (vina vadana) and gives a

notation for them Compared to the light hand technique

the origin of the left hand technique can be assigned to a

much earlier period

The Telugu work, Sarigtta sara sangrghQmu (I&th

Century) mentions the ten mittus siuti, tarjam, loi veil,

pattu, vidupu, tada, sama, katra and laya as dasapianas

The vina is now held in both the vertical and

horizontal postures and played In the foimer case, the

length of the dandi of the instrument will be somewhat

short The perfoiming in the higher octave on such

instruments on all the four strings is relatively easy

On the vina and the gotuvadyam one can play simultaneously

in two octaves This was not possible on the ancient harp-

like vina Compositions like the thaya, help vina students

to acquire proficiency in *^attaz mzttu Composers who were

also vainikas wrote special types of compositions, to help

vina players to develop the finger technique of the left hand
and the plucking technique of the right hand
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The European instrument* the violin* has been success

fully adapted in South India The earlier pidivadyam

style of play natuially gave way to the later

pleasing ]aru vadyam (^^0 style of play The

new style of bow technique used foi paying tanas on the

violin 18 delightful In some instruments of the Hortb, the

finger nails (and not the finger tips) of the left hand glide

over or along the side of the playing strings

Music in quick tempo and music in vartk style were

not possible on the ancient haip Tii unilakantha Yajshpanar^s

giievance that he was not able to faithfully reproduce the

music of Tiiugnanasambandai may be due partially to this

Sruti pioblems offeied by new ragas derived by the

piocess of modal shift of tonic might also have been the

diflSculty that lay in his way His diflSculty might also

have been his inability to leach the high notes when he

staited fiom a highei pitched stung as the tonic note

The compass of Tiiugnanasambandai’s voice was more than

2 octaves as evidenced by his compositions Added to this

was the fact that the pitch of the young composer must have

been lound G, which was far higher than the pitch of an

average adult’s voice The Yazh was tuned to accompany

the vocal music of an adult voice The repioduction of

gamaka effects on the high pitched short length strings

must have also caused some difficulty to Tirunilakanta

Yazhpanai It might incidentally be pointed out that

Tirugnanasambandai ranks as the youngest composer in the

world’s musical history He sang the hymn Todudaiya

heviijan lu ) when barely three years

pf age
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There ihe ghana and naya style m plucking

technique It was said that the tone produced by Vina

Sambayya of M>soie was equal to the tone of a hundred

vinas Another maivellous vamika, of Mysore earned for

himself the enviable distinction of Savyasacht in vina play

by playing the vina with perfect ease in both the possible

postures i e ,
using the light band fingers for plucking

the strings and the left hand fingers for gbding over the

playing strings (as is usually the case), and also plucking

the strings with the left hand fingers and gliding over the

playing stiings with the light hand fingers Thus

he was able to play the vina in both * postures

GururaySicharyulu of Vizianagaram was able to play the

vtna In six degiees of speed SUatkala Govinda Marar of

Tfavandore provided the drune and the rhythmic accompani-

ment hitnself to his vocal music He played the seven-

Stringed ttambura with his right hand and the kaii<|ira with

hte left hstnd The kairfira was held in position between the

fob and the first fingei of the light leg Thus Govinda Marir

might be called an XEkallait

It Impossible that tins \aiiiika got the idea of playing the

vina iti the re^eise posture from sculptures like those of the

YiUadhara Dakshinamurti in Pndukkottai In the ^ ina played in

the reverse posture the sarani, panchamam, mandaram and

anumandaram strings must ha\e occupied the positions of the 4th

Srd 2nd and 1st stiings respecti\ely of the normal Miia The tala

strings as well as their bridge and pegs must ha\e been placed on

the other side of the dandi The change of the positions of the

strings 18 not likely to affect the tonal response of the ^^izia

t In this tambuia, there were two pancliamas, two saranis,
two anusaraiiib and one mandaram, 7 strings in all

t Bkallan was a person who was able to give a complete
performance by himself without the aid of other accompaniments
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Some vainikas specialised in the Chakt abandham style

of play In this style of play the fingeis of the left hand
move over the svarasthanas of the finger board in an

artistic and circling mannei The performer plays judi-

ciously on the chanterelle string and the second string alter-

nately and m the uppei positions of the thud string where

necessary A gita like Mmakshi Jaya Kdmdksht in sriraga

was played in this mannei

An ingenious attempt has been made in xecent times to

produce the kampita gamaka in Jalataiangam It may be

pointed out in passing, that Jalataiangam is leferred to as

the udaka vddyam (liteially, watei instiument) in ancien^

literature The ait of playing on it is included among the

chatushshashti kalas (64: aits) A wooden sphere of about

two inches in diametei and piovided with a handle is held

in the left hand and the cup whose note is to be graced is

first stiuck and immediately aftei^the wooden sphere is rapidly

dipped into the water and lifted, the piocess being lepeated

the requiied numbei of times The extent of the dip and

the duiation and speed of the action will depend upon the

compass, duration and speed of the shake The effect of the

action 18 to altei artificially the water level, thereby

pioduoing the lequiied inciease and decrease of pitch and

the desired kampita gamaka A beautiful efiect is also

produced when the tip of the ^tick is made to strike the

water meniscus lightly This will result in tiny surface

ripples

14



CHAPTER IX

Raga and Emotion

The subject of '‘Raga and Emotion” is a fascinating

branch of study No art stiis the emotions so deeply as

music Music 18 rightly styled the language of emotion

Rasaiiubhova through music is an expeiience and has a

psychological basis Treatises on music in Sanskiit and the

vernaculais, written duiing the ancient, medieval and modern
peiiods exist, but few of them have dealt with this subject at

length The subject of ‘Rasa in music’ has not received as

much attention as Rasa in litOiatuie and diama Music is a

poweiful vehicle for the portiayal of iisa oi feeling Rasa

18 a subject of univeisal significance

The idea of lasa is one of the fundamental concepts of

Indian aesthetics The subject of rasa is treated by Bharsta
in his Natija sdst^a Rasa in common parlance means juice,

essence, satisfaction or taste There aie the shadrasas or

six flavours —
(a) Sweetness,

(b) Bitterness, ‘SzodBULy,

(o) Sourness,

(d) Saltishness,

(e) Astringency,

Cf) Pungency, STfruLj

Let us try to examine the scientific basis foi the associa-

tion of rasas with lagas There are certain truths in music
which aie universal m then charactei. That pairs of notes
bearing the frequency latios 1 2 ,

oi 2 3 ,
or 3 4 (i e ,

a note and its octave
,
a note and its panchama

,
and a note



and its suddha madhyama respeotively) when sounded to,

gether give a pleasing effect is a well-hnown fact Like-

wise, that the notes, komal rishabha and komil gandhaia

have a tinge of pathos about them is a well-known fact

These universal tiuths weie known centuries ago

The subject of sarnv^ditva oi consonance has its roots

in these fundamental tiutha The ancient classification of

svaras into vadi, samvadi, anuvadi and vivadi and the men*

tion of intervals which were mutually samvadi or vivadi

aie worthy of note in this connection * Eaga and rasa ^ like

‘ choids and then effects ' is a fascinating subject and is of

interest from the point of view of psychology as well. The

feelings recognised in Indian rhetoric and poetiy are well

known

Rasa in literature is conveyed by words Rasa in

drama la conveyed by words and action Rasa in an opera

is conveyed by woids, action and music Rasa in a dance

drama is conveyed by words, action, music and dance,

In the drama, opera and dance drama, the eye in co opexa

tion with the ear helps one to experience the intended feelings

There is a significance in Tiruvalluvar glorifying the sense

of healing (C3«sFafl^ since it is through this sense

that we are able to experience the rasa of a piece of music

and perceive the effect of a combination oi succession of

sounds

107
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There aie the permanent aesthetic moods called sthmji^

bhavas The following table gives the sthayibhavas and the

corresponding lasa oi aesthetic enjoyment —

Sthayibhava 1

Ooiiesponding
rasa

Eati (love) Siingaia

Hasa (laughter) Hasya

Soka (pathos) Karuna

Krodha (anger) Eaudra

Utsaha (enthusiasm) Yu a

Bhayam (fear) Bhayanaka

Jugupaa (disgust) Bibhatsa

Vismaya (wondei, sui prise) Adbhuta

The emotional effect of a laga is dependent upon the

frequencies of the notes that entei into its foimatlon, as

also on its jiva svaias and nyaga svaias A laga

whose svaras happen to be all 31va svuas, Tex Todi and
MohanaJ admits of multiple rasas The jiva svaia is the

index to the rasa of a laga The lasa of a laga changes with

the shift in emphasis on notes ‘Foi example, Mukhari is a

laga with a tinge of pathos But a feeling suggestive of

raudra lasa is biought about by the quick tempo, forcible

deliveiy and the tessituia of the piece centuog lound the

tara shadja in the piece, Chidanibai a (hin5aiiQ7n(i m
i^andandr cho.r%trcim Likewise in the \Tiii G17 ipaiaelQ
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(sahana)* Tyagaraja manages to present a feeling of ]oy

coupled with devotion by abstaining from emphasising and

elongating the madhyasthayi iishabha

Since the inter-relation of the notes of a laga determines

its rasa, the drone is of great importance The drone is the

meter through which the fiequency relationships of notes

aie established The ancients with their simple scales and

the harp type of instrument could not have perceived in full

the rasa bhava of a raga The drone instrument, Tambura,

figures in the history of Indian music only at a later period

The teim ‘raga’ in the musical sense came to be used when
it was found that a group of notes having specific frequencies

roused a particular feeling With the background of sruti,

the emotional effect of a raga was clearly perceived and this

marks an important landmark in the history of Indian music

That lagas and tunes in them have certain specific rasas

can be illustrated, irom the fact that if a pathetic sahitya is

set and sung to a tune in a raga, whose dominant rasa^ is

vira, it 18 the heroic aspect of the tune that will impress

the listeners in spite of the pathetic idea underlying the

siihitya The sahitya will fall flat on the eais Bilahari is

an example of a gay and blight raga and let us take a

tune like the well known jatisvaram in this raga A mourn-

ful sahitya may be set to this tune oi to a march tune in

Kedara raga and sung, but still on account of the bright

and catchy quality of the tunes, the pathetic sahitya will

leave us untouched Likewise in a pathetic raga like Punna-

gavarali or Ahiri, a happy sahitya may be set and sung, but

neveitheless the plaintive quality of the tune will be haunting

us Again it is the soothing quality of the music of the

lullabies that lulls children to sleep and not their words
^
for^
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the ohildiea do not undeistand the words Likewise it is

the heioio oharactei of the maitial music that infuses enthu-

siasm and Gouiage in soldiers

The tempo oi speed of a musical composition in applied

music must be in consonance with its rasa Pieces in lau-

dra lasa and vira xasa must be in diuta laya or quick tempo

Pathetic pieces must be in vilambita laya or slow speed In-

tricate time measures aie out of place in applied music

Some talas aie named as suitable for paiticular rasas in

ancient woiks ’

The nnmbei of lagas in vogue now is moie than three

times the number that was in vogue in medieval times and

we are to day in a position not only to cite many ragas as

examples foi a rasa, but also to give specific exampl«s of

ragas for shades of a lasa Eaga classification based on
rasa is an interesting subject With some exceptions, we
may mention that generally, the oolouis, adhipatis, times

and seasons mentioned for ragas are a valuable commentary
on the rasas of ragas and, help as to visualise the

emotional contents of ragas bettei The traditional pictures

of ragas and laginis are also a helpful commentary on their

rasa bhava

In this connection, attention must be drawn to an impor-
tant aspect of musical expeiienoe There is such a thing as

aesthetic enjoyment in music, which is independent and
outside the scope of any recognised rasa This is so parti-

cularly when we listen to art music, wherein we derive
genuine pleasure without at the same time receiving any
suggestion of a particular feeling On such occasions we
feol as if we are lifted to sublime heights When we listen
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to alapanas rendered in a superb and artistic style» in vocal

oi instrumental music, tears of joy flow down oui face invol-

untarily This ecstasy is t>angttdnanda and in such cases it

is meaningless to search for rasas It is the brilliant music

that produces this effect In compositions belonging to the

sphere of art musiCi the composer is piimaiUy concerned

with the portrayal of the laga bhava in all its rich

and colouiful aspects and not with its rasa aspect

The words, if an^, in such cases, instead of giving a clue

to the rasa serve only as a vehicle to help the vocalist to

sing the music Thus it is futile to seaich foi rasas in

pure art forms Sancharis of ragas, varnas and other such

technical compositions have no rasa about them But when

a composer writes songs belonging to the sphere of applied

music, the position is different The sahitya herein is an

impoitant factor and emphasises a definite idea The music

which clothes the sahitya is a powerful contiibutory factor,

in determining its rasa and is in consonance with the

spirit of the idea expressed The tune is composed with a

rasa conscience In kalakshepams oi lehgious discourses

and operas we laugh or lament along with the Bhagavatar

or the characters according to the situation But in a

concert of art music we derive genuine aesthetic pleasure

Kritls like Koluvaiyunndde in Bhaiiavi are instances of

puie art forms ; while compositions like ‘ Tera ttyyaga radd ^

In Gaulipantu and 'Devi brova samayamide' in Ohintamam

which were occasioned by certain circumstances aie ins

tances of pieces depicting specific feelings Kritis result in

aesthetic pleasure The effect is the same whether they are

heard through the medium of vocal music or instrumental

music
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Kiitanas, being devotional compositionSi inspire in us

bhakti, only when sung, and not when peiformed on an

instrument

The classical list of eight rasas is furnished by the

following sloka

1)25' s5^‘c3g ^cXScr-^-S^* I

Srngara, Ftra, Karund, Adbhuta, Hdsya,

Bhaydnaka^ Btbhatsa, I Raudra

Santi being the absence of a feeling and implying a

state of tranquility, lest or peace was not included in this list

But nevertheless it is an important rasa and with the

inclusion of santi rasa, the concept of navai asa came into

existence —

^^o-7V'25' I

^0^^^ f6s5TT'‘^g
11

Ntrveda is said to be the sthayi bhava foi Santa lasa

The Dtvdkaram, a Tamil lexicon of the lOth cent, gives

the nava rasas sijsmsuui^t^ j^psrmsij<sm
) The

names given for the nine sentiments oi emotions are the

same excepting that for bibhatsa, the name 0/!3®o3= is

found ^0a'0^4 and ^sSsuireo aie other names for

this feeling of abhorienoe, loathsomeness oi disgust
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The ninth class has been furthei expanded by the

addition of bhakti or devotion There are more composi-

tions on arngara and bhakti because they happen to be the

supreme emotions of the soul In the everyday life of

human beings, snngaia and bhakti are the feelings they

experience frequently These ten rasas aie not exhaustive >

there are also other rasas like vdtsalya (affection towards off-

spring), preyas (friendship) and patriotism Tyagaraja's

compositions afford splendid examples for most of the rasas

Srngara rasa is known as lasa raja It is in a sense

an epitome of all the rasas

With the exception of santa rasa, all the other rasas

come within the fold of srngara Hence the theme of

srngara has been the favourite of composers The n%aka
performing a heroic act can result in vira rasa The separa-

tion of the nayaka can lesult in karuna rasa The nayaka

falling to turn up at the promised hour may provoke in

the nayaki, raudra rasa The continued neglect and the

disappointing attitude of the n%aka may provoke in the

nayaki, a feeling of disgust The occuiience of an unfore-

seen pleasant event may kindle adbhuta rasa in the nayaka

or nayaki In the diversity and complexity of situations that

may arise in srngara, every feeling can find a place

In the elephantine movement, characteristic of the

padas, we find moods like, anger, expectancy, aggiessiveness

self - abrasion and crossed-in-love depicted

The vira rasa admits of four sub-divisions ddna viia^

dayd vtra^ dharma vira and yuddha vira This classifi-

cation la based on the exemplary chaiacter of a person’s

15
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Qualitiesoflieioismin(l) liberality or mumficenee

(2) compassioc, (3) iighteousness and (4) heroism on the

battle field,

Bhatti lasa has been gloiified as the ujjvala rasa

(ftmireme emotion)

Easas aie mentioned foi some lagas in ancient works,

but with the meagie descriptions of those lagas it is not

possible to foim any idea of then ooiieot melodic pictures or

nasas

The Easa Batndkara of Salva, a Kannada work of the

15th cent mentions on p 8 of the first prakaranam, the

colours and adbipatis foi rasas

A musical composition which aims at portraying a lasa

should satisfy the following requirements —

1 The music should be in a wellknown rakti raga

and with a pronounced lasa bhava

2 The music should flow in a natuial manner

3. The song should not be too shoit

4 It should not be in an unusual tala

5 Ebythmical complexities should be absent m it

6 Pactois like asseitive gamakas, datu piayogas

and vichitra kalpanas, tending to make the

composition moie intellectual in chaiacter, should

be absent

7 Too many sangatis should not find a place
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8, The musical constiuotion of the piece should be

neither too technical nor laborious and artificial

9 Technical and literary beauties should be confined

to a bare minimum

10 Vowel extensions in the sahitya should be few

;

that IS vowels like akaia, ikara and ukara should

be used spaiingly and not profusely as in

tana varnas

If these requirements aie not satisfied, the result will tend

to detract from the intended lasa bhava Whereas any raga

with a melodic individuality can be used in ait music, the

same raga will not necessarily be of use in applied music

Highly rhetorical sahityas clothed in atti active tunes or in

well-thought out and polished tunes will produce only

aesthetic ]oy and not any one of the nava rasas

The opening musical phiase of a song determines, to

some extent, its lasa Songs relating to 3oy and heroism

generally speaking, commence on the taia shad] a or on notes

near that shad] a The tessitura of the song also in

such oases centres lound the taia shad]a Lower tessitura

implies sadness, diffidence etc

Factors like pitch, intensity, timhie, massiveness, form,

grace, language, rhythm are also contiibutory faetois in

establishing the rasa The possibilities of portraying inten-

sified effects through orchestial music aie veiy many
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Khamas can portray bhakti and sringara Eagas with

noie than one jiva svara like Sankarabharana are capable of

)roducing more than one rasa Even in such cases, the musi-

jal analysis of the piece will reveal the line of development

)f the dhatu adopted to depict the particulai rasa

There are ragas foi portraying the different degrees of

intensity of a paiticular lasa For example if we take a

feeling like grief, we can conceive of superficial grief>

ordinary grief, bearable grief, unbearable grief and very

deep, overwhelming and heart-rending giief E%as like

Mukhari, Nadanamakriya, Punnagavarali, Ghanta, and Ahiri

can respectively portray these different degrees of grief

Likewise, lagas like Aiabhi and Athana can be used to portray

the feelings of (1) anger piovoked by a ti ifling situation and
(2) anger provoked by a serious situation

Theie are lagas like Ahiii which can portray only a

single rasa and ragas like Todi, Kambhoji, Mohana, Sankara,

bharana and Kalyani which can portray more than one lasa*

A single note by itself has no lasa, since its value as suddha
rishabha, sadharana gandhaia etc

,
is dependent upon the

frequency of the adhara shadja Foi the pioper enjoyment
of the rasa of a raga or a song in that raga, the atmosphere of

the place shonld be satuiated with the sruti notes of the

tambura or other drone When we talk of draksha rasa,

nalikera rasa and kadali lasa in connection with the styles of
Tyagaraja, Muthuswami Dikshitai and Syama Sastri, it

denotes the style of mnsical writing obaracteiistic of the
three composeis It borders on intellectual appieciation

As a rule, slow tempo is admirably suited for portraying
karuna and bhakti lasas and fast tempo foi poitraying raudra
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ftnd vira rasas Simpler time measures like Sdi,

and chapu (misra and khanda) will be useful far poirt#afing

rasas However, much will depend upon the treatment of the i

raga and the manner of development of the dhatu

It may be of interest to note in this connection that

particular meties (chhandas) are suggested for some rasas in

literature

Nindastuti kirtanas are of interest from the point of

view of their rasa bhava A piece like. Halo PtanataAu

harudanuchu (Athana) suggests anger provoked by disgust

at the indiffeience of the Lord towards the composer The

piece, Adtgi sukhamulevva (Madhyamavati) has an under-

cuirent of sarcasm about it

All ragas evoke in us aesthetic enjoyment It does not,

however, follow that all ragas should evoke in us some parti-

cular sentiment A raga like Kathana kutuhalam or

kriti like (Bhairavi) gives rise to aesthetic

pleasure and not to any one of the nine rasas Thus there is

such a thing as gdna rasa which we feel when we [isten to

art music and instrumental music ( tana on the vina or a

string quartet of Beethoven for example) This gdna rasa

IS universal in its charactei Applied music in conjunction

with the ideas contained in the sahitya can easily evoke^

any of the rasas recognised in poesy

Some lagas aie useful for sahityas relating to vainana

or description —

Pantuvaiali, {Chudare cheluldra - 2nd song in Nowka

oharitiam),

16
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Kedaiagaula ( Venugan(^lolun%) and

Su2:atx ( Kanavenum laksham kanQal ) - Eamanatakam

may be mentioned as examples Sagas like Bhupala and

Malayamaiutam have a soft’ and soothing effect when heard

before suniise On such occasions we get a feeling as if some

welcome phrson rouses us fiom sleep Vigour and gaiety

are characteristic of Bilahaii and henco it is appropriate

to sing this raga in the morning

Da7us (stoiy songs) fiom then veiy nature are oomposi*

tiona suggestive of paifcioular idsas Six kinds of darus

figure in geya natakas and mitya natakas —
iD Samvadii dam
In satnvdda darus oi musical dialogues, the same music

can appiopriately figuie foi the question and answer as m
songs 4 and 5 of Nowka chaiitiim In song 4, the Gopis

level charges against Kiisbna and in son?. 5 Kiishna repudiates

"them Occasionally the time of tho loply may be different^

^g«0yided the tune of the quostionei naturally suggests the

re^y ox leads on to it as m the song, AIa 7iniml a?asar jpota

(I^ma natakam)

) (2) Ultaia - pjuliiuiicna dam - music U dialogue

Wheieas m tho samvida daru, them is the presumption

of ftiriving at the tiiith b> a piocess of discussion and ratioci-

nation, m the uttaxa piatyutbna daiu, theio aie only state-

ments made alleinatel^ by the i\\o poisons Theie is no goal

or conclusion to bo le^chod 1 1 the liEe^ case

(3) Pdtfaj)7uietd dani^ the oiiU.inco song of a character

m a dance diama Thit, U* laco i i\ing a beautiful

dhatu providos oppoitunitic^ fni I’lo acfu tu display hi& talents

in dancing
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(4) Kolatta datu^ songs used xn Kolattam oi stick play.

(5) Svagata da? 21

In svagata daruh 01 musical soliloquies, the i%as ajpd

tunes used must be of a leflective chaiactei Ennaga
manasuku?dm (N'llambaii) of Piahlada bhakti vijayam is an

excellent example

(6) Varnana da?u - desciiptive song

Whereas the navaiasas and the feeling of bhakti can be

experienced by a study of Iiteratuie, the emotion of gana

rasa can be felt only tliough the medium of music InstrtL«

mental music genoially speaking, produces gana rasa in the

listener Orchestral music can be used to create the nava

rasas Musical compositions of the puie and applied clasa are

m a sense even superioi to poetiy because through them one

can experience all the rasas inclusive of the gana lasa

We go to a conceit of art music to expeiience gana rasa*

Even when a knti like Kanakasaila vihdrim (Punnaga-

varali raga) IS sung in a conoeib we deiive only aesthetic

pleasure and not tlie ff elmg of pathos In a kalakshepam*

opera or dance drama, every song evokes m us a

specific rasa In fact when the Bhagavatai in a kElakshepam

digresses needlessly oi sings kalpana svaias foi a song m the

middle, the particulai rasa atmosphere developed by him so

far gets weakened and he has to stiiin once again to restore

the atmosphere of the oiiginal rasa We go to a bha]ana

to experience bhakti lasa

As for the question why gana rasa as such

has not been mentioned in early works, the answei may be
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^Ven that foi many centuries, music has always been thought

of in its applied aspects and as a vehicle for singing the

glories of God With the development of manodharma san-

^g4ta and instrumental music, the way was paved for the

emergence of the concept of gana rasa

In the case of ragaa of multiple lasaa, it is possible to

say whether the admissible rasas aie all equally dominant or

whether one of the rasas is dominant and the rest secondary

Thus ip a raga lifee Davagandhari, the p^adhana 7am or

primary feeling is viia Bhakti may be mentioned as an

uga / rasa for this raga The compositions, K^hira^dgafa

myana and Karundaamudra stand as examples for these two

aspects of the rasa bhava of this laga

The primary object of a kirtana is to cieate the feeling

of bhakti or devotion Kritis may create any one of the

navaiasas or the feeling of gana rasa Thus kritis like

J^oluvatyunndde (Bhairavi) and Ndjnmdhdra (Bilahari)

evoke only gana rasa whether sung 01 performed on an

mstrument Kritis like, Terattyyaga rddci (Gaulipantu) and

I>eubrova samayamide (Ohintamani) create the feeling of

pathos The kriti, Sdntamu leka (Sama) evokes santa rasa

The knti, Enta bhdgyamo (Saranga) evokes adbhuta rasa

Hence the significance of Tyagaraja's statement ^nava-

rmayuta kritiche bhajiytnchc’ in the kntit Sogasugd
mrtdanga tdlamu in Sriranjam raga Thus Kiitis maybe
classified into —

•

1,) Those which evoke only gana lasa and

2 ) Thpse which evpke any of the nine rasae
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In a flanoe concert, the abhinaya performed for a pada,

javali, ashtapadi or other similar item will evoke in us one

of the navarasas or bhakti rasa But an item of pure nrrtta

like the dance performed for a ]atiavaram or tillana, will

evoke a feeling corresponding to gana rasa

There is a significant purpose in singing the Madhyama-

vati raga at the close of a concert This raga takes the notes

which are met with earliest in the cycles of fifths and

fourths These notes are highly concordant notes When a

raga taking these notes is sung, a feeling of normality and

aesthetic satisfaction will be felt

The singing of the Madhyamavati raga towards the close

of a concert is preceded by the Mangalam Mangalam is an

auspicious song and every concert is concluded with a

mangalam Such songs are composed only in auspioions

ragas Some of the wellknown mangalams aie given

below —

Name of the song Eaga Composer

NI nama rupamulaku Saurashtra Tyagaraja

Makulamtinakiha Surati „

Jayamangalam Ghanta „

Jayamangalam Mohana „

Janaki nayaka niku 'Dhanyaai „

Jayamangala „ Fnrandara Dasa

Bhu]aga sayino Yadukulakambho]! Svati Tirunal

Sri Eamachandrauukku Surati Arunachala Kaviiayar

Mangalam Sri Bamunaku Vasanta Mysore Sadasiva Eao
Srimat Kakarla vamsabdi Madhyamavati Walajapet Yenkata-

ramana Bbagavatar



In the Sangzta Makmanda of Nafada, in the Sangita-

dhyaya, pada 1, \0rs6s 47-48 we find rasas mentioned for the

sapta svaras

*7r>o-qr‘£5'i3g ^ JSb2J>gSSb^ga5

^CsSfy^-rf jo-^tiTiSg II

In Bharata’s Ndtyo. Sdstra Chapter VI, appropriate

oolours are mentioned for the rasas

If a piece belonging to the sphere of applied music is

harmonised, then as pait of the harmony, the notes eschewed

in the raga eithei in the aiohana oi avarohana or both and

phrases which do not emphasise the melodic individuality of

the raga will certainly come in and these will tend to neut-

ralise the intended emotional effect of the raga For the

same reason, modulation into other keys duiing the course of

a composition or producing the idea of anothei laga by the

shift of the tonic note is detrimental to its rasa bhava, since

the Intel-relation of the fiequencies uf the notes is affected on

account of the change in the fundamental Hence the im-

portance of the attendant drone accompaniment in a concert

of Indian music



CHAPTER X

Madras m Musical Compositions

Mudias are names introduced in the sahit^ as of musical

compositions to signify caitain facts They serve to reveal

facts like the authorship of the composition, its laga, tala»

typo, nayaka, etc The mudra is so cleverly intiodueed as

to maintain a continuity of sense in the sahitya The beauty

underlying the weaving of the mudra into the texture of the

sahitya can be felt only when the composition is sung

Valuable internal evidence is furnished by some mudras

Barring some exceptions, it is not obligatory on the part of a

oomposei to introduce any oi all the admissible mudras in a

musical composition

The term mudra in common parlance means a seal,

stamp, print, maik or badge In dancing it means the

repiesentation of an idea through a hand pose When only

one hand is used it is called an asamyuta hasta and when
both the hands are used it is called a sami/uta hasta In

religious worship also we have the mudras or hand poses -

the anga nyasas and kaia nyasas In Tantiic worship

many mudras are used

In musical compositions, the word mudra refers to the

impiess or mark proclaiming a ceitain fact that it is the

composition of a paiticulai composei, that it is in a particular

raga and so on The colophons figuiing at the conclusion

of sargas in epic poems and kavyas fuimsh the earliest

examples of mudras relating to authorship Such colophons

also furnish the titles of the adhyayas and sargas For
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example m the Bhagavadgita, we find at the end of the 6th

chapter —

^br*;?^'Kr';5b ^^T;rgdaSi II

(i e ,
m the TJpamshad of the Bhagavadgita^ this is the

sixth chapter entitled the Yoga of Meditation)

Likewise in the Gita Govtnda of Jayadeva and the

KnshTfiCL hla Tarangim of Narayana Tiitha we come across

statements like the following —

23c«b‘^s5 ab3Ks^2;?S^Tcr»;5S ||

§s5rPs^;^o2^ LS-kt^tt-cssoe*

X)b'*£)*erc5^o

This latter colophon incidentally indicates that

Narayana Tirtha was a disciple of Sivaramananda Tirtha

In a collective work like a geyanatakam (opera) or

a nritya natakam (dance drama) some composers like Tyaga*

laja have introduced then ankitam in the darus and others

like Gopalakrishna Bharati have not done so Gopalakrishna

Bharati's signature occms only in his viduti kirtanas

(individual songs) and not in the songs pertaining to the

story of Nandanar Oharitram
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Classification

Mudras may be classified into —

(1) Vaggei/akara mudra i e > the ankitam ot itfie

^ signature of the composer This admits of

^ divisions —
(a) Svandma mudra, wherein the composer has signed

the compositions with his own name, as in the instances'W
Tirujnanasambandar, Jayadeva, Narayana Tirtha khd

Tyagara]a

(b) Itayandma mudra, wherein the composer has

resorted to some other name for the purpose This other

name may be the name of some Deity, oi a name suggesttve

of the fact that the composer was a devotee' of a particidar

Deity Patnam Subrahmanya Iyer and Subbaraya Si-stri

resorted to the ankitams, Venkatesa and Kumara respective-

ly Muthuswamy Dikshitar and Anayya adopted the signa.

tures, Guruguha and Umadasa respectively

(2) Rdga mudra is a case where the name of the baga

of the piece is introduced in the sahitya of a song The

presence of the ragamudra may be casual as in the kriti

:

Mohana Rdmd (Mohana - Adi) of Tyagaraja or may be

purposive as in the sahityas of ragamalikas The presence

of the raga mudra is a necessary feature of the laksbana

gitas, ragamalikas and laga talamalikas The ragamudra is

seen in many of the compositions of Muthuswamy
Dikshitar

The 72 Mela raga kritis of Kotisvara Ayyai (1869-1938)

also contain the raga mudia
17
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A raga name might occsiir dftAtally m the sahitya of a

kriti but It will not be a ragamudra unless that name happens

to coincide with the raga of the piece itself Thus in the

Imtii 8anJiart smnkuru of Syama Sastii in Saveri r%a»

tite niine, B^Eclyani occuis in the ^nupallavi but it is no| a

ragamudra since Saveii is the raga of the piece Likewp.se

in the kriti, Himddtt sute pdhtmdm^ the name Kiravani

occurs, but it IS not a laga mudra since Kilyam is the raga

oi the piece Thus ?dga ndma and rdga mudra are two

different things

In compositions containing the raga mudia, the raga

name may occur independently as the name Janaran^ani in

kuti, Pdhtmdm Sri Edja Iidjhi'a7i of Maha^ Vsjldya-

r,fli|Atha Iyer or in conjunction with the syllables preceding or

fofiowing it, as the name Arabhi {i>amsd) abhiti^dpahe]

J^wmsvati namosfute of Muthuswamy Dikshits^ «

The raga mudra may occui in the palLu i, as in Kanjo

dcLdyatdkshi (Ermslfmc rol &i i lagr) ci anupallavi as in

lAmbd NUdyatdkbhi (Nilambaii laga) oi chaiana as in.

^l^il^hantam hhoj^eham (Kedaiagaula lagi) laga mudra
’ b^ide® serving to confirm thoiigacf the song or the raga

of the conic^ned section of a r%amalika, may have an

“©tymologibal value also The Telugu sahitya^ FanTiagdd'^ tsa^

for the i:%amahla Pannogendra sayana of Sidti Tutmdl
helps us to conclude that the raga of the seventh section of

the rigamahka is Ahiii and not Nadanamakii^a The

statement ‘‘ Samaganavmutam in the Chaturdasa fdga*

mdhka of Muthuswamy Dikshitai leads to the conclusion

that Sstma is the coriect name of the i§ga and not

Syama.
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Tha !%,«. mudra is also seen in the follpwing cpmj^os^*:

tions —

Namo of the soog Oomposer

Kl^makshi (svara]aii) Bjiiravi Syama Sastfi

A ru kkuiian Devamanohai i Gopalakrishna

Bharati

Padan voriiqudi{, Kambhoji Ghanarri

Krishnayyar,
The Pallavi,

Sankarahhnrmia vem mnnu
Chain liantmmadird stigunavatv^agu^

in Sankaxiibharana laga, Aditala, furnishes an example dPa

Eag^, mudra paJlavi

3 Tala mudra signifies the introduction pf the

of‘the tala in the sahitya The presence of thi® tala

a necessary featui o of the composition known as talamahj^i^i

In the sahityas of ragatalamalikas, the laga mudia and taji^

mudra have to be jpiesent in each section of the composition,

4 Achdrya mudra, wherein the comppi^er
,
indiG?|^0|^

' the name of his precaptoi or guru In the sapfea taJ[fH gltaf-^m^

Nata raga* Qdna vidyd dkarandha^ a Venkfldasubhdw(^gHr>g^

we find the compos^i, Paidala Gurumurti Sastri referring

hiS Guru In the Mdydtita BvarUpint (Mayama4%^|^

gaula raga) we find the composer referring tp hig,

Muthuswamy Dikshitai

I

5 Rdja mudra, wherein the composer directly or

casiially, reveals the name of his pation In the anupallavi

of the Tamil padam, Pdiengum pdrttdlum (Kalyam

Ghanam Krishnayyar, the composer refers to his patroBt

Kaohebi K^lyana Eanga of ITdaiyarpalayara In the Chc^turd^su
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RagamaUka of Muthuswamy Dikshitar, we find the compo-

ser referring^ to his pation VaidyalingaMndaliyar, the learned

Mi^^asdai of Kulifekarai In the Vaina, Kanakangt, in Tod

raga, Ata tala, the composer refers of his patron Sarabhoji

Maharajah i In the song Adala^edandrada (^^eoCS^L-.t^/rnriJ)

Arunagmnathar casually refers to his patron, Prauda

Pratapa Deva E%a II (1422—1449), Emperor of Vizianagar

6 Vamsa mudra, wherein the composition contains refe-

rences to the pedigree, vamsa and gotra and the names of the

parents the pomposer or of a composer in whose honour the

oon^posjition is composed In ^Jae MangaldshtQkatn composed

in praise of Tyagaraja, by his disciple Wala^apet Venkata^

ramana Bhagavater, the sage of Tiruvaiyar is mentioned aS

bdiUfigirlg to thd vam^a In the knti, Dorugtind

ituvaHfi sem^ T^agaraja mentions that he is the son of ^

Rlliatebrahma In the kriti, Sttamma mdyamma, he

alludes to the names of his parents in the pallavi

7 Prahandha mudra is a case wheiein the name
of Ihe particular prabandha is introduced in the sahitya of the

composition The oeeunenee of the prabandha mudra is a

feature of many medieval compositions of the technical gioup

Some tillinas (Ex the tillana of Pallavi Seshayyar m
Dhanyasi raga) contain the name ‘tillana' in their sahitya The
following compositions also contain the prabandha mudra —

•

Type of Prabandha Song wherein the Composer
mudra occuis

Tiruppugazh ( f , I Arunagin-
, I Bhalctiyal yanunai

)

nathar

• I Subbarama Iyer
FadftQji JSfettandt < of Vaidhisvaran

I Kovil
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Satar%a ratAa malika

r Ragaratnamah
J kache - Ritigaula

I
raga

,
Elavatara-^

Mukhin raga

Tyagaraja

The fact of the Sataj dqaratnamahkor having been com.

posed by Tyagaiaja is revealed by these two compositions

8 ' Nd^akamudf a is a feature of padas Padakaras

have each chosen a nayaka of then? choice e g , Muvva-

gopala by Kshetrajna, Eajagopala by Muvvalur Sabh^pati

Iyer, Yenugopala by Sarangapini, Mau’^’^aruranga by Ghanam
Sinayya

,
Muttukkumara by Vaidisvarankovil Subbarama

Iyer and so on

9 Sthala mudra or KshetfCi mudra is a case wherein

the name of the shrine in praise of which the song is composed,

IS introduced in the sahitya This mudra can be seen in the

Tevaram, Tiruvaohagam and Tiruppugazh Tyagaraja in

many cases has composed five songs (Pancharatnam) in

praiseiof the Deities of the shiines which he visited Therein

we find in the sahityas, the name of the Deity (Devata mudra)

or the sthala (sthala mudia) oi both incoiporated (Ex Kovur

Pancha^atna and TiruvoUiyur Poncharatna) In the

Panchahnga sthala hritis of Muthuswamy Dikshitar, the

JNavarotna mdltkd of Syama Sastii and the KdlahasHsa

Pancharatna of Vina Kuppayyei also we see this mudra

Generally speaking, we find the sthala mudra in the sahityas

of songs pertaining to shrines These mudras establish

beyond doubt that these songs weie composed in praise

of the particular shrines The kriti, Pdrihasdrathe in

Bhairavi laga-Khanda lati Triputa tala by Mysore Sadasiva

Sao contains the following in the svaia salut^a pait

Katra'oamam tata mvesa Srt Tn uvalltkkem Naqartsa*
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10 Btruda mudra. is a case wherein the composer

refers to the biiu3a or the title enjoyed by him or associated

with the composei oi lakshanakara in whose praise the son^

IS composed

11 Lakshma grantha mudra a case wherein the

composer refers to a significant lakshana giantha digested by

him The finest example is the kiiti, Svart^LTa^csBudhdrasa,

wherein, in the mudia eharana the composer refers to himsell^f

as having digested the work, Sv m drnava

12 M}sc0aneou<^ mudras In the Tamil dance drama^

irdbhendra Bhdpdla Kuravanji Scene III,

la a song pertaining to the heio, wa find the names of 19 yeats

in the Hind!if'^cycle of'60 years Prabhata, Prajotpatti, Ma#na-
tha^ Patltii'pt Dandnbhi, VirOdhi, Ddnmati, Ealayukti,

YikmU, Jaya, Ananda, Pramati, Isvara, Knyoti,

Kllaka, Ohitrabhanu, Sarvajitfcu and shaya cleved^
infeodtice'd and with a meaning These years are possibly

slgnlfidant years in the life of Sarabhoji (1800-1832), th®

ruler of Tanjore This might be teimed Samvatsara

mudra

In some Tplugu poems we find the names of the metrea

in which they are composed intioduced This might be

te£me^ iCfihandas mud* a

Varieties of Vaggeyakara mudra
I

Of the dvadasa mudras or twelve kinds of mudras figur-

ing in musical compositions, the v%geyakara mudra presents

an interesting field for detailed and analytical study

The vaggeyakai a mudra usually occurs in the charana

and occasionally in the pallavi or anupallavi In songs ^witb



^'f)lural charanas, the aignatuie of the composer will occfur in

' the abhoga charana or the last oharana Jjx the Tevaram, the

Tnhkkadaikkappu oi the last stansia of the

hymn ’contains the signatme of the composei

The ankitam or the signature adopted by composers

be dassified into —

1 Those which the composers chose voVntarily, asm
the instances df Tyagaraja, Jayadeva, Naiayana Tiitha and

by svanatna mudirstkaras generally speaking

Oomposeis like Subbaiaya Sastii and Patnam Suhra.

*nianya Ayyai furnish instances of itaranama mudrakaias,

, who also chose inudixs of their own accoid

2. Those which the composei was led to choose on

*"aS<Scouiit of' a particular cirdumstance oi incident in his life.

Muthusvamy Dikshitar chose the ankitam^ Qu^rugiiha

because he was blessed by Loid Skanda, while at Tiruttam

first cdmpositlon, Snnathadi (MayamyavagauU) follow-

ed imnaediately afteiv^ards It is possible that his father

^!B§maswamy Dikshitai, the author of the monumental com-

position 108 Rdqo idia mdhha^ a composition longer than

the longest symphony of Beethoven^ adopted the signature.

Ver^kataknshna^ becauae he was patronised by Manali Ven-

katakrishn^ Mudaliar (alias Ohinnayya Mudaliar)

3 The name of the family Deity has been adopted as

the ankitam by a few composers Vina Kuppayyar arid bis

son Tiruvottiyur Tyagayyar adopted the aignatuie Gopdla-

ddsa, because they were devotees of their family Deity,

Sri Radba Bukminisamedha Sri Venugopalaswamy
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This vigraha can be seen even now with the surviving mem-

bers of the family When the great composei Tyagaraja

visited Madras about the thirties of the last century, he

went to the house of his disciple, Yina Kuppayyer and sang a

song in praise of this Deity

Some composers adopted as their signature, the nani^ of

their native villages (svagrama) oi the Deities of their native

villages (svagrama murti)

Composer

Kshetrayya

Karur Dahshmamurti Sastii

and Karur Devudayya

DharmapUri Subbarayar

Svagroumamu rt%

Muwagopala

Garbhapurisa, i e Lord of

Garbhapuri, the present Karur

or in Trichy Dt
1 The forms, Garbhapurivasa
and Gaibhapuri sadana are
also met with in their

^ compositions

Dharmapurisa

Although Bhadrachala Eamadas was born in Nelakon-

dapalli, he adopted the signature Bhadrachala,’ because he

became a devotee of Sii Kama of the place, during his official

career as the Tahsildar of Bhadiachalam

Purandara Dasa and Bhadrachala Eamadasa were

known by other names in their eaily lives Sinappa and

Qopanna wore respectively their names in their boyhood*

They however adopted as their signatures the names by

which they are now known to musical history

There are instances of a svanama mudra of one oom])oser

becoming an itaianama mudia in the hands of another

comioser Vijayagopalasvamy signed his compositions
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iKripayamamuddhara Krishna—Madhyamavati ragag

for example) with his own n^me This name was adopted

by the later composer, Srinivasayyar of Madurai (Mtintl*

mtnchinavdrevaramma - Natakuianji raga, for example) ?

From the point of view of the \aiiety of Vaggeyakaia

mudras used, composers may be oxassified into *

—

* u j

1) Ekamudrakdros i e those who used a single mudra-..

Tyagara3 a, Muthuswaruy Dikshitar and Syama Saitn

used a single mudra Tydgarajay Quruguha and Sydmm
Krishna respectively

2) Parydya mud7 al\dras le, these who used the

synonyms also in addition

Svati Tirunal used Padmandbha and the synonyms of

that name .
—

Abjandbha

Ambujandhha

Jalajandbha

Jalaruhanabha

Kamalandbha

Kanjandbha

Ndhnandbha

Pankajandbha

Sdrasandbha

Sarasijandbha

Sarasiriihandbha

Sa? ojandbha

Vanajandhha

Vdrtjandbha

Svati Tirunal tops the rank of Paryaya mudrakaias

Of course the word padma (lotus) with its innumerable

synonyms gave him an advantage Kanchi Venkatadriswtoy
18
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md Ghanam Erisbnayyar are othei paryaya mudrakaraa.

5he former uses the madras, FSranasatfa, Kunjaradn,

panttgtri and Kartgin and the latter, Velava, Muttukumara,

•nd Muruga

Patnam Subrahmanya Ayyar in addition to using Yenka-

teaa or Yenkatesvara has resorted to the slightly expanded

forms Srt Venkatesa, Vaiada Yenkatesvara, Adt Venkatesa

and Srt Varada Venkatesa

Gopalakrishna Bharati has used the forma, Gopalakrishna

^d Balakriahna

Sundaramurtij N&yanar is an inatanoe of a svanama
mudrakara to use the full as well aa the shortened forms of

the mudra Thus he uses the forms, Namhiyaruran op
Arurannambi (Ex Maruvdr konrat), Aruran (Ex TtUat
vazhandanar), and Uran (Ex Marrujgparrena)

Appar reveals the identity of his authorship by a

reference to Eavana in some form in the last stanza of his

hymns

3) Bahumudrakdras i o , those who used more than one
mudra

Bhadraiohala Ramadas is a rare instance of a bahumudra*
kara In some songs, he signed as Bdmaddsa (Ex Kamala-
nayana Vdsudeva) In some other songs be uses the mudra
Bhadrdchalavdsd and the synonyms, Bhadrddrt, Bhadrasatla
and Bhadragiri (Ex EdanunnMo) In songs like Anta
Rdmamayam, we find him using both these two mudras
Thus he is the rare instance of a composer to use both the
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Bvanama and itara nama mudras He also ranks as a paryaya

mudrakara

The vaggeyakaia mudra, generally speaking is used to

indicate the authoi of the composition But sometimes it u
used in a dual sense i e , in the sense of the composer and in

the sense of the Deity of the same name as that of the mudra

The examples given in A and B on pp 140 and 141 will bear

out these two points —
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In addition to the svanama mudrakarag already noticed,

the following are the othei composers who have signed their

compositions with their own names —

Sn ChandLasekharendra Sarasvati

(Author of Sivaahtapadi)

Bamskavi (Authoi of Ramashtapadi)

Tukaram

Vittala Pant

Paidala Gurumuiti Sagtri

Mysore Sadasiva Rao

Kundrakkudi Krishnayyar

Tarangambadi Panchanadayyar

Oheyyur Ohengalvaraya Saatri

Pallavi Seahayyar

Bamnad Srinivasa Ayyangar

Kavikunjara Bharati

Eamakoti Sastri

Arunaohala Sastri

Ohinni Krishna Dasa

Tachur Singaraoharlu

Parankusa Dasa

Venkata Vittala Daga

Tumu Narasimha Dasa
Bainanu]a Dasa

Desika

Gurupuranananda

Mambalam Adi Narayana Dasa
Venkata Varada Dasa

P^avinasa Mudaliyar

Vaithiswaran Eoil Subbramayyar
Vedanayakam Pillai
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Aohuta Dasar

Lingara] Urs

Nilakauta Sivan

A svABama mudra or an itaianama mudra may ooour at

an address (vaoative clase)
,
Ex ‘ Simivasa ’ in the oomposi*

tioDS of Eamnad Srinivasayyangar or ‘ Venkatesa ’ in the

oompoBitions of Patnam Subramanya Iyer These mudras

may also ooour in one or other of the following forms

(1) Praisedby so and so, (2) Written by so and so, (3) Composed

by so and so, eto

Examples

Form Song Rdga

Tyagarajannta Nanuganno. ialli Sindhukannada

Tyagaraja vinuta Kalcila nerchina Dipaka

Xyigaraja sannuta Svjana j'vana Khamas

Tyagaraja vandya Nmne nera Pantuvarah

Tyigaraja vandita Ndmoralanuvint Aiabhi

Tyagarajapta JSlenarunchindnu Malavi

Tyagarajarohita Merusamdna Mayamalavagaula

Tyagaraja
hruddhama Ninubdsi Balahamsa

Tyagaraja hrudalaya Pdhi Rdrnachandra Sankarabharana

TySgaraja hruohohari Amba mm Arabhi

Tyagarajuni hrudaya

•arojavaiini Vifidyakuni Madhyamavati

Tyagaraja kula

vibhusha Rama ni samdna Kharaharapriya

Tyagaraja vaiada Mohana Rama Mohana

Tyagaraja paripala Md Jdfiakt Kambhoji

Ty%araja palam JN’ddcttanumanisam Ohittaranjani
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Tyagaraja chitta

hitudu Undedt Hankambboji
Tyagaraja pujita Nenendu vetakutura Karnataka byag

yyagara] a sevitaya
f Namo nanio 1

1 Rdghavdya J
Desya todi

gCyagaiaja rakshaka Rdmdbhi7 dtna Darbar

T^agaraHar
lyi^dbhantam Bhajare bhaja Kannada

Ty%araj,a

,
krutsadana Pampati sdyi Jbankaradnvan

Tyagaraja
brudabjasu bhiinga E Pajganiu Arhana

Tyagara]a
brudbhushana 0 Ranga sdy% Kambho]!

Tyagaraia
manasa saroja Rama mnne Husem

Ty8i|rara3 a.'s‘po8hakudu E Rdmum Vakulabharanam

Tyagaraja
hrudayakara Vandanamu Sahana

Tyaigara3a

hrudvarija mitia ChalloLa ndto Vegavabini

Tyagara3a ketahara Etld dorikiUvo Vasanta

Tyagara 3a

kulapavana Rdmd Raqhukula Kapi

Tyagaraja
svanta sadana Sarvdnta't ydrm Bhaiiavi

TySgaiaja vara
hrudaya mvesa Sambho Mahddeva Pantuvarah

Tyagaraja
ripu jalada samira Mdmava satatam Jaganmohxni

Tyagara3 a geyama Sri Rama pddama Amritaviibini

Tyagarajilni mitru Amma rdvamma Kalyani

Tyagara]a
hrud ^ancharam Siindafa tara Pantnvaralx

Tyagaiaia manohaii Da^ ini telusu Suddba sayer]
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Tyagaiajesa Ddsaf athe Kokilapriya.

TyagaiS^ja

jihvapai lajillu Urake galkund Sah§^na

Tgagara]a sakhudu Sringarinchukom Surati

Sri Jayade-va banita 4th Ashtapadi^ Pantuvarali

Sii Eamakavi vara 1

kritamiti gitam J

Rdmdshtapadi Deeakshi

Eamadasa vilasa Ntnnubonichchedand Madhyamavati
Syamakrishnal

panpalini J
Kanakasatla Punni/gavarali

Syamakrishna
|

brudayambuja-
nilaya I

I

Brovasamayamu Punnagavarali

Gurugubanuta Chetot Srt Dvijavanti

Gurugubamahita 871 Rdjagopdla Saveri

Gurugubarupam Mdnasaguru Anandabbairavi

Guruguha pujitam Nilakantam Kedaiagaula

GuruguTaa ]anani Dhai mabamvardham MadhyaiDavati

Sadasivakavi jivana Sri Lak^hmiramana Bhairavi

^‘lav^^oBhana} Sri Parthasarathe Bhairavi

Itaranama mudrakaras

The name adopted may be the name of a Deity as

Venkatesa, Srinivasa, Kumaia oi Padmanabha or a name
suggestive of the fact that the composer was a devotee of a

particulai Deity Mudias like Guhadasa, Gopaladasa and

Umadasa are examples of the latter type

Wheieas the svanama mudra usually oeouis in the

chaiana, the itaranama mudia may occur either in the

pallavi, anupallavi oi ohaiana In tana varnas however,

the mudra has to come in the anupallavi

19
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There are instances of

more than one composer

Mudra

Faramahaxnsa

Gopaladasa

Venkatesa

mudias being used by

Composers who have

used them

{

(1) Sadasiva Biahmendra

(2)

Madhusudana
Paramahamsa

{

(1) Vina Kuppayyar
and his son,

(2) Tuuvottiyur Tyagayyar

f (1) Manambuchavadi
1 Venkatasubbayyai
(2) Kuppusamayya

(3)

Patnam
Subiahmanya lyei

(4)

Kottavasal

^ Venkataramayyar

itaranama

^
i (1) Gopalakiishna Bharati

GopSilakiishna f2) Innpachanigelu
I Venkataramayya

Bhadiagiri and its f (1) Bbadiachala Eamadasa
synonyms, Bhadiachala etc \ (2J Eimachandia yatindra

In addition to the names alieady noticed, the following

are the othei itaranama mudrakaras —

Name of the composer

Sadtova Biahmendia

Margadaxsi Seshayyangai

Sarangapani

Muvvalur Sabbapati lyei

Mudia

Hamsaoi Paiamahamsa

Kosala

Venugopala

Eajagopala
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Ghanam Sinayya

Pallavi Gopalayyai

Virabhadrayya

Pallavi Duiaisatni Iyer

Kaiigiii Eao

Vidyala Nai%anas\va-my

MannStiuranga

Venkata

Prataparama

Subiahmanya

Narasimha

Tirupati Venkatesa

Aiunagirinathai invariably concludes his Tiruppugazb

hymns with one or other of the following forms Perumale#

Murugone, Tambirane, Kumaravele

According to the number of mudras used, Bahumudra-

karas referied to on P 138 may be classified into Dvimudra

karae, Tnmudiakaias, Ohatuimudiakaras etc Thus BhadrS-

chala Eamadasa will rank as a dvimudraiara since be used

the signatuies, Eamadasa and Bhadrachala or its synonyms

Sundaiamiuti Nayanar will rank as a Trimudrakara since be

used the signatuies, Nambiyaruran, Aruran and Uran

Sometimes, vaggeyakaia mudias in conjunction with

syllables oi woids preceding or following them furnish

important meanings or internal evidence Por instance the

statement,

** Tyagaiajuni brochina Sadguiu raya ^
’’

occurring in the song, Srt Ndradamune m Bhskimvi roigm

testifies to the fact that Naiada blessed Tyagaraja

Prom the point of view of the number of mudras figur-

ing in them, musical compositions may be classified inta*—

'

1) Eka mudia prabandha tea composition cpntaimng

only one of the dvadasa mudiai,
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Oonapositions containing the signatme of the composer

alone are instances I’or example in the knti, 8r%raghuvara^

prameya m Kambhoii laga, we see only the vaggeyakara

mudra

2) Bahumudra prabandha i e compositions containing

two or more of the dvadasa mndias

The Eagamalika, Nityokahjdm contains the raga

mUdra and the vaggeyakara mudra This will be a dvimudra

prabandha

The Kriti Chiniaya md contains the vaggeyakara mudra,

raga mudra and kshetra mudia This will be a Tiimudia

prabandha.

The Chcxturdasa Rdqamdltko of Muthuswamy Dikshitar

contains the vaggeyakara mudia, laga mudra, prabandha

mudra and the mudra of his pation Thus this will rank as

a Chaturmudra prabandha and so on

Svaia sahityas being additional and ornamental append-

ages to kritis, the mudia of a composer will not figure therein

The mudra charana i e the chaiana containing the

signature of the composei coiiesponds to the tuunamap-
pattu {Pd^fsfTLDuuiTi-^Q^ and the tiiukkadaikkappu

muLj^ In this last stanza, the author besides mentioning

his name, states the merit accruing from reciting the

hymn

The presence of a vaggeyakaia mudia in a composition
affords a puma, facie proof that the composition is complete.



CHAPTER XI

Music and Temples

For many centuries, temples in India have been not

only places of woiship, but also seats of learning*

Students puisued their studies under their Acharyas^ in the

holy piecincta of temples in a spirit of reverence and

devotion Temples in the past also played an important part

in the preservation and development of fine arts Some o^

the best specimens of iconography, sculpture and architecture

in South India are to be seen in her temples
;
and some of

the best paintings, in her cave temples Music in its triple

aspect of gita, vadya and mitya (vocal music, instrumental

music and dancing) was given a prominent place in temple

rituals From the Kdmikagamam^ one can see that the

peiformance of music and dance in temples was not

something optional, but au integral and compulsory part of

temple iitual and worship

Temples m South India particularly have played au

important part in the preservation and development of music

In India, music and dance were never conceived of as mere

items of entertainment, but as subjects worthy of serious study

by even the gieatest men and women of the land These two

arts were elevated to the status of vtdyd They helped the

thinbiBg men and women to understand something of the

Infinite It is not without significance that Divinities

and Celestials are associated with music, musical instruments

and dance The performance of music and dance in temple

rituals had a special significance In temples one had the

opportunity to witness lare specimens of sacred dance like
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the Bhujangalalitei niittam, Ganapati nrittam, etc Special

musical foims like the Kaustubham can be heaid only m
temples

The institution of music and dance in temples was

conceived and planned in a spirit of offeiing to the Deity

In oidei to ensuie a continuity of peifoimance, the aitists

were in most cases given mams of lind There are instances

of Vinaikkam, i e,» land given in peipotuity to vaimkas

by ruleis in letuin for peifoimances on the vina during

temple rituals Many Saivite temples have Oduvars who
leeite selections from the Tevaiam during temple services

The Yaishnavite temples have the Araiyars The Veda-Para*

yana-Goshtis provide the hymnal music From the 15th

century onwaids, bhajana as a special foim of worship took

shape The bhakti movement of the medieval period gave

'a great impetus to this form of woiship and the masses took

to it with great feivour and enthusiasm Bhajanas came to

be pexfoimed in the temple precincts on Ekadasi and other

sacred days Men and women, old and young, all alike took

part m this democietio foim of woisbip, eithei as singeis or

as devout Iisteneis In fact, the Bhajana became the fiist

intioduction foi the child to the lealm of music

The n%asvaram paity provided instrumental music in

Jemples Incidentally it might be mentioned that the collect

name of this instiument is only nagasvaiam and not nadas-

varam The name nagasvaia.m was possibly given to the

instrument because its tone coloui resembled that of the

bhnjanga svaiam, the snake charmer’s instrument Muthu-

^swamy Dikshitai himself in his song, “ Tiiaqai aja mnhad-
-vajdroAa'^ inSiiilgSi, veMing to the festual rt Tiiuvarur

. temple has answeied this question in a convincing manner



We come acioss the woids ** Ndgasvara moddalddt

vddyom ’’ in the song, and the woid nagasvara heie rhymes

with the corresponding woids, “ Agama siddhanta ” etc in

the previous line The nagasvaram is not more than seven

hundred yeais old It is neithei mentioned in the old works

nor do we ccme across this instrument in the earlier sculptures

In the muial paintings m the Padmanabhapuiam Palace,

in Travancore, the nagasvaiam is depicted but these paintings

belong to the late medieval period

In some temples we heai special instiuments being

played duiing rituals The panchamukha vadyam is the

pride of the shrines at Tiiiivarui and Tirutturaippundi, in

Tan^ore Distiiot It is played solo and also in conjunction

with the suddha maddalam Parasaivas are the privileged

class of people entitled to play on this instrument The

present perfoimer on this instrument in the Tiiuvamr temple

IS a descendant of Tambiyappa, one of the disciples of the

composer, Muthuswami Dikshitar

The panchamukha vadyam is a five-faced drum with

plain drum heads This complex instrument belonging to the

group of membranophones is of interest both fiomthe musical

and scientific points of view It is a deve’^opment from

the ancient Kudamuzhi. - a drum with a pot-shaped

resonator) and familiar to students of Tamil liteiatuie There

IS a fine sculpture of the Kudamuzha in the Avadayarkoil

Arunagiimathai in his Bhuta^veta’a vaguppu

q;(^ul/) refers to the Kudapanchamukhi ((^l-U(^^(3P©)

There is a sculptuie of a figuie playing upon the panchamukha

vadyam in the stone latham facing the sanctum satictoxum

lathe Nataraja temple at Ohidambaram
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The panchamukhft vadyam has a big shell of bronze

and from the tip of the shell emerge five hollow cylinders

The open ends of these cylindeis are covered with skin

The dram heads are all on the same level They are played

by the two hands The faces are struck successively and

sometimes simultaneously Special sequences of jatas

are played on this instiument The central face is

slightly larger than the peripheral ones The five faces are named

after the five faces of Siva « the central one bearing the name

SadyojMci the four peripheial faces, Isdnam^ Tatpuru--

sham, Aghoram and Vamadevam Being a big and a weighty

instrument it is mounted on a four-wheeled carnage The

tone coloui of this instrument resembles that of the tabla-

tarang Since the instrument has a common resonating

chanaher, it follows that even when one face is stiuck, the

other faces vibrate and this can be visually] seen by sprin-

kling rice flour or particles of fine sand on the unstruck

jamm-faoes The notes heard are perfectly musical and the

drum faces are appropriately enough, tuned’to notes which

bear the samvadi or anuvadi relationships

Sarva Vadyam

Sarva Yadyam, literally all instruments, is an interesting

institution by itself and is played only in a few temples In

the Kamikagamarriy details i elating to the lagas, talas, pans

(umr&&rj, instruments and dances to be performed in the

nava sandhis during the Brahmotsava aie clearly given But

It IS a pity that even m the bigger and wealthier temples the

archakas have lost touch with these details In some temples,

the appropriate slokas aie lecited at the concerned sandhis,

hut the question is whether the vocalists, mstiumentalista and

dancers do comply faithfully with the meaning of the sloka
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When Gurjari raga has to be played, invariably the nagas-

varam player plays a light tune for the entertainment of

those assembled, and when Bhujanga lalita nrittam has to be

performed, the dancing girl, if one is available dances

something familiar to her In this manner musical frandS

are being peipetrated in the holy precincts of temples

In the temple at Gheyyur in Chingleput district, the sarva

vadyam is being played during the annual Brahmotsavam^

Gheyyur is also familiar to musicians as the place where

lived the composer, Ghey^ ur Ohengalvaraya Sastri in the last

century He has to his credit a number of kritis in Telugu

and Sanskrit He has also composed some sabdas

The idea undeilying ^the performance of sarva vadyam
IS musical homage to God in the triple aspect of gita, vMya,
and nrtya The function starts with the recital of selections

from Teviram, Tiruvachakam, Tiruppalli-ndu, and Tiruppugal

by the oduvai and this is followed by pushpanjali The

Nandikesvara vadyam (miidangam) and Brahmatalam are

next played and this is followed by a niittam Different

musical foims, like gita, varna, kirtana, padam and tillana*

are sung and this is followed by the singing of literary forms

like ohurnika, ashtaka, venba, kalittogai, varieties of

viruttam, ammanai vannam and ula The playing of

different instruments like tiruchinnam, murali, mukha-
vina, takora vadyam, mallari, dhanka, conch, navuri,

bhujanga svaram etc follows Items of classical dance and

thematic dances liks bhu]anga nrtyam are also given More
than forty items figure in this programme It is an edu^

cation, an entertainment and a spiiitual expeiience to witness

the perfoimance of sarva vadyam. The whole thing lasts

for about three hours

20
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Dance dramas

Classical dance found its due encouiagement in temples

Tlia dancers performed before the Deity on special occasions

The performances of dance diamas and kuiavan]! natatas

kept alive the art of dance. The Tiruvaiui temple is noted

for the performance of the Pallaki seva prabandham, a

beautiful dance drama in Telugu by Shahaji Maharajah

The performances of the Bhigavata mela natakas in places

like Merattur, Sulamangalam, Saliyamangalam, Uttukkadu,

Nallur and Devapperumal nallur in Tanjore district enabled

the audience to appreciate and undei stand the beauties of

dance dramas

C c

The dance dramas of South India weie an annual feature

of the community life of the villagers Almost all the adult

members took part in them, either as actors^ singers, or

instrumental accompanists Some looked to the stage mana-

gement or green-room work and others to the general recep-

tion arrangements In addition to the local people, large-

numbers of people from the neighbouring villages attended

these dance dramas As these dance dramas were enacted lu-

front of the temples and in the immediate presence of the

Deity, specially brought and placed at a prominent place rn

the direct view of the stage, a spiritual atmosphere waef

imparted to the whole show In these villages it has beerf

the custom for particular families to provide particulai acloral

for these dance dramas There have been instances when the

right to appear in a particular role was even pledged by a

person who was in need of money Till the period of re-

payment, he denied to himself the piivilege of appearing ih
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that role m the dance dramas The dance dramas ensured

the corporate life of the village, each one willingly sharing

some part of the woik

Musical Stone Pillars

The musical stone pillars found in some of the temples

are marvels of architectural and musical skill The cluster

“of pillars carved out of a huge block of resonant stone was

"played upon with two thin sticks The performers stood

on opposite sides and played on the pillars Solo music as

well as accompaniment were provided by them Rhythmic

accompaniment was provided to perfoimances of dance by

playing ]atis on them The tone colour of the notes emana-

ting from the pillars resembles the tone of the ]alata-

rangam The pillars are of various artistic shapes cylindrioal,

square, octogonal, fluted, twisted etc They show how art could

be combined with the requirements of music When a pillar

IS struck, one can feel and hear the sympathetic vibration

from the othei neighbouring pillars of the same frequency

The Pampapati, Ohowdeswari and Vittala shrines at Humpi
and the temples at Lepaksi, Tadpatri, Madurai, Azhagarkoilf

Azhwartirunagari, Tirunelveli, Suchindram and Trivandrum

contain splendid specimens of musical stone pillars Where
resonant stones occuired in plenty, they were used for

carving resonant images as in the Krishnapuram temple in the

Tirunelveli District In the temple at Darasuram, near

Kumbakonam, the stone steps of the balipitam give musical

notes In the temple at Simhachalam, notes are heard from

the stone foliage work on the top of the pillars

In the temples at Ohempagaranallur (Q'PLDu<3^£nriss\)i^nr)

and Azhwartirunagari in the Tirunelveli

Piakict, there arq holes drilled in granite etqne piUa^rs which
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when blown through, piofluce the notes of wind instruments

like the conch and the ekkElam The air blown, passes

through a scroll like resonating chamber inside the pillar

and emerges on the other side. In the pillar near the

mnctum sanctoi um of the Vishnu temple at AjahwartirU"

nagari, the note given resembles that of the conch In the

Siva temple at Chempagaranallur, in the Nanguneri Taluq, a

^further improvement is noticed When one blows into the

hole on one side of the pillar, the tone colour of the note

.lieard, resembles that of the conch and when one blows into the

hole on the opposite side, the tone-coloui of tho note resembles

that of the ekkalam It is a marvellous experience to listen

to these notes How the course of the air along one direction

and the passage of the air in tha reverse direction can result

Fin notes of different tone-colour is a phenomenon worthy

investigation

Musical Iconography

South India is the home of musical iconogiaphy The

’^beautiful images in stone and bionze and the paintings and

frescoes depicting peifoimeis on musical instruments furnish

valuable materials Important inferences of both a negative

"and positive charactei are furnished by them

The sculptures of Vinadhara Dakshmamurti m some
* temples, the sculpture of Ashtabhuja Krishna playing the

flute in the Varadaraja Swami temple at Kanchipuram*

the sculpture of Sarasvati playing a fretted vina of

the pre - Eaghunatha Naik period, m the temple at Pattis-

varam, the images of Naitana Ganapati and Tandava Krishna,

the figures of trimly-elad girls playing kolattam in cioss wise

posture in the temples at Periir, Avadayarkoil, Tadpatri and
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Eameswaram, the sculptures of celestial musicians m the

Kumaraswamy Temple a1 Oheyyur and in the Anantapadma-

mabihaswamy Temple at Trivandram, the sculptures depietir^

the different dance-poses with illustrative slokas beneath

them in the Gopuram at Chidambaram temple, the musical ins-

criptions atKudimiyamalai andTirumayam in the Pudukottai

State and the epigraphical records of mams of land granted

to musicians, found in some temples are all important mate-

rials and highly useful for research The figure of a rishi

playipg on* the ya2;h on the wall of the sanctum sanctorum

of the Vishnu temple at Tiiumayam (Pudukkottai) is a

sculpture of first class importance Next to this figure is the

figure of another rishi playing on a stringed instrument

with a plain fingei board These sculptures belong to the

8th leent A D

In the sculpture referred to above in the temple at

iPattisvaram, the instrument depicted is the Eudra vina,

with two strings, two gourds and frets The instrument is

held in the horizontal posture unlike the oblique posture of

the Vina in the earliei sculptures With the disappearance

of the ya-zh, the vina emerged as an important concert

instrument The head - piece of the modern South Indian

vina reminds us of the head - piece of the yazh The fact

that the modern South Indian vina with its hemispherical

resonator on the light, the gourd resonator on the left, twenty-

four fiets, seven stiings and the head-piece caived into the

head of a yali, is not found in any of the temple sculptures

shows that this instrument came into existence after the

period of these sculptures

The Easimandalam d?epi:eted the roofs of the kolu

mantapas in the temple at Gangaikondachozhapuram and
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^ Kumbheswaraswami temple in Kumbakonam, shows how the

process of deriving scales by the process of modal shift of

tonic was explained practically by girls participating in

pinnal kolattam

Urdhva Tandava

The Urdhva tandava poses of Natara)3a in the shrines at

Peiur and Tiiuvalangadn and in the gopuram of the temple

at Tirumazhappadi offei inteiesting study In addition to

the usual damaru, there is an extra dium held between the

legs by the Deity One hand holds it and the other hand plays

upon it The explanation for this extra drum may be as

follows — ^

In the Uidhva tandava, the Lord was developing a new

type of dance unknown to devatas In the earlier stages, He
perhaps danced to easy and familiar rhythmic sequences and

subsequently resorted to new and intricate patterns The erst*

while accompanists were taken by surprise at the new type of

dance Tney stopped playing on then instruments All that

they could do was only to gaze with amazement at the

thrilling peifoimance of JSTataiaja Finding that, in the

absence of a proper rhythmic accompaniment, the signifi-

cance of the new dance will go unnoticed, the Lord

took an extra drum and provided the rhythmical accompani

ment Himself ( Oeitain ibytbmical syllables aie pioduced by

simultaneous stiokes on both the faces of a drum Since with

the damaru, a stroke on only one side was possible at a time,

the necesity for another drum arose ) Paivati who was
responding to His dances with equal vigour and excellence in

the earlier stages, became absorbed in tbe new tandava
' and the new sequences of rhythmiqal patterns TJae
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Urdhva tandava almost unneived Heir She silently

gazed at the thrilling performance Paivati’s failure to

respond to the Urdhva tandava is popularly taken as Her
defeat In fact there is an image in the Tiruvalangadu

temple showing how in the initial stages of the Uidhva

tandava, Paivati even attempted to respond by partially lifting

up Her legs

Ritualistic music and dance

In some temples like those at Tirupati, Bhadrachalam

and Trivandrum, gieat composeis have composed special songg

for being sung during the temple rituals The managements

of these temples would do well to print these songs in

notation and make them available to the worshippers It is

time that the managements of temples appointed ait curatoifl

who would look after the preservation of the ait treasures of

these temples ~ -

» Temples in South India have a been the home of static

inusic and dynamic music and static dance and dynamic

dance Eepresentations of concert parties and dauca parties

through sculptures and paintings come under the heading,

static music and static dance These recoids on stone and

colour are valuable documents and help us to foim clear

ideas of the concerts of those periods, the number that consti-

tuted a concert party or a dance party, the instruments that

were used as accompaniments, the construction and shape

of those instruments, the number of their strings, finger

holes and drum faces, the seating plan of performers

etc The images playing on musical instruments

and the sculptures of celestial musicians are interes.

ting from many pionts of view The postures m
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which the instraments are held, then manner of play,

their compass and possibilities in gamaka are important

details furnished by these specimens of static music The

costumes and jewels worn? by dancers as depicted in the

sculptures and paintings throw a flood of light on the subject

of aharya ahhmaya tkrov>gh the centuries Dynamte

music and dynamic dance comprise actual concerts of musi©

and dance performed in temples Heie we see the actual

performers in life, flesh and blood before us and we listen

to a continuous flow of music fiom them The Vedaparayana

ghoshtis, oduvars, araiyars, bhajana ghoahtis, concert parties

and nagaswaiam parties provide dynamic music The
Valmiki natanam peiformed on all full moon days in the

shrine at Tiruvanmiyur, near Madras is of special interest

The deity is taken out in a palanquin The bearers of the

palanquin dance to quadruple time and triple time with

remarkable precision and accuracy

Temple music has got to be revived and revitalised.

Steps should be taken to re introduce the items of music and

dance that were formerly given on the occasions of temple

rituals
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CHAPTER XII

Geogricaphical factors and music

A comparative study of the music of diffeient countries

will show that geographical lactors have to a certain extent

played a part in imparting paiticular traits to the

music of the country While countries occupying the lower

rungs of the ladder in the scale of human civilisation have

to their credit only folk music and folk dance, civilised

countries have, in addition, developed art music and art

dances

A study of the music ofdiffeient countries, may be made
from the following points of view '

(1) The quality of the music of the country—whether

classical, light, martial, serious, frivolous, erotic

or pathetic

(2) The natuie ^of the people generally speaking,

whether they are artistic in their temperament

and outlook
,
and whether they are a musical

race

(3) The place given to music in the scheme of

national life

(4) Places in the country which are at present active

seats of music and places which were seats of

music in the near past and remote past

(5) The numbei of composers, musicologists, musicians

and patrons that the country has produced
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(6 ) The status enjoyeJ oy musieans and composers in

society

(7) The number of opeia houses, conceit halls, open-

aii theatres, musical conseivatoiies and acade*

mies that the country has

(8) The types of conceits preferred by the people

geneially in that country

(9) The manner in which they have honouied their

great composers and musicians

(10)

Materials used in the manufacture of their musietl

instiuments

Such a study will reveal interesting facts

The political and economic conditions of the people of a

country are truly miiioued in their national music In

countries which aie situated in the midst of powerful and

aggressive neighbours and which have in consequence been

subject to continuous wars, we seldom come acioss a vigorous

type of music In countiies more fortunately situated, we
see a gaiety and vigoui in thou music

In the continents of Asia and Buiope, it will be found

that the countries about the centre have a gloiiop.s musical

heritage Germany and Italy haire to their credit a very

large number of composers who have shed lustre on European

music The same is the case with India Indians aie perhaps

the oldest musical peoples to inhabit this globe The Vedic

hymns constitute the earliest hymnal music of humanity,

Munc has alwa> s been given an honoured place in the way of

life of the nation in India
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Seals of Music

Musically advanced connti lea ha\ e developed a number

of seats of music Eminent coinposeis, musicologists, singers

and m tistes who specialised in the technique of playing parti-

cular instruments lived in those seats They attracted to

them the best musical artistes of the country

Seats of music can be classified into those which owe
their origin to —

1 Histoiieal factors
,
and

2 Geographical factors

^
Euleis who were inteiested in music and rulers who

were themselves scholars and perfoimeis patronised a

numbei of musicians in then courts and such places

became important seats of music Munich and Vienna

in Europe, and Delhi (duiing the reign of the Moghal

Emperois and until the time of Aurangzeb), Bampur, Baroda,

Bobbili, Vizianagaiam, Karvetnagar, Venkatagiri, Tanjore,

Pudukotrai, Rammad, Sivaganga, Ettiyapuram, Udaiyar-

palayam, Mysore and Travancoxe in India may be cited as

instances The city of Madras stands out as an instance of a

seat of music, which not being the capital of a State and without

any recoid foi musical pationage, nevertheless grew in

musical importance on account of its geogiaphical situation

and political importance Madias lay on the ancient Benares-

Edmeswar0>m route—the Kabihhata The shrines at Tiru-

vottiyur and Tiruvanmiyui, lying to the noith and south of

Madras weie invariably visited by streams of pilgrims who
came to the Soiith Brhinent musicians and composers took

up then lesidence in Madras from the 18th century onwards
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They had opportunities of meeting the musical luminariea

who came to the south m the course of then pilgrimage

This capital and seaport town on the Ooromaudal coast attrac-

ted to It also men of commeicial enterpiise Some of them

amassed immense wealth by trading with the East India

Company Lovers of music like Manali Muthukiishna Muda-

liyar, Venkatakrishua Mudaliyar, Pachaiyappa Mudaliyar

and Kovur Sundara Mudaliyai lived in Madras during the 18th

and 19th centuries, and lavished patronage on a number of

musicians

Places which were centrally situated and which had a

favourable climate,a bounteous rainfall, a wealth of agricultural

produce and facilities for leading a comfortable life also became

seats of music Such places provided opportunities for quiet

thinking The beat musical minds of the country came into

contact with each other in such places Desert regions,

mountainous tracts, barren places and regions subject to

extremes of heat and cold never became seats of music

Places lying in the corner of a country continued to preseiva

the old characteristics of then music They were not influ-

enced much by the new movements in music which originated

elgewheie Eor the same leason, any new movement in music

which originated in such places nevei made its influ-

ence felt beyond the districts on its holders Travancore

and portions of Malabar offer an interesting study in this

connection The scale of the Nandum used in Malabar

temples and instruments like the ViUadi vddijam and Vtna
Kunju deserve notice

People in colder contries are generally fond of listening

to music of a heavy character In Malabai, people listen

^ith perfect composure, to the Ohenda (drum) oven when i^:
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played continuously for half an hour or more But in Tamil

nad, people would prefer to listen to the music of the nagas-

varam and tavil only from a distance It should be pointed

out that the pitch of the present day nagasvaram is much less

than that of the older one The pipes used now are longer

than those used in the past

Musical Instruments

The types of resonant wood used in the manufacture of

musical instruments are those which are locally available*

Maple and pine are used in the manufactuie of violins in

Europe. Oooos wood is used for making European fluteSf

whereas the bamboo is used for the puipose in India Bone*

flutes were made use of in Europe in ancient times The

bamboo flute gives a delightful tone and it stands as the best

example of a natural instrument Unlike the European

flute, the Indian flute has no detachable parts One can

perform on the flute music ranging from the simplest folk

melody to the highest type of classical music The

conch IS extensively used in the music of the temple iituals.

There are conches which have a bright tone and conches

which have a pathetic tone The former type is used in temples

and in martial music and the latter in funeral processions

Every warrior in the past had a conch of his own and he

used it on the battlefield The Pdnehajanya of Krishna and

the Devadatta of Arjuna may be cited as examples

Jackwood is largely used in the manufacture of the

vind^ tambura^ gotuvddijam^ mridanqam and kanjtra

in South India Sometimes blackwood is used for making

vinas Redwood is occasionally used for the shell of the

rr^ndangam Vizianagaram, Bobbili, Taujoie^ Trtyarjdrum*
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Mysoxe and Mua] are noted foi the maimfxcture of musical

instruments m South India In the Riidravttid^ sitdr ^

htnnan ITortfi Tnli in fambnut^, gouids aia used as

resonatois The goutds me ti ainod in their growth to fha

requiied shape The snake chaimei’'s pipe consists of a

bottle-gouid and two pipes Into the bulbous end of th«

gourd aie intioduced the two pipes, on® serving as the

drone pipe and the othai as the tune pipe The skins of calf,

sl^ieep, bujffalo and monitor lizard (vaianus) aie used in

drums Silver, bionze, biass, coppei and iron are the

metals used in the manufactuie of musical instruments'*

With the exception of the key board type of instrument and

instruments with a fixed tone system (both of which wei'e

not of use in playing classical music of the melodic type)^ all

othei types of instiuments have developed in India Theie

are as many as 5G0 varieties of musical instiuments in

India, tjie largest number that can be claimed by any single

country in the world The significant factors which localised

manufacture of mustcal instruments weie the proximity of

th^ lequisite law materials and the availability of local tilent

to examine and pass them as concert-woi thy

Jalataranqam is an old instiument and is lefened to as

the udakavddtja7n (watei instrument) Playing on this ins-

trument IS included in the ohatushshashti kalas

(61 arts) Pixoi to the advent of the Ghmeso poicelain cups,

metallic cups of varying sonoiousness weie used

The bamboo stem is used in the tuntma^ kinnaii^ ektdr

and oqappnikkinna7i Blackwood — Diospyro

sebenastei) is used in the minufaotuie of nn otfu

m^khavtna, and chipld (castanets). The mouthpiece of the
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naigasvaram consists of the leaf of a marshy plant and this

functions as a double reed The nagasvaiam corresponds to the

oboe of the west There is a stone nagasvaram used in the

temple at Azhwartuunagari It is of the length of a mukha
Vina and gives a good tone

Maddur on the Bangalore—Mysore line was once famous

for the manufactuie of metallic strings With the import of

the foreign strings, this industry received a setback

The recent war has however given a fillip to the manufacture

of Stiings made of gut in India Violin guts (D and A strings),

are now being successfully manufactuied in Vizianagaram

Metallic stiings with twisted coils around them are made m
the South Stiings of silken thiead were made and used in

swarabat

India IS the home of the earliest bowed instiument

known to musical histoiy The hemispheiical cocoanut shell

was taken and covered with a skin A bamboo stem was

fixed in Its side A bridge was placed over the belly and

over it two strings were made to pass The ends of the

strings were tied to two pegs on the top of the stem

on one side and to the attachment on the cocoanut

shell on the other side A crude bow of horse hair was

used to play the instiument This is the Bavanahastam

or the Ea/^anustiam leferied to in ancient literatuie

The head pieces of some of the Indian musical instru-

ments aie caived into the shape of an animal oi biid

For example,

1 The head-piece of the vina is caived into the head

of a yah (a weird animal)
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2 The head-piece of the kinnan is carved into the

head of a kite

3 The head-piece of the taus is carved into the head

of a peacock

4 The head piece of the svarabat is caived into the

head of a parrot

There are also snake shaped horns and hoi ns with a

tiger’s or lion’s head The gomukha, mentioned in the

Ramayana and Mahdbhdrata as a wind instrument used in

martial music, resembled the mouth of a cow Gosrtnga was

made of cow^s horn and this is also mentioned in these two

epics

The ancient concert instrument of the Tamil land, the

yazh was classified into pdlai ydzh^ maruda ydzhy kurtnjt

ydzh and neydal ydzh This classification is suggestive of

the regions where they were used

Climatic Effects

Flutists in cold countries have to come to the concert

hall at least 15 minutes ahead of the time scheduled for the

commencement of a concert and be playing on their flutes in

order that the warmth imparted to their instruments might

restore their noimal responsive character In fact, in a concert

hall in Europe, prior to the coming in of the conductor all the

performers on instruments will be playing something or other

in quick tempo, either for the above purpose or for getting

into form On the other hand in hot countries, there is the

danger of perspiration which causes not a little annoyance to

jnstrumentalists As far as the flutist is concerned, the sweat
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on the lower lip makes the ambouohuie of the flute sink

in the lip lo a gi eater extent than usual, with the result that

the pitch of the fundamental note is slightly alteied He is

theiefoze obliged to adjust each time and play cautiously

In col ^ cour>tiies musicians aie able to carry on their

practices duimg time, but in hot countries practices are

mostly done in nights and mornings Relatively speaking,

European musicians are able to practice for longer hours than

Indian musicians In the case of professional performers in

India, the pitch of the voice gradually decreases with advan

cing age Olimatio conditions are again responsible for

professional performers in Europe being enabled to pursue

then caieei for a longei number of years than their brethren

in hot countries

The fretting of the vina will be a problem in cold

countries The fretting is done in India by the tuner sitting

in the sun with the vina in front Due to the heat, the waxy

ledge gets slightly soft and while m that condition, the frets

are placed or re set in then coriect positions After the fretting

IS over, the vma is placed in the shade for the waxy ledge to

harden In cold eountiies, although the sun may be shining

brightly, still the temperature is so low that the fretting of

the vma cannot be done in the manner indicated above

Dance diamas (yakshaganas) are perfoimed in the open

air m India but this will not be pobsible in cold countries*

There axe open an theatres in pbces like Salzbuig m Austria

but such theatres are used only for a brief period during

summei The folk music festivaL of India aie held in the

open an and during oit seasonSf so that the peasants may be

enabled to participate fully in thorn
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The Musical Oonseivatories of Euiopa aie housed in

colossal buildings with doable- walled, sound proof chatnbars

During a lesson oi leetuie-lioui, the doors will be closed »,nd

even though a piano class may be going on m the next room,

no one will get even a faint bound fiom that class But m
India- it IS futile to constiuct such buildings, because of the

necessity for ventilation The doois of lecture looms haie

have to be kept wide o])0n

It IS doubtful if women in tropicil countries can lefeeh

the htgh notes of the soloists of Eaiope Let it be lemein,

beied that the highest notes leachad sopianos intlib

west approximate to the taia sthayi kakali nishada and fBe

£i,ti lara sthayi shadja of the noimal pitch of women^^ ydiees in

India

Data fiom different couniiies may be collected

concerning the follov^ing —

1 The age at which the voice bicaks in the case of

boys

,

J The peiiod taken foi thu aclul^ voice to sot in
,
and

3 The behavioui of the voice during the period of

transition

These data may help us to decide whether climalic

conditions have anytl ing to do with these physiological

changes The \ oices of <^iils also bioafc sometimes and if

data iclating to this phono nonou also can ho got, we can

evolve some useful gonoialisations
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Miscellaneous

In all the countiies of the orienf* it is the melodic

system of music that pievails The humonical system had

its biith in JEurope % few cenfuiies igo and has spread to

America and countiies which did not possess a developed

system of music Indian music stands is the perfection of

the melodic system Even now Indiin music is the one

system that uses quutei-tones Scholais and musicians in

India do not meiely talk about quaitei tones but they use

them in their music

In the mattei of fhe geographical distiibution of musical

scales, it mav be of intoiest to note that the scale of Sankara-

bharana (Bilaval of Hmdusthani music and the Major diatonic

scale of Eui ope) is the most widely distiibuted Next m
rank comes the penta tonic scale, Mohana (0 D B G A eO

Besides Indian music, Ibis scale is found in Chinese music,

Scotch mu'^ic and CuM c music The scale of Simhendra.

paadhyama (57th mel‘"kaita, taking the notes 0 D E flat

E sharp, 6, A flat and B ) is found in the music of the

Hungaiians and Gypsies in Buiope The scale of Suddha

pveii(Duiga. of Hmdusthani music) CD E G Ac' is found in

the music of China, Indonesia and the Ear Eastern Aiehipelago

The muichhanas oi the derivative scales of the primordial

scale of Indian music (sa giama), have their paiallels in the

ancient Greek and ecclesiastical modes and in the modes of

the Arabs

The seasons and times of the day or night mentioned as

the most appiopriate foi singing paiticular ragas are of special

interest Some ragas can be sung at all times, while there

aye otheis which are intended to be sung befoie sunrise
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oi after sumise duiing- midday or afternoon, and evening

or night Theie is no questioning the fact that the ragas sung

during then allotted times sound best, but the time-theory of

ragas geneially speaking, ma^ be said to be amenable The

Indian ealendai lecognises six seasons of approximately two

months each, in a year and the six primary ragas Sii, Vasanta,

Bhairava, Panchama, Megha and Nattanaiayana were allotted

to these seasons The shadrutus or the six seasons are

Vasanta, Grishma, Varsha, Sara, Hemanta and Sisira

The musical stone pillars adorning the temples at Humpi,

Madurai, Azhagarkovil, Azhwartiiunagari, Tirunelveli,

Suchindram and Trivandium are the pride of South India.

Tha like of them is not to be seen in othei counM *6:, These

pillars are made of resonant granite These stones may
have iron in their composition Whereve) such siones weie

available, the temple aichxtects made the fullest iibe of them

Both a musical and a ihythmical accomp imment were

provided by these pillais They weie pL ytd upon with two

thin sticks Theie is a lesonint boaldei on the Chindi !;iii

Hill slopes Steps of losouint stone aie found in the

balxpitam-at^the to the tem^de at Di^Isiiiam, near

Zum’brfkonam'l InriJhe^temiJG Kiishnapuiam in Tnunelveli

Drstrict, there are «s of such losonant stones

Musical Maps

Muslpal map^f In3fa ^an bo prepaied on the following

topics

1 Showing the seats of music—piesent seats and past

seats The lelative d^sit^ pk^gjLch as shown by the

numbei of composeis that

SI»(}orned those places, can bl depieted^Ifh appiopiiat© signs
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2 Showing the biith places of famous composers anfl

musicians
,
also places which contain the samadhis or tombs

of eminent musicians and composers.

3 Showing the places connected with the biographies of

eminent composers

4 Showing the places noted for music festivals and

the performance of dance dramas and folk dances

5 Showing places which contain sculptures and pain-

tings of interest from the pomt of view of musical

iconography and dance iconography

b Showrii noted foi tne ui mufacture of musical

instiuments

The names of some lagas in medieval and modern music

suggest a provincial origin Kambho]i (fiom Oamboja),

Malavi (fiom Malwa), Saurashtra, Gujjaii, Diavida Gujjari,

Maharashtra Guj]aii, Siuati, Multim, Andhii, Turushka

Todi, Nepala Gauda, Sindhubhaii ^ vi, Smdhukannada and

Kalinga may be cited os examples
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